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Abstract

This dissertation investigates the variable use of the object preposition ʾet in Biblical 

Hebrew as an example of Differential Object Marking. Two categories of variation were 

examined. Asymmetric case alternations involve the variation between overt marking of 

the direct object with ʾet and zero coding of the object within canonical transitive clauses.

Symmetric case alternations involve the variation between the overt marking of the object

with ʾet and the realization of this argument as an oblique phrase headed by a preposition.

Chapters 1-4 summarize the previous research on the topic and introduce the theoretical 

framework for this study including a discussion of the functional-typological literature on

Differential Object Marking. Chapter 5 presents the results of a corpus-based study of 

asymmetric DOM within SBH narrative prose. It is argued that these alternations have 

discourse-pragmatic motivations related largely to the information status of the referent 

of the object phrase. Several other parameters are also examined which correlated to 

particularly low frequencies of object marking. Chapter 6 then examines common 

examples of symmetric alternations within Biblical Hebrew. These alternations are 

typically semantic in nature and related to the ‘patient-ness’ of the argument, though the 

exact effect varies based on the cognitive frame of the verb involved and the semantic 

roles which it selects.
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Chapter 1

Introduction

1.1. Statement of Problem

Biblical Hebrew does not feature morphological inflection for case but uses the object 

preposition ʾet—traditionally termed the nota accusativi—to variably mark the direct 

object of a transitive verb.1 It has long been noted that ʾet was used primarily, but not 

obligatorily, with definite objects as illustrated by the sentences in examples 1-3 given 

below.2

(1) wayyi!!aʿ yhwh ʾ"l#hîm gan (Gen 2:8a)
and-plant (3MS PAST) YHWH Elohim garden

“YHWH Elohim planted a garden”

(2) wayy$%em &am ʾet-h!ʾ!d!m (Gen 2:8b)
and-place (3MS PAST) there ACC-DEF-man
“He placed there the man”

1. The word ʾet defies simple morpho-syntactic classification. It has traditionally been categorized as a 
particle, but this thesis will use the more informative label object preposition. Syntactically, ʾet aligns with 
prepositions because it is invariably bound to a following noun phrase. It also indicates the relationship of 
that noun phrase to its head—the verb. The added term ‘object’ indicates, therefore, that ʾet functions as a 
‘case preposition’ rather than an indicator of temporal or spatial orientation as is the case with words more 
commonly categorized as prepositions. This also distinguishes the object preposition ʾet-1 from the 
homographic comitative preposition ʾet-2 ‘with’.  
2. See, for instance, the descriptions in GKC § 117a, J-M § 125e-f, and IBHS § 10.3.1. 



(3) w$ʾ$%im hannezem ʿal-ʾapp$h (Gen 24:47)
and-place (1CS PAST) DEF-ring on-nose-her

“I placed the ring on her nose”

While the grammars are generally unified in this description of the distribution of ʾet, 

there is less agreement on an explanation of its function. Some have argued that the 

object preposition carried an original emphatic force, but others suggested that the 

variation in its use was largely a matter of stylistic preference.3 More recent studies 

(Khan 1984; Garr 1991; and Malessa 2006), however, have situated the variable use of ʾet

within the context of a broad linguistic phenomenon that has been termed Differential 

Object Marking (DOM) in the literature (see inter alia Bossong 1985; Lazard 2001; 

Aissen 2003). 

While the differential use of case marking is characteristic of DOM languages, the 

variations are not haphazard. In fact, studies have identified several parameters which 

correlate strongly with the presence of an object marker. As illustrated in examples 1-3 

above, for instance, the use of the object preposition ʾet is clearly related to definiteness 

in Biblical Hebrew. In contrast, many Romance languages may employ a prepositional 

object marker with animate objects as illustrated by examples 4-6 below from Spanish.4

3. IBHS § 10.3.1a, for instance, refers to ʾet as the “emphatic particle,” while J-M § 125j seems to 
deliberately avoid the word emphatic, allowing only that there are certain uses of ʾet that seem “solely 
designed to bring the noun into prominence.” This wording reflects the view of Muraoka (1985, 152-158) 
who categorically rejected any emphatic nuance to the particle (see discussion in section 2.4 ).
4. One reason the grammarians may have had difficulty with ʾet is the high proportion of scholars who 
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(4) Mari vió  a una mujer
Mari see (3CS PAST)  ACC-INDEF-woman

“Mari saw a woman”

(5) Mari vió una mujer
Mari see (3CS PAST) INDEF-woman

“Mari saw a woman”

(6) Mari vió *a una casa
Mari see (3CS PAST) *ACC-INDEF-house

“Mari saw a house”

Cross-linguistic studies have further suggested that this behavior can be related broadly to

transitivity. Transitivity has traditionally been characterized semantically as describing an

event involving a transfer of energy from a subject to an object (Kittilä 2002). In formal 

grammar, transitivity also came to be described as a property of a verb associated with 

the number of participants present and the grammatical roles in which they are realized. 

The following definition from Smyth (§ 920) is typical in the classical grammars and 

combines elements of each, “Verbs capable of taking a direct object are called transitive 

because their action passes over to an object. Other verbs are called intransitive.” For 

example, consider the simple Greek sentence in example 7 below.

are native speakers of English, French, and German (non-DOM languages). In contrast, Garr (1991) noted 
that the Italian (a DOM language) scholar Furlani (1919) recognized the phenomenon in Biblical Hebrew 
quite early, and Blau (1979) also explicitly connected the use of ʾt on the Meshaʿ Stele to DOM in Spanish 
and Romanian.

3



(7) kai epoiesen ho theos ton anthr#pon (Gen 1:27, LXX)
and make (3MS PAST) DEF God (NOM) DEF man (ACC)

“God made man”

The verb poie! ‘to make’ is considered a transitive verb that selects two arguments. The 

subject, ho theos, is characterized as the ‘doer’ of the action (also termed the agent) and 

stands in the nominative case. The object, ton anthr!pon, is characterized as the thing 

directly affected or produced by the action (also termed the patient) and stands in the 

accusative case. Therefore, these two clause participants can be characterized by case-

marking, grammatical role, and semantic role as summarized in Table 1.1 below.

Table 1.1. Summary of Participants from Example 7

Participant 1 Participant 2
Noun Phrase: ho theos ton anthr!pon

Case: nominative accusative
Grammatical role: subject direct object
Semantic role: agent patient

Transitivity, however, is a more complicated phenomenon than reflected by this 

description, and as de Swart (2007) has argued, the formal and semantic approaches to 

transitivity do not always share a one-to-one correspondence. First, it is not the case that 

every transitive clause involves two participants while every intransitive clause involves 

only one. On the one hand, some languages allow cognate accusative constructions in 

4



which a verb that would otherwise align semantically with intransitivity occurs with an 

object as in example 8.5

(8) She smiled a huge smile.

On the other hand, some semantically transitive verbs may allow indefinite object 

deletion in certain circumstances, in which case they occur with only one overt 

participant.6 This phenomenon can be illustrated by the pair of sentences in examples 9 

and 10 involving the verb ‘eat’.

(9) Last night, I ate a huge steak.

(10) Last night, I ate [∅] for 2 hours.

Second, not all verbs that typically occur in a formally transitive construction describe a 

transfer of energy from the subject to an object as in Kittilä’s definition discussed above. 

This can be illustrated by the Latin verb timeo ‘to fear’, which is used transitively in 

example 11 (AG § 387a).7

5. For example, “An intransitive verb often takes the Accusative of a noun of kindred meaning, usually 
modified by an adjective or in some other manner” (AG § 390).
6. “A transitive verb may often be used absolutely, i.e. without any object expressed: as,—arat, ‘he is 
ploughing,’ where the verb does not cease to be transitive because the object is left indefinite, as we see by 
adding,—quid, ‘what?’ agrum suum, ‘his land’” (AG § 273 note 2).
7. “There is no definite line by which transitive verbs can be distinguished from intransitive. Verbs 
which usually take a direct object (expressed or implied) are called transitive, but many of these are often 
used intransitively or absolutely. Thus time!, I fear, is transitive in the sentence inim"cum time!, I fear my 
enemy, but intransitive (absolute) in n!l" tim#re, don’t be afraid” (AG § 387a note). 

5



(11) inim"cum time#
enemy (ACC) fear (1CS PRES)

“I fear (my) enemy”

It is difficult to characterize the direct object inim"cum ‘enemy’ as either directly affected 

or produced by the action of the subject. In fact, the subject is the participant who is 

better described as ‘affected’ in a broad sense (psychologically). Further, timeo can also 

occur without a direct object as in example 12 (AG § 387a) and is, therefore, difficult to 

strictly classify as transitive or intransitive.

(12) n#l' tim(re
be unwilling (MS IMV) fear (INF)

“Do not fear”

In some cases the alternation between formally transitive and intransitive constructions 

may affect the semantic interpretation of the clause. For instance, the English conative 

alternation indicates that an action was incomplete in some way as illustrated by the pair 

of sentences in examples 13 and 14 (Levin 1993, 41-42).

(13) He ate the cake. (complete)

(14) He ate at the cake. (incomplete)

Matters are further complicated by the fact that the accusative case may also be used to 

6



code clause constituents which are not typically associated with the grammatical role of 

direct object. For instance, adverbial accusatives of extent in time or distance may 

alternate with a prepositional phrase as illustrated by examples 15 and 16 from Classical 

Greek (Smyth § 1583).8

(15) emeinen hemeras heptas
remain (3SG PAST) days (ACC) seven (ACC)

“He remained seven days”

(16) emeinen para panta ton khronon
remain (3SG PAST) through all DEF-time (ACC)

“He remained throughout the entire time”

Finally, some languages, such as Latin, may also use a ‘terminative’ accusative to code 

the goal of a verb of motion, as in example 17, in which case it is less clear whether the 

constituent coded as an accusative should be considered a direct object or an adjunct.

(17) V$d# R#mam
go (1SG PRES) Rome (ACC)

“I am going (to) Rome”

Based on these types of variations and a growing interest in cross-linguistic typology—

particularly related to ergative languages—more recent studies have turned toward a 

8. Smyth also suggested that the use of para with the accusative or dia with the genitive emphasizes 
the “uninterrupted duration of an action.”

7



prototype approach to transitivity.9  Such definitions focus on the prototypical transitive 

event which is generally defined in semantic terms since the morpho-syntactic realization 

of transitivity varies across languages (Tsunoda 1999). Further, rather than classifying 

verbs as transitive or intransitive, transitivity came to be seen as a property of the clause 

as a whole which can be decomposed into a cluster of interrelated parameters. None of 

these are essential, but they all contribute to the transitivity of the clause (Croft 1991). In 

general, the more parameters present associated with high transitivity, the more likely a 

clause is to be coded with a canonical transitive construction (e.g. nominative-accusative 

or ergative-absolute).

The prototype approach is epitomized by the influential study of Hopper and Thompson 

(1980). Hopper and Thompson made a broad cross-linguistic survey which analyzed the 

various morpho-syntactic realizations of transitivity. Their study identified ten transitivity

parameters as listed in Table 1.2, and these have been generally followed in the 

subsequent literature.10

9. Prototype Theory developed in the field of Cognitive Science as an alternative to the classical 
Aristotelian approach to categorization (Lakoff 1987). In the classical theory, categories were defined by 
necessary and sufficient conditions and had clear boundaries. Further, all members of a category had equal 
status. The work of cognitive psychologist Eleanor Rosch (see Rosch 1978 for instance), however, 
demonstrated that certain members of a category may be considered more representative than others, which
she termed a prototype effect. The existence of prototype effects suggests that some categories may be 
gradient in nature rather than based on a strict distinction between members and non-members. A common 
misconception of prototype theory is that Rosch’s experiments demonstrated that category membership was
based on perceived similarity to the prototype member, resulting in a graded category with fuzzy 
boundaries, but both Rosch and Lakoff have stressed that the existence of prototype effects does not entail 
any specific type of category structure. Prototype effects merely result from the interaction of idealized 
categories with actual experience and may vary based on the nature of the category.
10. Others seem to have developed similar lists independently such as Lakoff (1977) and Tsunoda 

8



Table 1.2. Hopper and Thompson’s Transitivity Parameters

High Transitivity Low Transitivity
A. Participants 2 or more, A and O 1 
B. Kinesis action non-action
C. Aspect telic atelic
D. Punctuality punctual non-punctual
E. Volitionality volitional non-volitional
F. Affirmation affirmative negative
G. Mode realis irrealis
H. Agency A high in potency A low in potency
I. Affectedness of O O totally affected O not affected
J. Individuation of O O highly individuated O non-individuated

Hopper and Thompson’s conclusions suggested that differential case marking of the O-

participant could best be understood as a prototype effect. Malchukov and de Swart 

(2009) have observed two main patterns of variation. Asymmetric DOM languages—

such as Biblical Hebrew and Spanish—allow an alternation between overt and null 

coding of the object, while symmetric DOM—found most prominently in Finnish—

alternates between two overt cases. As mentioned earlier, asymmetric variations seem to 

be primarily influenced by animacy and definiteness. Symmetric variations, however, are 

sensitive to a broader range of features including aspect and affectedness.  

(1981). Note that A (for agent) and O (for object) are standard labels for the two participants in a canonical 
transitive clause (see section 3.1). Functional-typological approaches prefer these labels in order to avoid 
the difficulty in developing a universal definition for the traditional concepts of subject and object. 

9



1.2. Outline

The goal of this thesis is to investigate and explain the parameters that influence the 

variations in the use of the object preposition ʾet in Biblical Hebrew. First, the study will 

draw on the extensive functional-typological literature concerning transitivity and DOM 

in order to identify a set of common parameters and define appropriate quantitative 

measures. Second, these measures will be applied to Biblical Hebrew using a corpus 

based approach to isolate the main parameters which correlate most strongly to the 

presence or absence of the object preposition ʾet. 

This study makes two main contributions to previous research. First, the parameters 

animacy and definiteness have been linked in the DOM literature to the individuation of 

the object, but this category has both semantic aspects related to quantification and 

pragmatic aspects related to discourse prominence. It will be argued that asymmetric 

variations in object marking are more directly influenced by the latter than the former. 

Rather than correlating object marking solely to definiteness, therefore, the study 

measured information status—a category that figures prominently in information 

structure analysis.11 

11. Information structure analysis is concerned with the relationship between the linguistic form of a 
sentence and the mental states of the speaker and hearer at the time of utterance (Lambrecht 1994, 3). 
Information status refers to the availability of a referent to the hearer, and the category can be further 
subdivided into identifiability and accessibility. While identifiability correlates to the nature of the hearer’s 
knowledge of a referent, accessibility characterizes its level of activity within the hearer’s consciousness at 
a particular moment (see Chafe 1976 and 1994; Heim 1982; Lambrecht 1994; Lyons 1999).  The term 

10



Second, previous studies have typically isolated asymmetric and symmetric DOM as 

separate but related systems.12 While the effect of asymmetric case alternations is 

primarily pragmatic, symmetric alternations seem to be primarily semantic in nature 

(Kittilä 2009). Because both types of alternation are present within Biblical Hebrew, 

however, this study will also consider the interaction between the two.  

Chapters 2 through 4 will introduce the theoretical framework for the study. Chapter 2 

will summarize previous research on case and object marking within Biblical Hebrew, 

particularly the various theories on the origin and function of the particle ʾet. Chapter 3 

will then describe the current linguistic research on the interaction between transitivity 

and case marking and summarize the cross-linguistic study of DOM. Chapter 4 will 

introduce the concept of information status by discussing the roles of identifiability, 

accessibility, and animacy and proposing quantitative criteria for their measurement. 

The next two chapters will apply these measures to Biblical Hebrew. The discussion in 

Chapter 5 will be limited to the asymmetric alternation between overt marking of the 

information structure was first introduced by Halliday (1967) in discussing the use of intonation to organize
the information of a clause. Similarly, Wallace Chafe (1976) has used the term information packaging to 
describe the way a speaker accommodates their message to the needs of the hearer. The theoretical 
approach began with the Prague school of linguistics and was primarily concerned with the distinction 
theme-rheme (or topic-comment). I will particularly draw on the work of Knud Lambrecht (1994) in this 
study. The association of the association of information status with object marking has also been recently 
explored by Dalrymple and Nikolaeva (2011). 
12. Indeed, some scholars have limited the study of DOM proper to asymmetric systems (see Aissen 
2003, 436 n3 and Lyons 1999, 202).
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direct object with ʾet and null case marking within prototypical transitive clauses in SBH 

narrative prose. This corpus was chosen to minimize the influences of dialect and genre. 

Chapter 6 will then expand the discussion to symmetric case alternations between 

accusative marking and the realization of the second argument as an oblique headed by a 

preposition. Examples will be taken from across the corpus of Biblical Hebrew. Finally, 

Chapter 7 will provide a summary and conclusions. 
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Chapter 2

Descriptions of Case in Biblical Hebrew

2.1. Overview 

The traditional approach to case was developed in the study of Classical Greek and Latin,

both of which were fusional inflecting languages, and the term primarily refers to the 

inflectional systems used to indicate the relationship between a dependent noun and its 

nominal or verbal head (Blake 2001, 1).13 For instance, the Greek system was originally 

divided into four cases as illustrated by Table 2.1.14  

Table 2.1. Greek Second Declension Masculine Singular Paradigm

Category Form
Nominative logo-s
Genitive logo-u15

Dative logo-i16

Accusative logo-n

13. The Latin c$sus ‘falling’ is a calque of Greek pt!sis and seems to have originally referred to the 
‘falling away’ of the other case forms from the standard form, which was taken to be the nominative (Blake
2001, 18). The non-nominative cases are therefore also referred to as oblique cases, though in some 
contexts the nominative and accusative case are grouped as the ‘core’ cases and the non-accusative cases—
such as genitive and dative—are termed oblique.
14. The vocative case would be added later, while Latin also distinguished the ablative (Blake 2001, 19).
15. Note that the MS genitive ending is not technically upsilon but omicron, which contracts to ou when 
combined with the final stem vowel (see Smyth § 230d n1).
16. Technically o-i > ! written as ). This represents the union of the stem vowel o with the original 
Indo-European dative ending -ai (Smyth § 229b).    
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As in Greek and Latin, an inflectional case system has been reconstructed for Proto-

Semitic corresponding to the three-way vowel alternation u-a-i as in Table 2.2.17

Table 2.2. Proto-Semitic Case System (Masculine Singular)

Case Form
Nominative malk-u
Genitive malk-i
Accusative malk-a

In a development paralleled by some modern Indo-European languages, however, this 

full inflectional system was replaced in the Northwest Semitic languages, including 

Biblical Hebrew, by a DOM system in which only certain noun phrases were overtly 

marked as direct objects by the object preposition ʾet (or a cognate), while the subject was

no longer overtly case marked.18  

The syntactic-semantic relationships indicated by case are relatively abstract and easily 

transferred to languages with different types of case marking systems (Haspelmath 

2009).19 Consequently, the Biblical Hebrew grammars have largely imported the 

17. Note that the accusative merges with the genitive in the dual and masculine plural forms. This case 
system is evident in Akkadian and Ugaritic, and it is also preserved in Classical Arabic. The system is also 
partially preserved in Ge’ez which has dropped the nominative -u ending, but retains the accusative -a 
(Bossong 1991, 146).  
18. The object marker would seem to be a feature of Proto-Northwest Semitic with cognates in Moabite 
(ʾt), Phoenician ( ʾyt), and Old Aramaic (ʾyt). Object marking is not attested in Old Byblian and is 
infrequent in Standard Phoenician (Garr 1985). Imperial Aramaic developed a second object marker from 
the preposition l- which generally replaced ʾyt, and this development was shared by Late Biblical Hebrew.
19. Even within Greek and Latin, there is not a one-to-one mapping between a particular morphological 
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categories and terminology utilized in the classical tradition.20 The grammar of Joüon-

Muraoka, for instance, makes this explicit at the beginning of the chapter concerning the 

cases:

We shall employ the usual terms accusative, genitive, and nominative by analogy 

with Latin. Although case endings have almost entirely disappeared from Hebrew 

(cf. § 93 b ff.), all these originally morphological categories are now largely 

syntactic ones (J-M, 410).

Indeed, for practical purposes labels such as nominative, accusative, and dative have 

generally been preserved within the linguistic literature, but Haspelmath has also noted 

that a few caveats are in order. First, he stressed that cases are language particular 

entities:

This means that case labels are valid only for particular languages. When talking 

about Latin, an expression like “the dative case” has to be interpreted as “the 

Latin dative case”... For convenience, similar case labels are used for different 

languages, so that we also talk about “the dative case” in Turkish, for example. 

But the transfer of case labels from one language to another should not be 

understood as meaning that we are dealing with “the same case.” (2009, 510)

form and a specific case label. Both of these languages exhibit syncretism within and among the multiple 
nominal paradigms (traditionally labelled declensions). For instance, within the Greek second declension, 
logoi can be considered both the dative masculine singular and the nominative masculine plural case form. 
20. A notable exception among the grammarians is Nöldeke. Similarly, Hoftijzer (1965, 8) rejected the 
use of labels such as nominative, accusative, and genitive where an inflectional system no longer exists. 
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Second, he cautioned that these labels are only well-defined for “idealized systems 

without splits” (Haspelmath 2009, 510). In DOM languages such as Biblical Hebrew, 

however, overt accusative marking is only present on a subset of objects, while the 

remaining zero-coded objects are identical in form to both zero-coded subjects and 

adjunct phrases. Should such zero-coded objects be grouped with the remaining objects 

as accusatives based on syntactic-semantic role, with the subjects as nominatives based 

on morphological form, or should they be distinguished as some sort of tertium quid? The

grammars have generally opted for the first solution with all zero-marked non-subject 

constituents categorized as accusatives, but this may have the effect of neutralizing the 

significance of overt object marking in certain situations.21

2.2. The Accusative in Biblical Hebrew Grammars

The nominative and accusative are generally considered the core cases since they are 

associated with the grammatical roles of subject and direct object and encode the core 

arguments of typical one-place and two-place verbs (Blake 2001, 32).22 It is common, 

21. This seems to be the basis for Hoftijzer’s objection to the use of the label accusative (see note 20 
above), “It is not clear why one should not give ’t with following nominal form, personal name, pronominal
suffix, etc. its own treatment, particularly when ’t + following nominal form can give syntactical 
indicationsh [sic] wich [sic] the single nominal form would not give” (1965, 10). 
22. Both generative and functional approaches make a basic distinction between the core arguments of a 
predicate and adjunct modifiers. Core arguments are described as being obligatory to describe a complete 
event or entailed by the predicate, while adjuncts are optional (Dowty 1982). There are exceptions to these 
generalizations, however, and the distinction of argument from adjunct often depends on semantic intuition.
For instance, pro-drop languages allow the omission of a core object when pragmatically inferrable from 
the context. For further discussion, see section 3.2.
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however, for accusatives to have non-core functions. For instance, accusatives may also 

be used adverbially to indicate relationships such as manner, time, or location as noted in 

Chapter 1 (see also Blake 2001, 33). The standard grammars have identified both object 

and adverbial accusatives within Biblical Hebrew, but further examination shows that 

overt accusative marking with ʾet is typically restricted to direct objects.23  

2.2.1. Object Accusatives

Following the classical tradition, the standard Biblical Hebrew grammars have generally 

subcategorized objects as either “internal and external” or “effected and affected.” While 

these two sets of categories are sometimes used interchangeably, they do not overlap 

precisely. The grammars describe the typical object as the direct accusative (J-M § 125) 

or direct object (IBHS § 10.2.1) which may in turn be categorized semantically as either 

an affected or effected object. The affected object is defined as the entity acted upon by 

the subject, and it usually undergoes a change of state like ʾet-hamma%%#b!t  ‘the pillars’ 

in example 18 below. 

(18) w*&ibbar ʾet-hamma$$%b#t (2 Kgs 18:4)
and-break (3MS PERF) ACC-DEF-pillars

“He broke the pillars”

23. For discussion of the accusative see GKC § 117-118, J-M § 125-128, IBHS § 10.2, König § 287-289.
To compare the classical tradition, see Smyth § 1563ff and AG § 386ff. 
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An effected object is produced by or results from the action of the subject. While this 

category is largely semantic in nature, it is also primarily invoked to explain the 

grammatical phenomenon of the cognate accusative, which is derived etymologically 

from the same root as the verb or one with a kindred meaning as in example 19.

(19) tad&(ʾ h$ʾ$re+ de&eʾ (Gen 1:11)
sprout (3FS IMPF) DEF-earth vegetation

“Let the earth produce vegetation”

The effected object, however, is not exclusively related to the cognate accusative. For 

instance, verbs of creation such as ʿ$&$h ‘to make’ may also govern a non-cognate 

effected object as in example 20.

(20) wayyaʿa% ʾ"l#hîm ʾet-h!r!qîaʿ (Gen 1:7)
and-make (3MS PAST) God ACC-DEF-firmament

“God made the firmament”

Further, in certain circumstances cognate accusatives may be better described as affected 

objects as in example 21 (IBHS § 10.2.1f). 

(21) tizraʿ ʾet-zarʿ'k! (Deut 11:10)
sow (2MS IMPF) ACC-seed-your

“You sow your seed”

The grammars further distinguish the internal object from the direct object. The internal 
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object is defined as being “identical with, or analogous to the action expressed by the 

verb” (J-M § 125q), and it is generally realized as an indefinite cognate accusative as in 

example 22.24 

(22) p$,-dû p!(ad (Psa 14:5)
dread (3CP PERF) dread

“They dreaded a dread” 

Internal objects may be qualified by an adjective, and they also may occur alongside a 

direct object as in example 23 below.

(23) wayyakk(m makk!h-g)dôl!h (Josh 10:10)
and-strike (3MS PAST)-them blow-great

“He struck them a great blow”

It is not entirely clear, therefore, whether these so-called “internal objects” are best 

classified as adjuncts or arguments of the verb. Kim (2009) has argued convincingly that 

it is better to simply distinguish two categories of cognate accusative. Argument cognate 

accusatives—illustrated in examples 19 and 21 above—function as core arguments like 

typical direct objects.25 Adverbial cognate accusatives, however, function more like 

24. IBHS § 10.2.1f suggests that non-cognate internal objects may also occur, particularly in a “verb of 
expression where the organ of expression is mentioned” such as w'q$r'ʾû... qôl g$dôl “and they cried... 
(with) a loud voice (Ezek 8:18).” J-M § 125s also suggests that these cases are “probably related to the 
internal object.” In contrast, GKC § 117s treats them as direct objects but also notes the “close relation 
between these accusatives and the internal objects.”  
25. Argument cognate accusatives seem to share properties with typical argument NPs such as 
compatibility with strong determiners and the object marker, pronominalization, the ability to affect the 
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adjunct phrases. For instance, in example 21 the verb hikk$h ‘to strike’ typically selects 

only two arguments. The agent is realized as a null subject, while the patient is realized as

the 3MS object pronoun. Therefore, the noun phrase makk$h-g'dôl$h ‘a great blow’ is not

a core argument of hikk$h and should not be classified as an object. 

Pereltsvaig (2002) also introduced Lev 18:22 (example 24) as an illustration of the 

adverbial cognate accusative.  

(24) w*ʾet-z$k$r l#ʾ ti&kab mi&k)bê  ʾi&&!h (Lev 18:22)
and-with-male NEG lie (2MS IMPF) lying.OF woman

“With a male you shall not lie (as with) the lying of a woman”

In this example, Pereltsvaig argued, the zero-coded noun phrase mi(k'bê ʾi(($h ‘the lying

of a woman’ functions adverbially similarly to predicate nominals which introduce 

manner modification.  

2.2.2. Adverbial Accusatives

The grammars have also identified various other adverbial accusatives on analogy to 

similar constructions in Latin, Greek, Akkadian, and Classical Arabic.26 Like the 

aspectual properties of the predicate (see section 3.4), promotion to the role of subject under passivization, 
and certain other behaviors under relativization and coordination (Pereltsvaig 2002). 
26.  GKC § 118b specifically cites the presence of such adverbials in these other Semitic languages as 
justification for transferring the category to Biblical Hebrew. The accusative ending -a is also commonly 
preserved within Semitic as an adverbial marker, and this phenomenon is attested in later dialects of both 
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adverbial cognate accusative described above, these noun phrases behave like adjuncts 

and are only rarely overtly marked by ʾet. For instance, a temporal phrase may indicate 

either the interval within which an event occurred (example 25) or the duration of an 

activity or state (example 26).27 

(25) w$ʾ$b#ʾ hayyôm ʾel-h$ʿ$yin (Gen 24:42)
and-come (1CS PAST) DEF-day to-DEF-spring

“I came today to the spring”

(26) wayy(&eb ʿimmô (#de& y!mîm (Gen 29:14)
and-dwell (3MS PAST) with-him month.OF days

“He dwelt with him one month”

Indicating the goal or source of a verb of motion has also been categorized as a function 

of the accusative as in example 27.28

Akkadian and Arabic. Comparative evidence from Ugarit has shown that the locative -$h suffix in Biblical 
Hebrew may not merely be the preservation of the old accusative marked by h as a vowel letter as once 
thought, however, but a distinct adverbial ending with consonantal h (see J-M § 124n). 
27. See GKC § 118i, J-M § 126i, and IBHS § 10.3.1c. The grammars suggest that the accusative of time 
can also be used to indicate a point in time, but Meek (1940) argued that such temporal accusatives always 
express duration, while the preposition b'- is required to indicate a point in time. Thus the accusative 
hayy!m means ‘during the day (today)’ while bayy!m hazzeh indicates ‘on this/that (particular) day’. More 
precisely, however, both phrases indicate a duration at some unspecified point within which an event 
occurred, but neither imply that the event necessarily lasted for the extent of that duration. The phrase 
hayy!m also relies on the immediate situation use of the article (see section 4.2) and refers to the current 
day, which would make the use of the preposition b'- redundant.
28. The use of the accusative to mark the goal is known from Latin (see example 17 above) and common
among modern Indo-European Languages. Note that in Latin the accusative marking of the goal is lexically
restricted to a subset of NPs including certain types of place names (towns and small islands) and certain 
common terms such as domus ‘home’ and ruris ‘country’. Otherwise, the goal is generally expressed by ad 
+ accusative. Similarly, source and location are generally expressed by ab + ablative and in + ablative 
while this same subset of nouns may stand in the bare ablative or locative. Therefore, in these stereotypical 
situations, the use of the bare accusative to express goal is partly related to the fact that the direction of 
motion can be inferred from the semantics of the verb + argument compound making the preposition 
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(27) w*yaʿ-q#b ûb$n$yw y$r*dû mi$r!yim (Josh 24:4)
and-Jacob and-sons-his go down (3MP PERF) Egypt

“Jacob and his sons went down (to) Egypt”

Noun phrases specifying the location of an event have been categorized as accusatives of 

place (GKC § 118g) as in example 28.29

(28) wayyi,an yi%r$ʾ(l w*ʾab&$l#m ʾere$ haggilʿ!d (2 Sam 17:26)
and-camp (3MS PAST) Israel and Absalom land.OF DEF-Gilead

“Israel and Absalom camped (in) the land of Gilead”

As mentioned previously, the grammars have categorized the types of adverbial phrases 

listed in this section as accusatives on analogy to similar overtly marked accusatives in 

inflectional case languages. While comparative evidence suggests that such adverbial 

accusatives existed within Proto-West Semitic, it is significant that these non-core 

redundant. See further discussion in section 6.3.3. 
29. This use is generally restricted to verbs of being, dwelling, and resting, and the grammars note that a 
large proportion of examples occur with the nouns bayit ‘house’ and peta) ‘door’. GKC § 118d suggests 
that this may have phonetic motivations in order to avoid the combination of b'- with a following bi-labial, 
while Meek (1940) notes that these nouns are always in the construct state and may have acquired quasi-
prepositional status through frequency of use similar to derek ‘path’ > ‘toward’ or mûl ‘front’ > ‘opposite’. 
Meek also argues that all accusatives of place should be considered terminative rather than locative. For 
instance, he suggests that verbs of settling include the idea of motion towards the place where settling 
occurs. Thus he glosses 2 Sam 17:26 (example 28) as “Israel and Absalom moved their camp into the land 
of Gilead.” Indeed, many case-marking languages distinguish static locations from goals with the 
accusative reserved for goal marking as described for Latin above in note 28. In German, for instance, there
are a set of prepositions which alternate between governing the accusative (goal) and the dative (location). 
As discussed above with Latin, in Biblical Hebrew, the interpretation of the bare place NP as location or 
goal is dependent on the semantics of the verb + argument complex. Thus the locative interpretation is 
restricted to the class of static verbs and place nouns described above, while the goal interpretation is 
mostly found with verbs having a component of inherent direction such as b$ʾ ‘enter’. There is no need, 
therefore, to posit a core terminative meaning to accusatives of place (see also Speiser 1954). 
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constituents are not typically overtly case marked in Biblical Hebrew.30 

2.3. The Distribution of  ʾet

Wilson (1889-90) remains the most comprehensive description of the distribution of ʾet 

and is generally followed by the grammars.31 As mentioned in Chapter 1, these 

descriptions have identified definiteness as the primary parameter influencing the use of 

the object preposition—the use of ʾet is generally restricted to definite objects (example 

29), but it is not obligatory with a definite object (example 30).

(29) wayyiben ʾet-habbayit (1 Kg 6:9)
and-build (3MS PAST) ACC-DEF-house

“He built the house”

(30) wayyiben habbayit layhwh (1 Kg 6:1)
and-build (3MS PAST) DEF-house for-YHWH32

“He built the house for YHWH”

30. The restriction of overt accusative marking to arguments is common to DOM systems (Blake 2001), 
and the shift to DOM in Northwest Semitic is likely responsible for the reduction in the use of the adverbial
accusative. Ugaritic and the ‘Canaanite glosses’ in the Amarna texts demonstrate case-inflection within 
West Semitic during the second millennium BCE. These inflectional systems were lost in part due to 
phonetic erosion of short final vowels, which seems to have occurred in two stages (Blau 2010, 267). Short 
u/i were omitted first, while short a was retained. This would have resulted in an intermediate case system 
in which only accusatives were overtly marked. With the transition to a DOM system, the accusative 
inflection was likely restricted to adverbial accusatives. In the final stage, final -a was also elided, but it is 
preserved in certain adverbials in Biblical Hebrew. Usually this is accompanied by mimation, such as 
yôm$m ‘by day’, but it also occurs without, such as l$yl$h ‘at night’ and ʾomn$h ‘verily’ (Blau 2010, 122). 
31. See also Hoftijzer (1965).
32. I have interpreted layhwh as benefactive. Alternatively the phrase could be interpreted as a genitive 
‘the house of YHWH’, but this construction is generally reserved for cases where the first noun is 
indeterminate (J-M § 130b).  
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Besides noun phrases determined by the definite article, the class of definite objects is 

considered to include pronouns, proper nouns, and nouns in a genitive relation to a 

definite noun or pronoun. Object noun phrases quantified by the universal k!l ‘all, every’ 

also regularly include the object marker (example 31), as do phrases followed by the 

relative ʾ*(er (example 32).

(31) wayyaq!(r m#&eh ʾet-kol-h!ʾayil (Lev 8:21) 
and-smoke (3MS PAST CAUS) Moses ACC-all-DEF-ram

“Moses turned the entire ram to smoke”

(32) w*ʾ$n#kî ʾôdîʿ-k$ ʾ%t ʾ'&er-taʿ'*eh (1 Sam 16:3)
and-I know (1CS IMPF CAUS)-you ACC REL-do (2MS IMPF)

“I will show you what you should do”

The interrogative pronoun mî ‘who’ is always marked by ʾet as in example 33.

(33) w*ʾet-mî ʿ$&aqtî (1 Sam 12:3)
and-ACC-who oppress (1CS PERF)

“Whom have I oppressed?”

In contrast, the interrogative m$h ‘what’ is never marked as an object as in example 34.

(34) meh ʿ$%ît$ (Gen 4:10)
what do (2MS PERF)

“What have you done?”
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Indefinite noun phrases are only rarely object marked, and the grammars have suggested 

that the object preposition may be necessary to distinguish the subject from the object in 

these circumstances (J-M § 125h; IBHS § 10.3.1b). For instance, Lev 26:5 in example 35 

below involves two indefinite nouns—dayi( ‘threshing’ and b$%îr ‘harvesting’—both of 

which agree with the 3MS verb.33

(35) w*hi%%îg l$kem dayi& ʾet-b!$îr (Lev 26:5)
and-overtake (3MS PERF MOD) for-you threshing ACC-vintage

“For you, threshing shall overtake (grape) harvesting”

Indefinites may also be object marked when qualified by a relative clause or a 

prepositional phrase involving a definite noun phrase. For instance, the qualifier ‘Saul’ in 

example 36 is a proper noun while ‘the young men’ in example 37 is definite.

(36) k$rat ʾet-k!n!p  ʾ'&er l)&!ʾûl (1 Sam 24:6)
cut (3MS PERF) ACC-corner  REL-to-Saul

“He had cut off a corner which was Saul's”

(37) qa,-n$ʾ ʾitt)k! ʾet-ʾa(ad m%hann)ʿ!rîm (1 Sam 9:3)
take (MS IMV)-please with-you ACC-one from-DEF-young men

“Please take with you one of the young men”

33. Note, however, that global disambiguation of subject from object only rarely influences DOM (see 
section 3.2.1) since there are other contextual clues including word order (subjects usually precede objects) 
and general knowledge (it would make little sense for the grape harvest to overtake the threshing season). 
Further, while the NPs in this example are morphologically indeterminate, they could be considered 
generics or quasi-PNs, in which case they would align semantically with definiteness (see section 4.2).
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As mentioned above, the great majority of so-called ‘adverbial accusatives’ are zero-

coded, and there are very few examples in the grammars of such accusatives marked by 

the object preposition ʾet. For instance, GKC and IBHS only mention Exod 13:7 (example

38) and Deut 9:25 (example 39) as examples of temporal accusatives, while J-M added 

Lev 25:22 (example 40). 

(38) ma++ôt y(ʾ$k(l ʾ%t &ibʿat hayy!mîm (Exod 13:7)
matzah eat (3MS IMPF PASS) ACC-seven DEF-days

“Matzah shall be eaten seven days”

(39) w$ʾetnappal lipnê yhwh ʾ%t ʾarb!ʿîm hayyôm (Deut 9:25)
and-fall (1CS PAST REFL) before YHWH ACC-forty DEF-day

“I lay prostrate before YHWH the forty days...”

(40) ûz*raʿtem ʾ%t ha&&!n!h ha&&)mînit (Lev 25:22)
and-sow (2MP PERF MOD) ACC DEF-year DEF-eighth

“You shall sow the eight year”

Likewise, so called ‘accusatives of place’ are overwhelmingly zero-coded. The rare 

examples that are overtly marked are not locative phrases, but primarily refer to the goal 

or origin of motion as in examples 41 and 42 below.34 

34. Other examples of the object preposition ʾet with the origin of motion include Exod 9:29 and 33. 
Another possible example of ʾet with the goal of motion is Num 13:17, “Go up (to) the mountain (ʾet-
h$h$r),” but this may also be analyzed as a path (“Go up the mountain”). See further discussion on verbs of
motion in section 6.3.3. 
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(41) l$bôʾ ,ereb ʾ%t rabbat b)nê-ʿammôn (Ezek 21:25)
 for-enter (INF) sword ACC-Rabbah.OF sons.OF-Ammon

“..for the sword to enter Rabbah of the Ammonites”

(42) h(m y$+*ʾû ʾet-h!ʿîr (Gen 44:4)
they go out (3MP PERF) ACC-DEF-city

“They had left the city”

In a few examples, the path of motion may also be overtly coded by ʾet as illustrated by 

example 43.35

(43) wann(lek ʾ%t kol-hammidb!r... (Deut 1:19)
and-walk (1CP PAST) ACC-all-DEF-wilderness

“We walked the entire wilderness...”

GKC cites the presence of ʾet in these rare cases as justification for distinguishing a broad

‘adverbial accusative’ category in Biblical Hebrew comprised of both overt and zero-

coded phrases. “That the cases thus loosely subordinated to the verb are to be regarded as

accusatives is seen first from the fact that in certain instances the nota accusativi (!") is 

prefixed” (GKC § 118b). This analysis, however, overlooks the fact that the object 

preposition ʾet is not available broadly for all adverbial accusatives, but is restricted to 

cases in which the ‘adverbial’ noun phrase may be associated more closely with the 

grammatical role of object. For instance, b$ʾ ‘to enter’ (example 41) and y$%$ʾ ‘to leave’ 

35. Another example occurs in Deut 2:7. 
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(example 42) are two-argument verbs which select a goal and source respectively. While 

these arguments are often coded as obliques, their realization as objects may be motivated

by parameters related to transitivity such as aspect and affectedness (see Garr 1991 and 

further discussion in sections 2.5 and 6.3.3 below).  

  

Finally, the grammars list a variety of examples in which the object preposition ʾet occurs

with a noun phrase that would not ordinarily be associated with either the role of direct 

object or the accusative case as illustrated by examples 44, 45, and 46 below.

(44) w*ʾet-m)l!kênû *!rênû k#h'nênû waʾ'b#tênû (Neh 9:34)
and-ACC-kings-our princes-our priests our and-fathers-our

l#ʾ ʿ$%û tôr$tek$
NEG do (3MP PERF) law-your

“Our kings, our princes, our priests, and our ancestors did not do your law”

(45) w*ʾet-habbarzel n$pal ʾel-hamm$yim (2 Kgs 6:5)
and-ACC-DEF-iron fall (3MS PERF) to-DEF-water

“The iron fell into the water”

(46) wayyuggad l*ribq$h ʾet-dibrê ʿ%*!w (Gen 27:42)
and-declare (3MS PAST PASS) to-Rebekah ACC-words.OF Esau

“The words of Esau were declared to Rebekah”

There is no consensus on the explanation of such examples. IBHS, for instance, simply 
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lists these examples as evidence of the use of ʾet to mark the subject of a transitive, 

intransitive, and passive verb respectively. J-M § 125j classes Neh 9:2 with the rare 

examples in which ʾet occurs with a “noun which cannot be regarded, even virtually, as 

the object,” but also relates its presence to the frequent use of ʾet within enumerations and

lists.36 

Other grammarians have sought alternate explanations. One approach, traced to Albrecht 

(1929) and König (1897), attempts to explain such occurrences as scribal errors. Thus, 

GKC § 117m (note 8) lists 2 Kgs 6:5 among “some undoubtably corrupt passages,” 

suggesting that ʾet-habbarzel may derive from a text which read *hippîl (3MS PERF CAUS) 

rather than n$pal (3MS PERF). A second approach suggests that these examples represent 

hybrid or contaminated constructions which still retain some sense of the transitive 

meaning. For instance, Joüon explained Gen 27:42 as the “affected object of an 

impersonal passive” (§128b). Since the supposed subject ‘words of Esau’ does not agree 

in number with the 3MS wayyugad, he argued that the construction should be associated 

with the impersonal passive.37 Joüon suggested, therefore, that the strange use of ʾet here 

could be attributed to the approximate equivalence of the impersonal passive “it was 

declared” to the active “someone declared” resulting in a hybrid construction which 

36. Similarly, Hanna Jenni has argued that ʾet often functions as a “structuring element of 
hierarchisation in complex enumerations, even in non-verbal sentences” (2007, 183). Besides Neh 9:2, J-M 
§ 125j lists Num 3:26 and Josh 17:11 as similar examples.
37. See Comrie (1989, 14) for a discussion of languages which form a similar impersonal passive. 
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treated dibrê ʿ#&$w as an object rather than a subject.38

2.4. The Function of  ʾet 

Despite its frequent use in the Hebrew Bible, Muraoka has remarked that, “No single 

particle has given rise to more widespread and also mutually more contradictory 

discussion than this so-called nota accusativi” (1985, 146).  IBHS noted two main issues 

for discussion. First, the object preposition is homophonous with the preposition ʾet-2 

‘with’ except when attached to a pronominal suffix as illustrated by Table 2.3. This may 

lead to difficulty in determining whether a particular phrase is a noun phrase in the role of

direct object or a prepositional phrase. 

Table 2.3. Bases for ʾet-1 and ʾet-2 with Pronominal Suffix

lemma meaning base examples
ʾet-1 accusative ʾet-/ʾ!t- ʾ!tî ‘me’, ʾetkem ‘you (MP)’
ʾet-2 ‘with’ ʾitt- ʾittî ‘with me’, ʾittkem ‘with you (MP)’

The second difficulty is explaining the core function of the object preposition, 

particularly in light of its apparent free variation with definite objects and use with noun 

phrases not typically considered accusatives or direct objects as discussed above. Indeed, 

38. A similar construction seems to have been conventionalized for the verb y$lad ‘to bear’ with the 
child marked by ʾet. For instance, Gen 4:18 wayyiww$l#d la)*nok ʾet-ʿîr$d “and Irad was born to Enoch.”
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this last category of examples has dominated the literature resulting in two main lines of 

thought which I will refer to as the emphatic hypothesis and the accusative hypothesis.39 

The older and more common explanation was that ʾet developed from an emphatic 

particle—similar to Greek autos or Latin ipse—and that this core use was retained in 

certain situations, though with a weakened sense.40 An emphatic function would explain 

the apparent use of ʾet with a subject as well as the variable use of ʾet as an object marker.

For instance, Saydon summarized the function of ʾet as follows: 

In the light of these preliminary remarks, one feels justified to recognize in the 

particle !" one meaning alone and consequently one main use alone which is, or 

was originally, that of emphasizing the word to which it is attached. As this word 

may be either object or subject, the particle !" may be both a nota accusativi and 

a nota nominativi... (1964, 192-193)

Besides the supposed non-accusative uses, proponents of the emphatic hypothesis point 

to the use of ʾet in Mishnaic Hebrew for support. In Mishnaic Hebrew the object 

preposition can be used with a demonstrative sense as in ʾôtô hayyôm ‘that day, this very 

39. For instance, a series of articles in Vetus Testamentum argued the two positions. Blau (1954) argued 
against the emphatic reading, while Walker (1955) argued for it. Blau (1956) responded briefly, and the 
topic was resumed by Saydon (1964) and MacDonald (1964). Other important treatments include Hoftijzer 
(1965), Muraoka (1985), and Andersen (1971).
40. IBHS § 10.3.1a, for instance, explicitly refers to ʾet as “the emphatic particle.” Comparative evidence
suggests a proto-form *ʾiyy$t related to Arabic ʾiyy$-, Ethiopic kiy$- and Akkadian y$ti. There is no 
consensus, however, on the etymology of this form (see Rubin 2005, 115-117 for a summary).
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day’ (Rubin 2005, 183).41 MacDonald (1964) has also presented several apparent 

examples of ʾet marking a subject in a document termed the Samaritan Chronicle II in 

support of the authenticity of a non-accusative/emphatic function.42 

There are problems, however, with the emphatic hypothesis. The demonstrative use of ʾet

in Mishnaic Hebrew is much more likely to be a secondary development than the 

preservation of an original emphatic meaning (Rubin 2005, 124; contra IBHS § 10.3b).  

Further, while many scholars repeat the claim that ʾet was originally derived from an 

emphatic particle, it is unclear which particular emphatic particle lies behind ʾet, and as 

Hoftijzer (1965) and Muraoka (1985) have both commented, it is doubtful that such 

knowledge would be particularly useful for explaining the synchronic function of the 

object preposition within Biblical Hebrew. Indeed, scholars supporting the accusative 

hypothesis have argued that there is little evidence of a preserved emphatic function for 

ʾet at all, much less a core emphatic function.  

41. Rubin also noted that similar developments occurred in the neighboring dialects of Christian 
Palestinian Aramaic, Samaritan Aramaic, and (rarely) Jewish Palestinian Aramaic. 
42. The relevance of these examples is questionable. MacDonald (1964, 265) reported that the 
document, also called S#fer ha-Yam"m, was apparently written by the Samaritans in the classical Hebrew 
style and contains a large portion of the biblical text from Joshua, Judges, Samuel, Kings, and Chronicles 
which closely follows the MT. Cohen (1981, 174ff) noted, however, that there are actually two manuscripts
of the Chronicle, labelled H1 and H2. The H2 manuscript reflects an Aramaic literary style, while it is the 
H1 document that is written in the classical Hebrew style—particularly evident in the liberal use of waw-
consecutive narrative forms. MacDonald had argued that H2 was a later revision of H1, but Cohen (175) 
made a strong case that H1 is actually a revision of H2 with the classical Hebrew style motivated by a 
medieval Samaritan renaissance of the Hebrew language comparable to the renaissance in 9th century 
Palestine typified by the Pesikta Rabbati. He tentatively dates the work to the 14th century. Therefore, 
while the classical Hebrew style may represent an authentic literary tradition, these examples seem less 
relevant as independent verfication of an authentic classical usage. 
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Wilson, for instance, argued that ʾet is quite simply “the sign of the definite object” 

(1890, 139). For the sake of argument, he presented some possible examples of a  

reflexive or emphatic use of ʾet as in Exod 12:13, which is produced as example 47 

below.43

(47) w*h$y$h hadd$m l$kem l*ʾ#t... (Exod 12:13)
and-be (3FS PERF MOD) DEF-blood to-you for-sign

w*r$ʾîtî ʾet-hadd!m
and-see (1CS PERF MOD) ACC-DEF-blood

“The blood will be a sign for you... And I will see the blood (that very blood)...”

He countered this with several examples where ʾet has no obvious emphatic sense, 

however, as well as examples where one would expect emphasis yet ʾet was not used. 

Further, he gave numerous pairs of similar sentences in which one used ʾet while the 

other did not as illustrated by examples 48 and 49 below.

(48) b*!erem yaq!'rûn ʾet-ha(%leb (1 Sam 2:15)
before smoke (3MP IMPF CAUS) ACC-DEF-fat

“Before they would burn the fat...”

(49) qa!!(r yaq!îrûn kayyôm ha(%leb (1 Sam 2:16)
smoke (INF CAUS) smoke (3MP IMPF CAUS) as-DEF-day DEF-fat

“Let them burn the fat now”

43. Note that IBHS § 10.3b misinterprets Wilson’s examples as support for the argument that ʾet “had an
intensive or reflective force in some of its occurrences” while ignoring his later comments to the contrary.
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Wilson suggested, therefore, that while it is possible that ʾet may have originally carried a

reflexive or intensive force, it eventually lost that function and became a grammatical 

marker that was simply used with definite objects. Further, he explained the variation in 

the use or non-use of ʾet with object phrases as a matter primarily of style and authorial 

choice:

All difficulty, however, disappears, if we assume that, whatever its original force, 

!" came to be used only as a sign, which the writer or speaker might, according 

to his fancy or inclination, use or not use. (1889, 146) 

Muraoka (1985) also examined the use of the object preposition ʾet with definite objects 

in the prose of Genesis 12-20 and 1 Samuel 1-8. Analyzing the pattern of marking, he 

concluded similarly to Wilson that there were no consistent principles for the inclusion or

omission of ʾet—least of all an emphatic function—and he suggested that the variation in 

the use or non-use of ʾet may be a literary device used for stylistic variation. 

As an example of the apparent free variation, he cited the minimal pair haddelet and ʾet-

haddelet ‘the door’ which occur in almost identical contexts within only five verses of 

each other in Genesis 19 as illustrated by examples 50 and 51 below.

(50) w*haddelet s$gar ʾa,-r$yw (Gen 19:6)
and-DEF-door shut (3MS PERF) after-him

“He shut the door after him”
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(51) w*ʾet-haddelet s$g$rû (Gen 19:10)
and-ACC-DEF-door shut (3MP PERF)

“They shut the door”

Muraoka also criticized Saydon for confusing emphasis with definiteness. Saydon 

introduced Gen 2:8 involving the objects ʾet h$ʾ$d$m ‘the man’ and gan ‘garden’ (see 

examples 1 and 2) as an illustration of the variation in the use of the object preposition. 

Contrasting the use of object marking with the phrase h$ʾ$d$m to its omission with gan, 

Saydon suggested:

The noun # $% is without !" because it is indeterminate and consequently not 

emphatic; but the noun & '( '" has the particle because it is determinate and 

emphatic. (1964, 193)

Saydon seems to understand emphasis as concomitant with determination, but in this 

example the supposed “emphatic” sense is better attributed to the salience of the referent 

of hadd$m ‘the blood’ in the immediate context. Because this is already indicated by the 

use of the definite article, it is unclear how ʾet is functioning as an emphatic. A similar 

argument could be made about Exod 12:13, which Wilson had proposed as a candidate 

for an emphatic reading (example 47 above). 

If the core function of the object preposition is to mark the definite object, however, 
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supporters of the accusative hypothesis must still explain the atypical examples in which 

the object preposition has been argued to accompany a subject. As mentioned above, 

these are generally treated as scribal errors, “contaminations” which entered in the later 

language, or hybrid constructions which retain something of an active transitive sense. 

Muraoka (1985, 158), for instance, agreed with Blau (1954) that this use of ʾet is best 

described as a Konstruktionmischung, and that ʾet is never used with a “genuine subject.” 

Some grammarians have also adopted something of a middle position which treats the 

core function of the object preposition as marking the accusative, while allowing that it 

may have an emphatic sense in a limited number of these exceptional cases.44 

While Wilson and Muraoka characterized the use and non-use of ʾet as free variation, 

others have proposed factors outside of emphasis that might also explain the presence of 

the object preposition. For instance, earlier scholars had suggested that the link between 

definiteness and object marking was related to the fact that subjects are more naturally 

definite than objects; therefore, definite objects are more likely to be indicated.45 

Similarly, Blau (1979) noted that on the Mesha Stele, ʾt only seemed to occur with 

objects having human referents, suggesting that this is due to the fact that subjects are 

44. GKC (§ 117a, note 3), for instance, basically follows Wilson in arguing that ʾet has “so little force” 
that “it merely serves to introduce a determinate object.” In § 117m, however, the grammar lists some 
remaining exceptional examples “in which )! *" in the later Hebrew manner (almost in the sense of the Latin
quod attinet ad) introduces a noun with more or less emphasis.” Joüon § 125j had also admitted some 
emphatic uses, but while Muraoka’s translation and revision categorizes “a certain number of cases where 
!" precedes a noun which cannot be regarded, even virtually, as the object,” he refuses to attribute any 
emphatic force to the particle (see also Muraoka 1984, 152-158).
45. Hoftijzer (1965) attributes this view first to L. G. G. Kaila (1906, 75).
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more likely than objects to be human.46 Geoffery Khan (1984), however, was the first to 

take full advantage of the cross-linguistic and typological studies on object marking, 

especially the influential study of Hopper and Thompson (1980) discussed earlier. 

Khan studied both object marking and the use of agreement pronouns, which he argued 

was motivated by similar parameters.47 He surveyed several Semitic languages, giving 

examples of object marking from Biblical Aramaic, Biblical Hebrew, and Amharic, 

among others. He concluded that object marking was conditioned by two parameters: the 

status of the nominal occurring in the role of object and the status of the clause within the

discourse.  

The status of the nominal can largely be related to individuation or prominence, which he

divided into several sub-hierarchies as in Table 2.4.

46. Blau draws on the phenomenon of DOM in Spanish and Romanian for support—both of which are 
influenced primarily by animacy rather than definiteness. Overall, the object preposition occurs 14x in the 
inscription. As Segert (1961, 236) noticed, the object marker is completely absent with the clauses such as 
ʾnk bnty... “I built...” having the form 1CS + PERF, which occur in lines 21-30. Most of the marked objects 
actually refer to a GN such as ʾt mʾb ‘Moab’ (line 5) or an equivalent such as ʾt ʾr% mhdbh ‘the land of 
Medeba’ (line 8). These may be considered human-referring if the inhabitants are in primary view. There 
are also 4 cases that are either difficult or damaged. For instance, the interpretation of ʾt ʾrʾl dwdh (line 12) 
is unclear, but Blau proposes that the overall pattern of object marking suggests that the phrase refers to a 
person, perhaps a PN. The object of ʾq) ‘I took’ in line 17-18 is generally reconstructed as ʾ[t.k]ly.YHWH 
‘the vessels of YHWH’, but this would also contradict the theory, and again Blau suggests that a human-
referring object should be reconstructed. There is only one example of a possibly human-referring definite 
noun phrase which is left unmarked—ʾhrg kl[h/m] “I killed all of it/them” (line 16). 
47. An agreement pronoun is another strategy for object marking. It is suffixed to the verb and agrees 
grammatically with the object that it is indexing.
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Table 2.4. Khan’s Individuation Hierarchies

1. Definite > Indefinite
2. Non-reflexive complement > Reflexive complement
3. Specific > Generic
4. Concrete > Abstract
5. Qualified > Unqualified
6. Proper > Common
7. 1st > 2nd >3rd > Human > Inanimate
8. Textually Prominent > Incidental

Khan suggested that prominence may also be a feature of a clause as a whole. Therefore, 

objects are more likely to be marked in clauses narrating the climax or conclusion of a 

discourse, but less likely to be marked within a background clause. This suggestion 

follows Hopper and Thompson’s theory that the coding of high transitivity was motivated

by the discourse-pragmatic goal of foregrounding clauses which are more relevant for the

communicative goals of the discourse. The underlying assumption is that narratives are 

advanced by a sequence of events in which main characters perform actions that change 

things—a backbone of cause-effect relationships (DeLancey 1987). To illustrate the 

principle, Khan cited two clauses from Exod 2:9 (examples 52 and 53 below).

(52) watt#ʾmer l$h bat-parʿ#h (Exod 2:9a)
and-say (3FS PAST) to-her daughter.OF-Pharaoh

hêlîkî ʾet-hayyeled hazzeh...
walk (FS IMV CAUS) ACC-DEF-child DEF-this

“The daughter of Pharaoh said to her, ‘Take this child...’”
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(53) wattiqqa, h$ʾi&&$h hayyeled... (Exod 2:9b)
and-take (3FS PAST) DEF-woman DEF-child

“The woman took the child...”

In example 53, hayyeled ‘the child’ is not object marked despite being a prominent 

participant within the previous sentences. Khan suggested that this clause can be 

classified as background information since it repeats the preceding instructions verbatim 

and is “wholly predictable from the preceding discourse” (1984, 488).48 It has proven 

difficult, however, to adequately define the features of foregrounded clauses, and this part

of Hopper and Thompson’s hypothesis has not been generally pursued in the subsequent 

literature.49

Regardless, in contrast to the conclusions of Wilson and Muraoka, Khan found that a 

clear pattern for the use of the object marker emerges when the degree of individuation of

the object is taken into account. He particularly stressed the role of animacy along with 

definiteness. For instance, in Biblical Hebrew ʾet seems to almost always be used before 

human proper nouns including the names of nations, tribes, and cities. Animacy is also 

relevant to the fact that the object preposition is regularly used before the animate 

48. Khan also suggested that this explanation could account for the absence of ʾt on lines 21-30 of the 
Meshaʿ Inscription (see note 46 above). Since these lines use the perfect verb rather than the wayyiqtol 
narrative preterite form, he concluded that they were background rather than foreground. 
49. For instance, Tomlin (1985) criticized the conclusions of Hopper and Thompson since 39% of high 
transitivity clauses were actually in the background, which he suggested was a “red flag” if transitivity is 
supposed to mark foreground. Thompson (1987) also recognized that subordinate clauses—typically 
associated with background information—may often actually rank high in transitivity. 
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pronoun mî but never the inanimate m$h as mentioned above. 

Khan’s work has provided a more sophisticated foundation for studying the object 

preposition, but he did not measure the effect of the individual parameters in detail and 

merely gave anecdotal evidence for his conclusions without examining possible counter 

examples. Further, since Khan’s paper, cross-linguistic research into DOM has developed

rapidly. Therefore, in a recent dissertation on verbal valency in Biblical Hebrew, 

Muraoka’s student Michael Malessa (2006) devoted a chapter to the topic of object 

marking which included a more rigorous statistical analysis on a larger corpus of 

examples. 

Like Khan, Malessa argued that the individuation of the object was the most important 

influence on the presence of overt object marking. Within his corpus, he found that 99% 

of marked objects were definite, confirming the general correlation between definiteness 

and object marking. His analysis also showed that the frequency of marking followed the 

individuation hierarchies. For instance, 97% of proper nouns were object marked, 

compared to only 73% of other definite nouns.50 Further, 90% of human definite nouns 

were marked, 83% of animate (non-human) definite nouns, 73% of inanimate (concrete) 

definite nouns, and only 61% of abstract definite nouns. 

50. In the category ‘definite’ he includes proper nouns, personal and demonstrative pronouns, and nouns 
determined by the article, a pronominal suffix, or a definite nomen rectum (Malessa 2006, 32).
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2.5. Case Alternations in Biblical Hebrew

Like Khan and Malessa, Garr (1991) also confirmed the importance of individuation for 

the presence of the object preposition ʾet. His study, however, was not primarily 

interested in the asymmetric variation of overt and null marking within the prototypical 

transitive clause. Rather, he noted that certain verbs within Biblical Hebrew may either 

take a direct object marked by ʾet or an oblique object expressed as a prepositional 

phrase, “apparently in free variation and apparently with the same sense” (Garr 1991, 

121). This can be illustrated by the arguments ʾel-yi%)$q ʾ$b"yw “to Isaac, his father” and 

ʾet-ʾ('mûʾ#l “Samuel (ACC)” in examples 53 and 54 below.

(53) wayyigga& yaʿ-q#b ʾel-yi$(!q ʾ!b"yw (Gen 27:22)
and-approach (3MS PAST) Jacob to-Issac father-his

“Jacob approached Issac, his father”

(54) wayyigga& &$ʾûl ʾet-ʾ&)mûʾ%l b*tôk ha&&$ʿar (1 Sam 9:18)
and-approach (3MS PAST) Saul ACC-Samuel within DEF-gate

“Saul approached Samuel within the gate”

In some verbs, an alternation is only attested between an oblique prepositional phrase and

a pronominal suffix as in examples 55 and 56.51

51. The grammars are divided as to whether such suffixes should be properly considered accusative 
objects or ‘dative’ indirect objects. Garr (1991) suggested that this should be considered a separate 
phenomenon from the accusative-oblique alternation since the ‘objective pronominal suffixes’ have a single
morphological form regardless of whether the object is direct or oblique. The issue will be dealt with in 
more detail in section 6.4.
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(55) w*l#ʾ-y#sîp ʿôd l$gaʿat b!k (2 Sam 14:10)
and-NEG-add (3MS IMPF) again to-touch (INF) at-you

“Never again will he harm you”

(56) kaʾ-&er l#ʾ n*gaʿ-nûk! (Gen 26:29)
as-REL NEG touch (1CP PERF)-you

“Just as we did not harm you”

The subject of case alternation in Biblical Hebrew has not attracted as much attention in 

the literature as the variation in the use of the object marker.52 Kinberg (1981) suggested 

that the alternation between accusative and oblique constructions was the result of a 

historical shift in Biblical Hebrew from a synthetic to an analytic language in which 

adverbial accusatives of time, manner, or cause (see section 2.2 above) were gradually 

replaced by prepositional phrases—a process which also spread to objects. He did not, 

however, discuss the factors that would influence such an alternation in connection to any

particular verb, and the majority of his diachronic data was actually related to the specific

development of the preposition l'- as an object marker rather than a general shift toward 

prepositional phrases within the language.

Garr hypothesized that Hopper and Thompson’s transitivity parameters, particularly 

aspect and affectedness, could help explain the motivation behind the accusative-oblique 

52. The grammars are generally content to merely describe the various alternations (see IBHS § 10.2.1d 
and J-M § 125b). Besides Bogaert (1964) and Kinberg (1981), the subject has been treated briefly by Izre’el
(1978) and in a preliminary fashion by Muraoka (1979).  
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alternation. For instance, he gave the following pair of sentences involving the verb y$%$ʾ

‘to go out’ in examples 57 and 58 below.

(57) h(m y$+*ʾû ʾet-h!ʿîr (Gen 44:4)
they go out (3MP PERF) ACC-DEF-city

“They left the city”

(58) wayy(+*ʾû layl$h min-h!ʿîr (Jer 39:4)
and-go out (3MP PAST) night from-DEF-city

“They went out from the city at night...”

In example 57 the action is presented as an undifferentiated whole, and the following 

clause narrates a subsequent event. In example 58, however, the action is accompanied 

with information concerning its time (“at night”), and the remainder of the clause also 

specifies direction (“by way of the king’s garden, through a gate between the two walls”).

Therefore, the first case presents the action as perfective and the source of the motion is 

encoded as a direct object, while in the second the action is presented as imperfective and

the source encoded as a prepositional phrase.  

Malessa (2006, 67ff) also explored the influence of transitivity on the alternation between

accusative and oblique marking. In particular, he was interested in the variation between 

a direct object and a prepositional phrase headed by b'- ‘in, at’. He studied several 

typical transitive verbs such as b$n$h ‘to build’ and ʿ$s$h ‘to do, make’ as well as verbs 
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of perception such as ($maʿ ‘to hear’ and r$ʾ$h ‘to see’. Similar to Garr, Malessa 

primarily attributed this alternation to aspectual nuances, and he concluded that the use of

a prepositional phrase headed by b'- generally indicates durativity. For example, the verb

ʿ$s$h has a telic reading when taking a direct object as in example 59, but in example 60 

ʿ$s$h governs a prepositional phrase headed by b'-.

(59) ûm#&eh w*ʾah-r#n ʿ$sû ʾet-kol-hamm#p)tîm h!ʾ%lleh (Exod 11:10)
and-Moses and-Aaron do (3MP PERF) ACC-all-DEF-wonders DEF-these

“Moses and Aaron did all these wonders”

(60) tikbad h$ʿ-b#d$h ʿal-h$ʾ-n$&îm w*yaʿ-%û-b!h (Exod 5:9)
be heavy (3FS IMPF) DEF-work on-DEF-men and-do (3MP IMPF)-at-it 

w*ʾal-yi&*ʿû b*dibrê-&$qer
and-NEG-gaze (3MP IMPF) at-words.OF-lie

“Let the work be heavy on the men so that they will labor at it and not pay 
attention to lies”

In the second example, ʿ$s$h is portrayed as an activity with the focus on the manner in 

which the men would act during their labor rather than the result—they are to concentrate

on their work rather than rumors.
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2.6. Summary

The object preposition ʾet has been traditionally termed the nota accusativi. It is used 

primarily to mark the grammatical role direct object, and it rarely occurs with other 

constituents that have conventionally been classified as adverbial accusatives, though 

some of these examples may be better explained as special cases in which an oblique 

argument has been promoted to the role of direct object (see section 6.3). There are also 

some exceptional cases in which the object preposition occurs with clause constituents 

not typically associated with either the grammatical role of direct object or the accusative 

case.

While the object preposition is typically limited to definite direct objects, it is not 

obligatory in these cases, and the reasons for its variable use eluded traditional 

grammarians. Based on the atypical uses mentioned above, some have suggested that the 

core function of the object preposition is as an emphatic rather than an accusative marker.

These scholars further suggested that a weakened emphatic sense could also account for 

the variation in the presence of the object preposition with definite direct objects. Others, 

however, have maintained that the object preposition is simply an accusative marker. 

These scholars generally explain the supposed non-accusative examples as scribal errors 

or hybrid constructions, and they attribute the variation in the presence of the preposition 

with the definite direct object to stylistic concerns and authorial freedom.
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More recently, scholars such as Khan (1984), Garr (1991), and Malessa (2006) have 

begun to apply the functional-typological literature on DOM to Biblical Hebrew. As 

mentioned in Chapter One, these studies have found strong associations between the 

presence of overt object marking and transitivity parameters such as individuation, 

aspect, and affectedness. The following chapter will review the current state of research 

into DOM.
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Chapter 3 

Differential Object Marking

3.1. Introduction

Differential Object Marking is a variety of differential case marking involving the 

realization of the O-participant. In languages featuring DOM only a subset of objects are 

overtly marked as accusative while the others are either zero-marked as in Spanish 

(example 61) or alternatively realized in an oblique case as in Finnish (examples 62 and 

63).53 

 (61) Mari vió a/∅ un mujer
Mari saw (3CS PAST) ACC/∅ a woman

“Mari saw a woman”

(62) ostan jäätelö-n 
buy (1CS) ice cream-ACC

 “I’ll buy the ice cream” 

53. DOM operates in over 300 languages including such diverse examples as Slavic, Armenian, Uralic, 
Turkic, and Bantu (Bossong 1991, 144). Among the Semitic languages, DOM can be found in Neo-
Assyrian, Hebrew, Phoenician, Moabite, Aramaic, some Neo-Arabic dialects (such as Iraqi, Syro-
Lebanese, and Maltese), and Ethiopic (including Ge’ez, Tigre, and Amharic). . See section 3.2.4 below for 
discussion of obliques.
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(63) ostan jäätelö-ä 
buy (1CS) ice cream-PART 

“I’ll buy (some) ice cream” 

As mentioned above, Malchukov and de Swart (2009) have labeled the former type of 

alternation asymmetric and the latter symmetric. Both asymmetric and symmetric 

variations are generally related to the nature of transitivity as a prototype category. Overt 

coding of the object with accusative case is an indicator of high transitivity while zero or 

oblique coding indicates that the event deviates in some respect from the transitivity 

prototype.

3.2. Subject and Object in Functionalist Theories

Before discussing the factors that influence DOM, it will be helpful to discuss the terms 

subject and object, which are borrowed from traditional grammar. It has been notoriously

difficult to define these pre-theoretical notions precisely. As mentioned in Chapter 1, 

functional-typological studies have attempted to avoid this difficulty in part by simply 

labeling the two arguments of a typical transitive verb A and O (or P), while an 

intransitive verb involves only one participant labelled S following Dixon (1979). In the 

functionalist approach, subject and object are described as grammatical relations or 

grammatical roles which can be associated with morpho-syntactic, semantic, and 

pragmatic properties. As with transitivity, however, subject and object have been treated 
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as prototype categories which are defined by a cluster of characteristic features rather 

than a set of essential properties.

3.2.1. Subject and Object Morphosyntax 

Cross-linguistically, subject and object are coded in a variety of ways including case 

marking, verbal agreement, and word order.54 In languages with nominative-accusative 

alignment, the subject is typically associated with the nominative case while the object is 

associated with the accusative.55 It is also common for the subject to agree with the verb, 

though some languages also index the object. Finally, while there is not a universal clause

position associated with subject or object, there is a strong cross-linguistic tendency for 

subjects to precede objects in unmarked word order (Van Valin 2001).

Subject and object have also been associated with certain behavioral properties related to 

constructions such as passivization and relativization. For instance, it is a typical property

of objects that the noun phrase which would occur as the object in the corresponding 

active construction can occur as the subject in the passive construction. This test is not 

54. Note that the relevance of these three properties varies by language, and the three are not necessarily 
relevant to the same extent within a single language.
55. In the nominative-accusative alignment, the transitive A and intransitive S are coded alike as 
nominatives, while the O is coded as an accusative. The other significant alignment pattern is absolute-
ergative in which the transitive O and intransitive S are coded alike as absolute, while the transitive A is 
coded with the ergative case. It is also possible to have a system with neutral alignment, in which S, A, and 
O are all marked alike, or tripartite alignment in which S, A, and O are all marked differently. Finally, 
active-stative languages feature a split marking pattern in which the intransitive S alternates between being 
coded similarly to the A and the O (Comrie 1989).
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universally relevant, however, since some languages feature impersonal passives which 

include no overt subject and in which the coding of the object remains unchanged from 

the corresponding active construction (Comrie 1989). 

Many languages also place restrictions on relative clause formation based on the 

grammatical role of the clause constituent that is relativized or considered co-referential 

with the noun modified by the relative clause. For instance, English requires either a 

relative pronoun or complementizer if the head of a relative clause functions as the 

subject within the clause, but not if it functions as the object as illustrated by 64 (Van 

Valin 2001, 47-48).

(64) a. I talked to the personi [who/that ∅i bought the red house]. (Subject)

b. *I talked to the personi [∅i bought the red house]. (Subject)

c. I talked to the personi [who/that the police interviewed ∅i]. (Object)

d. I talked to the personi [the police interviewed ∅i]. (Object)

While certain cross-linguistic tendencies can be observed, however, it must be stressed 

with Van Valin that there is “no single morphosyntactic phenomenon (or group of 

phenomena) which uniquely and consistently identifies each of the grammatical relations 

cross-linguistically” (2001, 33). Rather, the applicability of a particular property to a 

particular grammatical role must be treated on a “case-by-case and language-by-language
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basis” (Givón 1997, 12).

3.2.2. Semantic Roles 

The semantic relationships between a predicate and its arguments are typically described 

by semantic roles. For instance, as mentioned previously, prototypical transitive verbs 

select an agent and a patient. While no set of semantic roles has found universal 

acceptance, Table 3.1 lists some of the more common roles found in the literature (see 

Van Valin and LaPolla 1997). 

Table 3.1. Typical Semantic Roles 

Agent The ‘doer’ or instigator of the action denoted by the predicate. 

Patient The ‘undergoer’ of the action or event denoted by the predicate.

Theme The entity that is moved by the action or event denoted by the 
predicate. 

Experiencer The living entity that experiences the action or event denoted by
the predicate. 

Benefactive The entity that benefits from the action or event denoted by the 
predicate. 

Instrument The medium by which the action or event denoted by the 
predicate is carried out. 

Goal The location or entity in the direction of which something 
moves. 

Source The location or entity from which something moves 

Locative The specification of the place where the action or event denoted
by the predicate is situated.
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The grammatical roles subject and object are semantically unrestricted, meaning they are 

not associated with any particular semantic role (Dalrymple 2001). For instance, a wide 

range of semantic roles can fill the grammatical roles subject and object in English as in 

example 65 (adapted from Van Valin 2001, 29 and Levin and Rappaport Hovav 2005, 

132-33).

(65) a. The farmer killed the duckling. S:Agent O:Patient

b. The rock broke the window. S:Instrument O:Patient

c. The lawyer received the summons. S:Recipient O:Theme

d. The tourists saw the accident. S:Experiencer O:Stimulus

e. The thunder terrified the children. S:Stimulus O:Experiencer

f. My cousins hiked the rockies. S:Agent O:Locative

There does seem to be a general relationship between semantic and grammatical roles, 

however, that is often described through the use of hierarchies. For instance, Bresnan and

Kanerva (1989) have proposed the thematic hierarchy in 66, while the grammatical 

function hierarchy in 67 was originally proposed by Keenan and Comrie (1977). These 

hierarchies predict that the argument ranking highest on the thematic hierarchy will 

typically be realized in the highest available grammatical role within a given clause.

(66) Thematic Hierarchy

Agent > Benefactive > Recipient/Experiencer > Instrument > Patient > Locative 
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(67) Grammatical Function Hierarchy

Subject > Object > Oblique > Adjunct

Some theorists have also attempted to capture the relationship between argument 

structure and grammatical function using the concept of proto-roles (Dowty 1991) or 

macroroles (Van Valin and LaPolla 1997). Because the prototypical transitive clause 

involves an agent and a patient which are realized as subject and object, Dowty suggested

that arguments could be classified based on features of the proto-agent and proto-patient 

as listed in Table 3.2. When two arguments are present in a clause, the argument rating 

higher in ‘agent-ness’ is more likely to be coded as subject, while that rating higher in 

‘patient-ness’ is more likely to be coded as object.

Table 3.2. Characteristics of Dowty’s Proto-Roles

Proto-Agent Proto-Patient

a. volitional involvement in the 
event or state

a. undergoes change of state

b. sentience (and/or perception) b. incremental theme

c. causing an event or change of 
state in another participant

c. causally affected by another 
participant

d. movement (relative to the 
position of another participant)

d. stationary relative to movement 
of another participant

(e. exists independently of the event
named by the verb)

(e. does not exist independently of 
the event or not at all)

Van Valin and LaPolla (1997) have suggested similarly that the semantic relationships 
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between a predicate and its arguments can be categorized at three levels. First, individual 

verbs are associated with verb-specific semantic roles (e.g. kill <killer killee>). Second, 

the familiar semantic roles, such as listed in Table 3.1 above, generalize across these 

verb-specific roles (e.g.  kill <agent patient>). Finally, the macroroles Actor and 

Undergoer generalize across these semantic roles (e.g. kill <Actor Undergoer>). 

Since certain semantic roles—such as instrument and recipient—have both Actor and 

Undergoer properties, however, Van Valin (2001, 32) has suggested separate Actor and 

Undergoer hierarchies as produced in examples 68 and 69.

(68) Actor Hierarchy

Agent > Instrument > Experiencer > Recipient

(69) Undergoer Hierarchy

Patient > Theme > Stimulus > Experiencer > Recipient/Goal/Source/Location

In the typical active clause, the macrorole Actor is realized as the subject, while the 

Undergoer is realized as the object. Similar to Dowty’s proto-role approach, these 

hierarchies suggest that the prototypical Actor is an agent, while the prototypical 

Undergoer is a patient. If a verb selects other semantic roles, however, the most ‘agent-

like’ will be realized as Actor, and the most ‘patient-like’ is the default choice for 

Undergoer.
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3.2.3. Pragmatic Roles

While the grammatical role of subject does not have a one-to-one correspondence with a 

particular semantic role, there is a strong cross-linguistic correlation between subject and 

the pragmatic role of topic (Li and Thompson 1976; Givón 2001).56 It has been noted, 

however, that the grammatical role of object also has discourse-pragmatic associations. 

For instance, Croft (1991) has observed that while ‘high topicality’ is typical for subjects,

objects are also characterized by ‘medium topicality’ in contrast to the other grammatical 

roles. Blake (2001) has also noted that objects tend to be more topical than obliques or 

adjuncts, and Givón (1983; 2001) has argued that the object role grammaticalizes the 

pragmatic function of secondary topic (see section 4.5).

    

The association between topicality and grammatical role is most obvious in three-place 

constructions as illustrated by examples 70 and 71 (Blake 2001, 134).

(70) The vandals stripped [the branches]OBJ off the tree.

(71) The vandals stripped [the tree]OBJ of its branches.

In these cases a peripheral participant in the first sentence—‘the tree’—has been 

promoted to the role of direct object in the second. This may place emphasis on the 

56. The topic of a sentence can be defined simply as the “thing which the proposition of the sentence is 
about” (Lambrecht 1994, 118; see further discussion in Chapter Four). 
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affectedness of the tree over the branches by portraying it as a patient, but in the flow of 

discourse such an alternation is often also related to the relative cognitive status of the 

two non-subject participants. A similar effect can be observed in so-called “dative shift” 

constructions in which the recipient of a ditransitive verb is coded comparable to a direct 

object as in examples 72 and 73 (Croft 1991, 151).

(72) I gave [the book]OBJ to Mary.

(73) I gave [Mary]OBJ the book.

The use of a double object construction as in 73 is generally favored where the recipient 

outranks the patient/theme in terms of cognitive prominence (Haspelmath 2007). Again, 

this is typically described as the promotion of the argument from an oblique to an object 

following the grammatical function hierarchy (example 67 above).

3.2.4. Arguments, Obliques, and Adjuncts 

In the analysis of clause structure, a basic distinction is made between arguments and 

adjuncts. Arguments are typically described as obligatory elements that are required to 

depict a complete event or are entailed by the predicate (Dowty 1982).57 Adjuncts are 

optional modifiers which are not governed by the predicate. There are some exceptions to

57. Note that in the generative tradition non-subject arguments are typically labelled complements. 
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these generalizations, however. For instance, pro-drop languages allow semantic 

arguments of the predicate to be omitted syntactically when pragmatically inferrable from

the context. In example 74 from Italian, for instance, the subject is not realized as an 

overt argument. 

(74) credo
believe (1CS PRES)

“I believe”

In contrast, weather predicates may include dummy subjects which are semantically 

empty but syntactically required in some languages. For instance, contrast example 75 

from Finnish with its English translation which features a dummy subject. 

(75) sataa
rain (3CS PRES)

“It is raining” 

Finally, some predicates may entail semantic arguments that are only optionally 

expressed syntactically. The event of eating, for instance, entails both an ‘eater’ and 

something ‘eaten’. The English verb ‘eat’, however, only requires the ‘eater’ to be overtly

expressed as in examples 76 and 77 (Van Valin 2001).

(76) Bob was eating yesterday.
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(77) Bob was eating cake yesterday.

The label oblique is generally used to describe clause constituents which are inflected in a

non-core case or marked by adpositions.58 This category cuts across the argument-adjunct

distinction, and identical oblique phrases may be considered an adjunct in one clause but 

an argument in another as illustrated by examples 78 and 79.59 

(78) Bob was eating [in the living room]ADJ.

(79) Bob put the cat [in the living room]GOAL.

As mentioned above, ‘eat’ is considered a two-argument verb which selects an eater and 

a thing eaten. The location of the event specified by the oblique ‘in the living room’, 

however, is considered an adjunct.60 In contrast, the event of ‘putting’ inherently involves

an agent who initiates a change of location for some second entity. Therefore, the verb 

‘put’ selects three arguments which are obligatorily expressed, including both a theme 

and a goal. 

58. As mentioned earlier, the core cases are the nominative and accusative. Note that in traditional 
grammar, all non-nominative cases are considered oblique including the accusative. 
59. In some studies, the term oblique is reserved for oblique arguments as reflected on the Keenan-
Comrie grammatical function hierarchy (67 above), which distinguishes obliques from adjuncts.
60. Technically, as Dalrymple (2001) notes, the event of eating does entail a location. This is true of 
many events, however, and therefore not considered characteristic of the lexical-semantics of the verb ‘eat’.
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3.2.5. Summary

The grammatical role of direct object can be associated with morpho-syntactic, semantic, 

and pragmatic features. In the prototypical example, the direct object is associated with 

the semantic patient and the secondary topic, and it is coded with the accusative case. The

grammatical role of direct object is semantically unrestricted, however, and the use of 

accusative coding may be extended to arguments filling other semantic roles. Therefore, 

the accusative case is usually labelled a structural/grammatical case in contrast to 

semantic cases such as instrumentals, comitatives, and directionals which encode the 

specific semantic relation between the argument and its head. 

In the functional-typological literature, this behavior is usually described through the use 

of hierarchies. Arguments ranking higher for ‘patient-ness’ are more likely to be coded as

accusatives, while those ranking lower are more likely to be realized as obliques. 

Likewise, arguments ranking higher for topicality are more likely to be promoted to the 

role of direct object and coded as accusatives rather than obliques. While these general 

tendencies can be observed cross-linguistically, however, the specific coding behavior 

varies by both the language and verb involved. 
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3.3. Asymmetric DOM

Asymmetric DOM describes a phenomenon in which the second argument of a two-place

verb is realized in the grammatical role of direct object, but the morpho-syntactic coding 

of this argument varies between null and overt accusative marking. The consensus within 

the functional-typological literature is that the presence of an overt object marker is 

primarily influenced by the individuation of the object, which can be decomposed into 

animacy and definiteness (Aissen 2003). Individuation is generally correlated to 

discourse prominence, and the effect of asymmetric marking is largely pragmatic (Kittilä 

2009, 357-358). Asymmetric DOM, therefore, seems to be related to the prototypical 

association between the grammatical role of direct object and topicality. 

3.3.1. Motivations for Asymmetric Marking

There have been two main theories explaining the motivation for asymmetric DOM 

systems: the distinguishing (or disambiguating) hypothesis and the indexing (or 

indicating) hypothesis. The intuition of early scholars—such as Silverstein (1976), 

Comrie (1989), and Bossong (1985; 1991)—was that object marking primarily 

functioned to distinguish the grammatical roles of subject and direct object. A DOM 

system is more efficient than a full case system since disambiguation only requires the 

overt marking of one participant in a typical two participant clause. Further, it is usually 

the case that objects sharing features in common with prototypical subjects—those high 
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in definiteness and animacy—are the most likely to be marked. Thus asymmetric DOM 

systems seem to only code situations that would be unexpected to the hearer. Comrie 

(1989) described this as “markedness reversal” since in the most natural transitive clause,

as he argued, the subject and object are diametrically opposed with the subject high and 

the object low in animacy and definiteness. 

Some languages do show evidence that asymmetric marking is motivated by the 

distinguishing function since the presence of an overt marker can be related to features of

both subject and object. For instance, in Awtuw (spoken in Papau New Guinea) the 

object is obligatorily marked if equally high or higher in animacy than the subject as 

illustrated by example 80 (Feldman 1986).

(80) tey tale-re yaw d-æl-i
3FS woman-ACC pig bite-PAST

“The pig bit the woman”

In most DOM languages, however, objects will regularly be marked when there is no 

possibility of confusion with the subject, while they will go unmarked despite possible 

ambiguity (Aissen 2003). In fact, in most cases the context usually provides enough clues

to successfully differentiate the subject and object (Moravcsik 1978). Therefore, the 

supposed effect of disambiguation is often related only to the properties of the object 

which are compared to a prototypical subject rather than the actual subject (Malchukov 
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and de Swart 2009).

Hopper and Thompson (1980) argued that studies of DOM overemphasized the 

disambiguation of the subject from object as the motivation for object marking. In 

contrast, they suggested that indexing the object as the semantic patient was often more 

important. Further, in contrast to Comrie, Hopper and Thompson proposed that the 

prototypical transitive clause—the one highest in transitivity—was that in which both the 

subject and the object were high in individuation since the effect of the action was 

perceived as greater on a more important participant. Næss (2007) argued similarly that 

the prototypical transitive clause involves two “maximally distinct” participants.

For instance, Hopper and Thompson (1980) observed that in many languages, objects low

in individuation tend to be incorporated into the verb rather than treated as an 

independent constituent as in examples 81-83 from Hungarian.

(81) Péter  újságot olvas
Peter  paper reads

“Peter is newspaper-reading”

(82) Péter olvas egy újságot
Peter reads a paper

“Peter is reading a [specific] newspaper”
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(83) Péter olvas-sa az újságot
Peter reads-ACC the paper

“Peter is reading the paper”

The standard position for the object in Hungarian is post-verbal when specific (example 

82) or definite (example 83). In sentence 81, however, the indefinite non-specific noun 

phrase újságot ‘newspaper’ occurs in the immediate pre-verbal position where it is 

incorporated into the verb complex.61 As Næss (2007) argued, it is difficult to conceive of

definite objects as “marked” if indefinite noun phrases are often not treated as proper 

objects at all.62

In more recent studies of DOM, these explanations have been generally taken as 

complementary rather than conflicting. For instance, Næss (2007) has pointed out that the

two are approaching the issue from different perspectives. The disambiguation approach, 

typified by Comrie, is asking what the prototypical object looks like in relation to the 

prototypical agent, but the indexing approach, typified by Hopper and Thompson, is 

measuring the prototypical transitive clause in relation to the prototypical intransitive 

61. Bossong labelled this parameter as constituence, though in general it has not received as much 
attention as definiteness and animacy, and on the whole it seems to be a “concomitant rather than 
predominant factor of DOM for most languages” (1991, 159). Constituence is defined as the relative 
dependence or independence of the object noun phrase from the verbal predicate. Like indefinite object 
deletion, in cases where the object is incorporated into the meaning of the verb the clause seems to be 
treated as formally intransitive rather than transitive. 
62. Indefinite object deletion could also be cited as an instance in which indefinite noun phrases are not 
treated as proper objects.
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clause. Regardless, both treat the individuation of the object as the main factor 

influencing the presence of overt object marking.

3.3.2. Variation in Asymmetric DOM

While object individuation is broadly recognized as the primary factor influencing the 

presence of overt object marking in languages featuring asymmetric DOM, individual 

languages vary in their sensitivity to animacy and/or definiteness. Each of these 

parameters are typical represented as scalars in the literature as shown in examples 84 

and 85 (Aissen 2003).

(84) Animacy Scale
Human > Animate (Non-Human) > Inanimate

(85) Definiteness Scale
Pronoun > Proper name > Definite NP > Indefinite specific NP > Non-specific NP

Some languages may mark objects primarily based on animacy, while others may depend

primarily on definiteness. Languages also vary as to whether marking is obligatory, 

optional, or prohibited, as well as where the transition points may fall on the scale. Aissen

(2003, 437) gave the following three examples to illustrate the range of possible 

variation:
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1. In Sinhalese only noun phrases that are high on the animacy scale are 

marked, but marking is optional.

2. In Modern Hebrew only definite noun phrases are typically marked.63

3. In Romanian, both the animacy and definiteness scales have an effect on 

marking. Marking is obligatory for personal pronouns and proper names 

(when referring to animate beings), optional for both indefinite and definite 

noun phrases referring to animate beings, but generally excluded for noun 

phrases referring to inanimate objects. 

In all cases, however, the basic principle holds that if an object at one point of the scale 

can be marked, then all objects higher on the scale can also be marked. Further, where 

marking is optional, it also seems that the higher an object falls on the scale, the more 

likely it is to be marked.

Other parameters related to the prominence of the referent within the discourse may also 

influence asymmetric DOM (Aissen 2003, 436 n2). For instance, specificity is generally 

incorporated into the bottom of the definiteness scale (see 84 above). As illustrated by 

examples 86 and 87 below, Spanish allows marking of definite objects and indefinite 

63. Aissen (2003) reports that marking of definite noun phrases is obligatory, but this description is 
over-simplified. For instance, Danon (1996) observed that when the demonstrative ze is used adjectivally it 
can occur with or without the definite article. Though both constructions are semantically definite, the 
presence of et co-varies specifically with the presence of the definite article. Thus Dan qara et-ha-sefer ha-
ze “Dan read this book,” but Dan qara sefer ze. In contrast, the numeral a)ad ‘one’ can head a construct 
phrase having a partitive interpretation which is object marked despite being semantically indefinite. Thus 
Dan qara et a!ad ha-sfarim “Dan read one of the books” while the semantically equivalent phrase using 
partitive min ‘from’ does not allow object marking: Dan qara e!ad me-ha-sfarim. 
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specific objects, but not indefinite non-specific objects.

(86) Celia quiere   mirar    un bailarín
Celia want (3CS PRES) watch (INF) a ballet dancer

“Celia wants to watch a ballet dancer”

(87) Celia quiere   mirar    a un bailarín
Celia want (3CS PRES) watch (INF) ACC-a ballet dancer

“Celia wants to watch a [certain] ballet dancer”

Topicalizing constructions may also influence object marking. For instance, Lazard 

(1998) noted that DOM languages such as Turkish and Persian require obligatory 

marking for topicalized objects.64 Similarly, in Spanish, topicalization triggers obligatory 

marking for objects that would otherwise be optionally marked, and it also allows the 

marking of some objects for which it would otherwise be prohibited. For example, the 

indefinite noun phrase muchos estudiantes ‘many students’ in example 88 would be 

optionally marked in the canonical order, but it is obligatorily marked when topicalized 

as in example 89 (von Heusinger and Kaiser 2005):

(88)  Ya     conocía  a/∅  muchos estudiantes   
  already knew (1CS PAST)  ACC/∅-many   students 

  “I already knew many students”

64. See also Bossong (1985). It should be noted, however, that both Persian and Turkish are also SOV 
languages in which marking is required for all objects that do not occur in the immediately preverbal 
position, not just topicalized objects.   
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(89) A/*∅ muchos estudiantes, ya     los   conocía 
   ACC/*∅-many   students    already them knew (1CS PAST)  

“Many students, I already knew them”

Finally, it should be noted that while functional-typological studies generally concentrate 

on O-individuation, variations in asymmetric DOM may relate to the other transitivity 

parameters as well. Besides definiteness, specificity, and topicality, Torrego (1998) listed 

aspect, agentivity, affectedness, and various other pragmatic influences as parameters for 

Spanish. Further, individual languages often feature idiosyncratic variations from the 

broad generalizations found in the literature. For instance, while object marking in 

Spanish is generally conditioned by animacy and specificity, Montrul and Bowles (2009) 

pointed out that non-specific negative quantifiers—such as nadie ‘nobody’—actually 

require object marking as illustrated by example 90.

(90) No vi a nadie
NEG see (1CS PAST) ACC nobody

 “I didn’t see anybody”

Therefore, the exact parameters influencing object marking are often more complex than 

simply animacy and definiteness, and this should be taken into account in the study of 

object marking within an individual language such as Biblical Hebrew. 
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3.4. Symmetric DOM

While asymmetric DOM alternates between overt and null accusative coding of the 

object, in symmetric DOM the O-participant may be alternatively realized as an oblique 

rather than an accusative. Symmetric alternations seem to be primarily motivated by the 

indexing function of case marking rather than the disambiguating function since both 

options involve overt coding of the O-participant (de Hoop and Malchukov 2008). Since 

the patient is associated with the accusative case in the canonical transitive clause, 

realization of the O as an oblique is a marked construction which signals a semantic 

deviation from the transitive prototype. With canonical agent-patient verbs, this semantic 

contrast is usually related to aspect, affectedness, and individuation (Malchukov and de 

Swart 2009). The canonical transitive structure can also be extended to other two-

argument verbs, however, which do not select a prototypical agent and patient. While 

these verbs may also feature symmetric case alternations, the exact implications are 

related to a broader array of semantic factors.

3.4.1. Canonical Transitive Verbs

The standard example of a symmetric DOM language is Finnish, which features a 

prominent alternation between accusative and partitive case as in examples 91 and 92.65

65. The situation in Finnish is more complicated than generally discussed in the functional-typological 
literature. Objects may be marked as either nominative, accusative, partitive, or genitive depending on a 
variety of other syntactic and semantic factors, and pronouns follow a separate system (see Kiparsky 1998).
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(91) Ammu-i-n karhu-t 
shoot-PAST-1SG bears-ACC

“I shot the bears” 

(92) Ammu-i-n karhuj-a 
shoot-PAST-1SG bears-PART

“I shot bears” / “I shot at bears” / “I shot at the bears”

The use of the accusative case in 91 indicates a completely affected and highly 

individuated patient, while the use of the partitive case in 92 allows a variety of readings 

related to unbounded aspect, a partially or unaffected patient, and low individuation. A 

similar effect can be observed in examples 93 and 94 from German, where the accusative 

alternates with an oblique prepositional phrase (Filip 1999, 268). 

(93) Alex baute ein Haus
Alex build (3CS PAST) a (ACC) House

“Alex built a house”

(94) Alex baute an einem Haus
Alex build (3CS PAST) on a (DAT) house

“Alex was building a house”

As with example 92 above, the use of the preposition an ‘on, at’ governing the dative in 

example 94 produces a partitive reading which indicates that the event is incomplete. As 

In general, however, the accusative-partitive alternation illustrates the basic principles of symmetric DOM.
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Malessa (2006) and Garr (1991) have observed that a similar alternation between an 

accusative and a locative/partitive argument may occur in Biblical Hebrew. Garr 

presented the following pair of sentences produced as examples 95 and 96.

(95) wayyak ʾet-p)li&tîm (2 Sam 23:12)
and-strike down (3MS PAST) ACC-Philistines 

“He struck down the Philistines”

(96) wayyak bapp)li&tîm (2 Sam 23:10)
and-strike down (3MS PAST) at-Philistines

“He was striking down the Philistines (until his arm got tired)”

The accusative case in 95 aligns with perfective aspect since the event is portrayed as a 

complete whole with the Philistines defeated. The use of the preposition b'- ‘at’ in 96, 

however, contributes to the presentation of the situation as imperfective. The battle did 

not last until all Philistines had been defeated, but only until Eleazar’s hand became tired.

Before moving on, it will be helpful to discuss aspect in more detail. Aspect is a linguistic

category related to the temporal structure of events, which can be sub-divided into 

viewpoint aspect and situation aspect (Smith 1997).66 Viewpoint aspect is typically sub-

categorized as either perfective or imperfective as illustrated by Figure 3.1. A perfective 

66. In the literature, the term ‘aspect’ may often be reserved for viewpoint aspect, also known as 
grammatical aspect, while Aktionsart refers to situation aspect or lexical aspect. 
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viewpoint presents an event from the outside as a bounded whole, while an imperfective 

viewpoint presents an event from inside these temporal bounds and foregrounds the 

internal temporal structure.

Figure 3.1. Viewpoint Aspect (adapted from Smith 1997)

Perfective <----●━━━━━━●---->
focus on situation in its entirety, including both initial 
and final endpoints

Imperfective <---------------------->
focus on part of a situation, including neither initial or 
final endpoints

Situation aspect classifies situation types based on the features stativity, punctuality, and 

telicity as listed in Figure 3.2. States are situations which do not involve any internal 

change, while events can be further classified by the nature of their change. Punctual 

events involve a change which occurs (relatively) instantaneously, while telic events 

involve a change which includes an inherent endpoint.

Figure 3.2. Situation Aspect (adapted from Smith 1997)

Situation Type Static Punctual Telic
Achievement [-] [+] [+]
Accomplishment [-] [-] [+]
Semalfactive [-] [+] [-]
Activity [-] [-] [-]
State [+] [-] [-]
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While the traditional description of situation aspect derives from Vendler’s (1957) 

classification of verb types, subsequent work has also noted its compositional nature. For 

instance, while ‘know’ is typically stative as in sentence 97a, the presence of the adverb 

‘suddenly’ in example 97b produces an inchoative reading and shifts the situation type to 

an achievement.

(97) a. Bob knows French. (State)

b. Suddenly, Bob knew what to do. (Achievement)

The presence and nature of the object can also influence telicity. For instance, deletion of 

the object as in example 98b below or the presence of a bare plural count or mass noun in

the object position as in 98c can cause a shift in situation aspect from telic to atelic as 

diagnosed by the in/for alternation.67 The oblique alternation seems to cause a similar 

shift as illustrated by example 98d (Beavers 2011).

(98) a. John drank [a pint of ale]OBJ in/*for an hour. (telic)

b. John drank [∅]OBJ  for/*in an hour. (atelic)

c. John drank [ale]OBJ   for/*in an hour. (atelic)

d. John drank [at a pint of ale]OBL  for/*in an hour. (atelic)

67. A prepositional phrase headed by ‘in’ introduces a temporal bound to the event and correlates to 
telicity while ‘for’ indicates temporal duration which correlates to atelicity (Dowty 1979). While the ‘in’ 
diagnostic is a consistent test for telicity, however, some accomplishments can be coerced into an activity 
reading by a ‘for’ adverbial despite their inherent telic nature (e.g. “John read the book for two hours”).
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As Levin and Rappaport Hovav (2005) have noted, however, the influence of the 

realization of the object on the interpretation of aspect varies by verb class and by 

language. For instance, while languages such as English, Dutch, and Finnish can use 

object-marking strategies to code aspect, Slavic languages explicitly mark viewpoint 

aspect through verbal morphology. Example 99 from Russian illustrates of the use of an 

imperfective verb in combination with an accusative object to produce the same types of 

readings associated with the partitive case in Finnish (Filip 1999).

(99) Ivan jel jabloko
Ivan (NOM) eat (3MS IMPF) apple (ACC)

“Ivan was eating an/some/the apple” or “Ivan ate at an/some/the apple”

The relationship between the realization of the object and aspect seems to be primarily 

mediated by affectedness. Hopper and Thompson (1980) defined affectedness as the 

degree to which the action of the agent was transferred to the patient, and it is usually 

measured by the degree of change in the patient. Since the temporal progress of the event 

can often be directly correlated to this degree of change, Tenny (1994) argued that the 

object “measures out” an event by specifying its corresponding temporal bound.

 

In example 98 above, for instance, the progress of the drinking event can be linked 

directly to the quantity of ale consumed. When half the pint is consumed, the event is half

complete. The presence of an object in 98a, therefore, specifies an endpoint for the event 
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and corresponds to a telic reading, while the absence of an object in 98b leaves the 

endpoint unspecified and correlates to an atelic reading.  While 98c includes an overt 

object, the mass noun ‘ale’ is itself unbounded and does not specify an endpoint for the 

event.68 Finally, 98d specifies a bounded quantity of ale, but the use of oblique coding 

produces an unbounded interpretation of the event.

This behavior is largely limited, however, to verbs involving a patient that undergoes a 

scalar change that is homomorphic with the temporal progress of the event (Dowty 1991; 

Krifka 1992). Rather than a patient, therefore, this argument is often labelled an 

incremental theme. Incremental themes occur most often with verbs of creation and 

consumption, such as ‘build’, ‘paint’, or ‘eat’. Other change-of-state verbs that do not 

involve a scalar change in the patient—for instance ‘kill’ (one cannot be mostly dead)—

do not allow atelic readings, and therefore do not occur with indefinite object deletion or 

oblique alternations related to telicity.

There are also other verb classes involving a patient which undergoes a change of state 

68. The influence of the bare mass noun ale can be explained by Krifka’s (1989) distinction between 
quantized and cumulative reference. Mass nouns such as ‘ale’ represent cumulative reference since every 
sub-part of ‘ale’ can also be considered ‘ale’ itself, while a quantized noun phrase such as ‘a pint of ale’ can
only refer to the entire pint as a unit. Similarly, cumulative events can be divided into sub-events which can
also be described using the same predicate. Since a telic predicate has an inherent endpoint, no sub-event 
can be properly described by the same predicate (Dowty 1979). Thus any sub-interval of the atelic 
predicate ‘drink ale’ can also be described as drinking ale, but this does not hold for the telic predicate 
‘drink a pint of ale’, which must refer to the event of drinking the entire pint.
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for which the presence of a quantified object does not entail telicity. These include verbs 

of caused motion such as ‘push a cart’ in examples 100a and 100b and degree 

achievements such as ‘cool the soup’ in example 100c (Dowty 1991).

(100) a. John pushed the cart for/*in an hour. (atelic)

b. John pushed carts for/*in an hour. (atelic)

c. John cooled the soup for/?in an hour. (atelic/telic)

This behavior seems to be related to resultivity. Dowty (1979) proposed that the temporal

end points of accomplishments and achievements also correspond to a resulting goal 

state. The influence of the object on telicity, therefore, also depends on the degree to 

which the predicate entails a specific result state for the patient. Because the sentences in 

example 100 above do not entail a specific result, they are interpreted as atelic activities 

by default. The addition of a resultative phrase as in examples 101a and b, however, 

shifts the situation type to telic.

(101) a. John pushed the cart to the wall in/*for an hour. (telic)

b. John cooled the soup twenty degrees in/*for an hour.   (telic)

Resultivity is also often invoked in the explanation of the Finnish accusative-partitive 

alternation illustrated by examples 91 and 92 above and similar English conative 

alternations as represented by the gloss “I shot at bears.” In these cases the “patient” is 
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not characterized as an incremental theme, but rather it is left entirely unaffected by the 

event since the verb ammu ‘to shoot’ allows an irresultative reading. In contrast, 

Kiparsky (1998) noted that the verb would typically be interpreted as resultative in the 

presence of an accusative object as in example 102. 

(102) Ammu-i-n karhu-t (kuoliaa-ksi)
shoot-PAST-1CS bears-ACC (dead-TRANSL)

“I shot the bears (dead)”  

In sum, canonical transitive verbs involve a change of state and select an agent and a 

patient which are realized in the grammatical roles of subject and object. Verbs that allow

an irresultative reading or that involve a patient that can be characterized as an 

incremental theme, however, may also allow the omission of an overt object or the 

alternate realization of the patient as an oblique. These morpho-syntactic constructions 

signal a deviation from the transitive prototype in regard to aspect, affectedness, and 

individuation.

3.4.2. Non-Canonical Transitives

The canonical transitive construction can also be extended to other two-argument verbs 

which do not select a prototypical agent and patient, but this presents a conflict between 

economy and intelligibility (Lazard 1998). As mentioned earlier, the grammatical role of 

direct object is considered semantically unrestricted since it may be associated with a 
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wide variety of semantic roles, but there is a strong correlation between direct object and 

patient based on the transitive prototype (Langacker 1991). Languages vary, therefore, in 

their willingness to extend the canonical transitive structure to non-canonical transitive 

verbs. Cross-linguistic studies have observed, however, that verbs can be ranked broadly 

by semantic class according to their likelihood of appearing in a transitive construction as

represented in Figure 3.3.69

Figure 3.3. Basic Transitivity Hierarchy

Canonical Transitive    > Non-Canonical Transitive

Change of State   >

contact  > pursuit > motion
kick, touch follow, search go

kill, break
perception > emotion > sensation

see, hear love be cold

In general, two-argument verbs that select semantic roles falling lower on the respective 

Actor and Undergoer hierarchies (see 68 and 69 above) or that evidence fewer proto-role 

properties (see Table 3.2) are less likely to occur in canonical transitive constructions 

cross-linguistically. As discussed in section 3.2.2 above, argument realization can broadly

69. This approach can be traced to Tsunoda (1981, 1985) who proposed a basic transitivity hierarchy 
which was modified by Malchukov (2005) into a multi-dimensional semantic map. Malchukov split the 
scale into multiple dimensions because he observed that the relative ranking of perception, pursuit, and 
emotion verbs varies by language. See also Beavers (2011) who produced a similar hierarchy based on the 
affectedness of the patient-like argument.
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be related to the relative ‘agent-ness’ and ‘patient-ness’ of the two arguments with the 

most agent-like realized as subject and the most patient-like realized as object.  

Non-canonical transitive verbs may also feature alternations between the coding of the 

more patient-like argument as either an object or oblique, but these alternations are not 

necessarily related to aspect, affectedness, or individuation since the O-participant is not 

a prototypical affected patient. For instance, verbs involving perception (‘see’ or ‘hear’), 

cognition (‘think’ or ‘assume’), and emotion (‘love’ or ‘fear’) typically select two 

arguments labelled experiencer and stimulus, both of which have agent-like and patient-

like properties.70 Van Valin (2001), therefore, placed these roles low on both the Actor 

and Undergoer hierarchies. On the one hand, the stimulus can be realized as subject 

because it is portrayed as causing a change in the mental state of the experiencer. On the 

other hand, however, the experiencer also shows proto-agent properties such as sentience 

and is preferred for the role of subject in many languages.71 The stimulus may then be 

realized as either an accusative object or oblique, and this alternation is typically related 

to a distinction between stative and active perception. Biblical Hebrew, for instance, 

allows symmetric alternations between accusative and oblique arguments with the verb 

($maʿ ‘to hear’ as illustrated in examples 103 and 104.

70. This class may also be broadly labelled psych-verbs, though some authors limit psych-verbs to the 
sub-class of emotion verbs. 
71. Being animate, the experiencer is also usually more topical than the stimulus, and high topicality 
also tends to correlate with the grammatical role of subject.
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(103) wayyi&maʿ ʾ"l#hîm ʾet-qôl hannaʿar (Gen 21:17a)
and-hear (3MS PAST) God ACC-voice.OF DEF-boy

“God heard the voice of the boy”

(104) &$maʿ ʾ"l#hîm ʾel-qôl hannaʿar (Gen 21:17b)
hear (3MS PERF) God to-voice.OF DEF-boy

“God has listened to the voice of the boy”

Tsunoda (1985) suggested that this type of alternation could still be related to the relative 

‘patient-ness’ of the stimulus since the use of the canonical nominative-accusative pattern

emphasizes the ‘effectiveness’ of perception (the stimulus is perceived in its entirety) on 

analogy to the affectedness of a typical patient. Kiparsky (1998) has also suggested that 

stative perception, cognition, and emotion verbs may pattern with canonical transitives 

because they are “quasi-resultative.” Such statives predicate over a resultant state, but 

they also imply an initiating event. Therefore, these verbs often use perfect morphology 

to express present tense as in Classical Greek egn!ke ‘knows’ (more literally ‘has come 

to know’).72

Tsunoda (1985) did not elaborate on the class of pursuit verbs, but Levin (1993) has 

suggested that many of these verbs may be better classified under the broader category of 

“interaction verbs” identified by Blume (1998). Some examples of this class include 

72. See also de Hoop and Malchukov (2008) who similarly associate such resultative statives with 
perfectivity—a high transitivity parameter.
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verbs involving social interaction like ‘greet’ or ‘summon’ and verbs of relative motion 

such as ‘follow’ or ‘meet’. Blume suggested that these verbs are “weakly transitive” 

because they involve two agent-like participants who perform autonomous actions 

relatively independently of each other:

It is obvious that both participants of events denoted by /nom/dat verbs such as 

German beistimmen, zustimmen, beipflichten ‘agree with’, begegnen ‘meet’, 

vergeben, verzeihen ‘forgive’ are understood to perform or have performed 

independent activities. None of the participants of these verbs is manipulated or 

affected by the other participant, that is, there is no patient implied by the verb 

meaning. (1998, 267) 

For instance, a ‘meeting’ event can describe a situation where “two independently 

moving objects cross paths” (Blume 1998, 267). Of course, many interaction verbs also 

allow readings that correspond more closely to the transitive prototype, and they may 

therefore occur with variations in argument realization. The English verb ‘meet’ has three

options for the realization of the two arguments as represented in example 105.

(105) a. Bob met Tom at the store.

b. Bob met with Tom at the store.

c. Bob and Tom met at the store.

These three sentences are largely synonymous, but there may be subtle distinctions 
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related to the relative ‘agent-ness’ of the two participants.73 The argument realized as 

subject seems most strongly associated with proto-agent features such as volitional 

involvement, causation, and movement in relation to the other participant. Likewise, the 

coding of the second argument as object, oblique, and then subject in sentences 105a, 

105b, and 105c can be related to a progressive increase in its agentive involvement in the 

interaction.74 Unlike canonical transitive verbs, therefore, the alternation between 

accusative and oblique coding of the O-participant is not related primarily to its degree of

affectedness but to the degree of symmetry between the semantic roles of the two event 

participants. 

3.4.3. Summary

Symmetric case alternations exploit the indexing function of case marking to produce a 

meaningful semantic contrast related to transitivity. The prototypical direct object is 

associated with the semantic role of patient and coded with the accusative case, while 

oblique expressions are typically associated with other semantic roles which are in turn 

73. Levin and Rappaport Hovav (2005, 57) observe that in certain interaction verbs the alternatives are 
truth-conditionally equivalent (e.g. “Smith debated Jones”; “Smith debated with Jones”; “Smith and Jones 
debated”). In others, however, the argument expressed as an object or oblique need not be ‘agentively’ 
involved in the event (compare “Kim and Sandy hugged” with “Kim hugged Sandy”). 
74. Fillmore (1966) had classed these as ‘partially symmetric human interaction’ verbs. Dowty (1991) 
also noted that the collective subject (example 105c) often implies symmetrical involvement from both 
participants, while the subject-object construction implies an asymmetry between the involvement of the 
two participants. Sentence 105a, for instance, is most naturally read to indicate that Tom was at the store 
first, thus Bob’s movement is profiled in relation to Tom. In contrast, sentence 105c has no such 
implication. This behavior can also be related to Næss’ (2007) Maximally Distinct Arguments Hypothesis 
which argues that the prototypical transitive construction involves two participants with distinct roles in the
event. The coding of Tom as an oblique rather than an object implies that he plays a similar role as Bob.  
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associated with low transitivity. The particular nuance of the alternation, however, 

depends on both the verb involved and the preposition used to head the oblique phrase. 

For instance, coding the O-participant of a typical agent-patient verb as an partitive 

signals a deviation from the transitive prototype in relation to aspect, affectedness, or 

individuation.  Non-canonical transitive verbs may also feature symmetric alternations, 

but there are a broader array of semantic factors involved.

3.5. Conclusions

The prototype approach treats transitivity as a feature of a clause which can be defined by

a cluster of properties such as volitionality, mood, aspect, affectedness, and individuation.

In general, clauses featuring more parameters scoring high for transitivity are more likely 

to be coded in a canonical transitive construction. In nominative-accusative languages, 

there are two main patterns of alternation in the coding of the O-participant. Asymmetric 

DOM features the alternation between overt and null marking of the O. This alternation is

primarily influenced by O-individuation and seems to have discourse-pragmatic 

motivations. Symmetric DOM, in contrast, features the alternation between two overt 

cases which is influenced more broadly by the semantic aspects of transitivity.

Biblical Hebrew is a DOM language which features the variable marking of the O with 

the particle ʾet. Previous studies have connected the use of ʾet to asymmetric DOM and 
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the individuation of the O as measured by animacy and definiteness. Chapter Five will 

discuss in detail the specific parameters that influence asymmetric alternations between 

ʾet and zero-coding of the O in a transitive clause. Biblical Hebrew also features 

occasional symmetric alternations between overt accusative and oblique coding of the O. 

In these cases, asymmetric and symmetric DOM interact such that there is a possible 

three-way alternation between ʾet, zero-coding, and a prepositional phrase with 

competing pragmatic and semantic motivations. Garr (1991) provided the following three

sentences in examples 106-108.

(106) ʾ$k*lû ʾet-happesa( (2 Chr 30:18)
eat (3MP PERF) ACC-DEF-passover

“They ate the passover”

(107) wayy#ʾk*lû le(em (Gen 31:54)
and-eat (3MP PAST) food

“They ate (some) food”

(108) la,-mû b)la('mî (Prov 9:5)
eat (MP IMV) at-food-my

“Eat (some) of my food”

While overt object marking with ʾet is primarily influenced by individuation, it is also 

associated with complete affectedness of the O in 106. In contrast, the locative 

preposition b'- marks the definite O as only partially affected in 108. The unmarked 
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object in 107, however, is both low in individuation and affectedness. Chapter 6 will 

discuss patterns of symmetric DOM present in Biblical Hebrew and the interaction 

between asymmetric and symmetric alternations. 
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Chapter 4 

Individuation and Information Structure

4.1. Overview

The individuation of the O is generally considered the main factor for the presence of an 

overt object marker in asymmetric DOM, and individuation is typically decomposed into 

animacy and definiteness.75 Aissen (2003) described this combination as an indication of 

‘prominence’, and these features can also be correlated to the notions of ‘topicality’ and 

‘topic-worthiness’ found in information structure approaches (Croft 1991; Lambrecht 

1994; Comrie 2003). Therefore, while the literature generally uses hierarchies organized 

by referring expression (e.g. pronoun, proper noun, definite noun), the influence of 

individuation can be more precisely quantified by the pragmatic features of identifiability 

and accessibility (Chafe 1976; Lambrecht 1994) which take into account the actual 

information status of the referent within the current discourse. This chapter will describe 

the relationship of identifiability and accessibility to definiteness and animacy. 

75. The concept of individuation has been broadly characterized as the degree to which a referent is 
conceived of as an individual entity rather than a type (Fraurud 1996). Timberlake (1975) was the first to 
notice its influence on case marking in his study of the Russian Genitive of Negation. He later proposed an 
“individuation hierarchy” comprised of various oppositions: proper-common, concrete-abstract, singular-
plural, definite-indefinite, and human-animate-inanimate (1977, 162). Subsequent functional-typological 
studies have condensed the individuation hierarchy into definiteness and animacy (see Aissen 2003). 
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4.2. Definiteness and Identifiability

In languages with the grammatical category of definiteness, the prototypical definite noun

phrase is marked with the definite article. This is usually contrasted with an indefinite 

article or bare noun phrase such as in the pair of sentences from English in example 109.

(109) a. I saw the man.

b. I saw a man.

The standard account of the definite article lists four main categories of use:76

 

1. The anaphoric use for a referent that has been previously mentioned

2. The immediate situation use for a referent that is present for both the speaker

and the hearer

3. The larger situation use for reference based on general knowledge

4. The associative use for a referent whose identity can be inferred based on 

association with another referent in the near context

The anaphoric and immediate situation uses seem to be derived from the common origins

of definite articles as demonstratives (Lyons 1999). In the anaphoric use a speaker may 

use a definite noun phrase if a referent has already been mentioned as illustrated by 

example 110.

76. The canonical list derives from Christopherson and was popularized by the discussion in Jespersen 
(1949). The discussion here will largely follow Hawkins (1978) and Lyons (1999).
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(110) He saw a womani bathing from the roof, and the womani was very beautiful.

The immediate situation use allows the definite article in reference to an object that is 

present for the speaker and hearer. If both are standing within a museum gallery, for 

instance, it is acceptable to refer to a painting on the wall as ‘the painting’ without first 

introducing it into the discourse with an indefinite noun phrase. The difference between 

the immediate and larger situation uses is one of degree. In the immediate situation use 

the referent is usually visible or in close proximity, while larger situation uses draw more 

on the general knowledge of the hearer. Such a referent may be unique within a certain 

context, like ‘the sun’ or ‘the President’, or it may be particularly prominent within the 

speech community, such as ‘the bar’ (i.e. the one to which we usually go). 

The associative use is the most difficult of the four to explain.77 This category refers to 

examples such as 111 in which a referent is introduced into the discourse with a definite 

noun phrase based on association with a previously mentioned referent.

(111) I took a taxi to the airport, but the driver got lost on the way.

77. The associative use is quite common cross-linguistically, and there is extensive literature. The 
category has been variously labelled associative anaphora (Hawkins 1978), bridging inference (Clark 1977,
Clark and Haviland 1977), accommodation (Heim 1982), inferrable (Prince 1982), and indirect anaphor 
(Erkü and Gundel 1987).  The use is best described as ‘frame-based’ reference (Givón 2001; Erkü and 
Gundel 1987). Cognitive frames were popularized in linguistics by Charles Fillmore (1982) and are used to 
describe the set of general knowledge that can be connected to a particular entity or situation. . When an 
entity is mentioned in the discourse that invokes a frame, these associated members seem to be brought 
higher in the conscious of the hearer and can—and often must—be introduced by a definite noun phrase as 
if they had been instantiated by an indefinite noun phrase. 
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This use of the article seems to rely on a combination of anaphora and general knowledge

where a previously mentioned entity, labelled the trigger by Hawkins (1978), provides a 

limited situation within which the new referent can be identified. For instance, in 

sentence 111 the mention of the taxi is the trigger, and it can be assumed that the average 

hearer would know that taxis have drivers.78 

While these categories are relatively consistent in the literature, explaining the nature of 

definiteness has proven complex, and in the broader linguistic literature the topic has 

attracted the attention of philosophers and logicians besides linguists and grammarians. 

Two main theories have crystallized: logical and semantic approaches stress the 

uniqueness of the referent of a definite noun phrase, while discourse based approaches 

have focused on the familiarity of the referent to the hearer.79 

The uniqueness theory has its roots in the logical tradition and is usually traced to 

Bertrand Russell (1905) who argued that the definite article requires existence and 

78. The Biblical Hebrew grammars generally recognize the first three uses listed above, while examples 
not falling neatly under these definitions are grouped into a catch-all category (see GKC § 126q-t, J-M § 
137m, and IBHS § 13.5.1e) which they generally have difficulty explaining. Many of these examples 
correspond to the associative use of the article. GKC § 126q, for instance, explains that “Peculiar to 
Hebrew is the employment of the article to denote a single person or thing (primarily one which is as yet 
unknown, and therefore not capable of being defined) as being present to the mind under given 
circumstances.” Other examples, however, seem to reflect idiosyncratic uses of the article within Biblical 
Hebrew related primarily to genericity and specificity.
79. Due to the priority of spoken language in linguistic study, the normal terms for the sender and 
receiver in a communicative act are the speaker and hearer respectively. I will maintain these terms despite 
the fact that my study will concentrate on written discourse. I will also use the terms text and discourse 
interchangeably to refer to a self-contained unit of communication, whether originally spoken or written. 
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uniqueness.80 Hawkins (1978) extended the theory by arguing that the definite article 

actually expresses inclusiveness. In the case of a singular count noun this entails 

uniqueness, but in the case of plurals and mass nouns it includes everything that meets 

the definite description. Thus the use of the definite article in example 112a implies that 

all the available beer was put into the cooler, while the bare mass noun in 112b is 

quantitatively indeterminate.

(112) a. We put the beer in the cooler.

b. We put beer in the cooler.

The familiarity theory is usually traced to Paul Christopherson (1939) who argued that 

the distinction between definite and indefinite noun phrases has to do primarily with 

whether the hearer is presumed to be acquainted with the referent.81 In this approach the 

anaphoric use of the article is taken as prototypical. The familiarity approach is also 

favored by discourse-based theories, epitomized by Irene Heim’s (1982 and 1983) file 

change semantics.82 Heim modeled a discourse as a mental file cabinet containing the 

“things under discussion” as indexes on file cards. The choice of an indefinite or definite 

80. Though his work has been extended, Russell was originally concerned with the similarity between 
definite descriptive phrases and proper nouns, not definiteness in general.
81. In Christopherson’s explanation of familiarity, however, he states that the necessary condition for 
use of the definite article is that the referring phrase, “should call up in the hearer’s mind the image of the 
exact individual that the speaker is thinking about” (emphasis mine). For this reason, Chafe (1976) 
suggested that a better term may be identifiability since a hearer may be able to identify a referent even 
without specific personal knowledge. 
82. The notion of discourse referents was adapted from Kartunnen (1976).
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noun phrase to encode these entities depended on her novelty and familiarity conditions. 

In the prototypical case, an indefinite noun phrase is required to introduce a new (novel) 

discourse entity and trigger the creation of a new file card, while definite noun phrases are

used to access an existing (familiar) card. To account for the associative use of the article,

Heim (1982) introduced further accommodation rules, requiring such first-mention 

definites to be linked to existing discourse entities. 

Attempts have been made to derive identifiability from quantification (for instance, 

Hawkins 1991) or quantification from identifiability (see Ludlow and Segal 2004). Lyons

(1999) has argued, however, that the fact that some uses of the definite article seem best 

explained by quantification, some by identifiability, and some by both approaches can be 

best explained as an effect of the diachronic development of the article.  Identifiability 

seems to be the prototypical use of definiteness cross-linguistically; therefore, he suggests

that definiteness grammaticalizes this pragmatic category. In general, definite articles 

tend to arise from anaphoric demonstratives which are employed in anaphoric and 

immediate situation uses in the early stages. From this point, however, they generalize to 

other uses, and it is reasonable to assume that over time in some languages the 

grammatical category of definiteness could be extended by the semantic notion of 

inclusiveness. It is Lyons’ view that will primarily be followed in this study.
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4.3. Identifiability, Accessibility, and Givenness

In discourse approaches to definiteness, the use of a definite noun phrase primarily 

functions to help the hearer process and track the entities being discussed—the discourse 

referents. The discourse itself is often conceived of as a cognitive process by which a 

speaker guides the hearer in the creation of a temporary mental space termed the 

discourse model, which Prince described as follows:

Let us say that a text is a set of instructions from a speaker to a hearer on how to 

construct a particular DISCOURSE MODEL. The model will contain DISCOURSE ENTITIES,

ATTRIBUTES, and LINKS between entities. A discourse entity is a discourse model 

object... All discourse entities in a discourse-model are represented by NPs in a 

text, though not all NPs in a text represent discourse entities. (1981, 235)

As in Heim’s file card analogy mentioned above, the discourse model represents the 

cognitive structures used to organize the discourse referents. In the simplest case, an 

indefinite noun phrase triggers the creation of a new referent in the model, while the use 

of a definite article prompts the hearer to retrieve and update an existing referent. 

Languages, however, often have many more options available to code a particular 

referent besides these two. For instance, consider the set of sentences listed below in 

example 113.
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(113) a. I went to see a doctor today.

b. I went to see the doctor today.

c. I went to see your doctor today.

d. I went to see Dr. Brown today.

e. I went to see that doctor today.

f. I went to see her today. 

Each of the highlighted phrases encode the same referent, but they provide different 

information to the hearer about how to process that referent based on its status in the 

hearer’s mind at the moment of utterance. This concept has also often been described by 

the notion of givenness. In general, a given (or old) referent is one that is somehow 

known to the hearer in contrast to a new referent which is unknown. Ellen Prince (1981 

and 1992) has suggested, however, that a more accurate measure of givenness can be 

obtained by distinguishing the discourse-status from the hearer-status, which results in 

three categories as in example 114.83

(114) Two-Dimensional ‘Givenness’ 
Hearer-New Hearer-Old

Discourse-New New Unused

Discourse-Old - Evoked

83. A referent that is discourse-old but hearer-new is theoretically impossible, though see the discussion 
of accessibility below since it is possible for a discourse-old referent to go unmentioned for a long stretch 
and become inactive.
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Prince labelled referents which are both discourse-old and hearer-old as evoked, 

corresponding to the anaphoric and immediate situation uses of the definite article 

described above. In the case of anaphora, the referent is textually evoked, while referents 

present in the immediate situation are considered situationally evoked. A referent which 

is discourse-new but hearer-old is labelled unused since the referent exists in the hearer’s 

general knowledge but has not yet been used in the discourse. The unused category 

corresponds with the larger situation use of the definite article described above. Because 

the associative use relies on both anaphora and general knowledge, it cannot be described

by givenness alone. Prince (1981) labelled this use inferrable, which she defined as a 

referent that can be deduced through logical or plausible reasoning based on other entities

in the discourse.  Finally, Prince organized these categories into an identifiability scale as 

in example 115.84

(115) Identifiability Scale

Evoked > Unused  > Inferrable > Brand New 

Each of these categories representing cognitive status also seems to correspond with a 

particular type of referring expression aligned with definiteness. For instance, personal 

and demonstrative pronouns are inherently referential and almost always express evoked 

referents. Unmodified proper nouns tend only to be used to introduce a discourse referent 

84. Note that this is a simplified version of the scale. Prince included two further categories, ‘containing 
inferrable’ and ‘brand new anchored’, but these are less relevant to the current study.
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if it is one that the hearer is assumed to be familiar with, and therefore they naturally 

correlate with the unused category. Therefore, Prince’s familiarity scale seems to lie 

behind the standard definiteness scale as presented in example 85 above. Example 116 

illustrates how each type of referring expression can be correlated to a specific cognitive 

state.85 

(116) Definiteness and Identifiability Scales
Evoked > Unused > Inferable > New 

Pronoun Proper Noun Definite NP Indefinite NP

While none of these expressions are tied absolutely to the corresponding cognitive 

status—for instance, a definite noun phrase can also be used to express an unused or 

evoked referent—Prince notes that their use seems to be generally limited to a certain 

region on the scale by Grice’s (1975) Maxim of Quantity:

1. Make your contribution to the conversation as informative as necessary. 

2. Do not make your contribution to the conversation more informative than 

necessary. 

Gundel, Hedberg, and Zacharski (1993) have also proposed the Givenness Hierarchy 

distinguishing six cognitive states, which they illustrated with English examples, as in 

85. Note that this scale is intended to be generic, but not universal. Particular languages vary in how 
many points they encode as well as where the points fall. 
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example 117.

(117) Givenness Hierarchy
In

Focus
> Activated > Familiar >  Uniquely

Identifiable
> Referential > Type

Identifiable

it  that
this
this N

that N the N indefinite
this N

a N

The Givenness Hierarchy roughly corresponds with Prince’s familiarity scale, and the 

two overlap most noticeably in the categories of familiar and unused. They differ, 

however, in a few important respects. First, Gundel, Hedberg, and Zacharski stated 

explicitly that their scale takes the form of an implicational hierarchy, such that if a 

certain grammatical form can be used to encode a particular point on the scale, it can also

be used for all points higher on the scale. Like Prince, they suggested that conversational 

implicature accounts for the fact, for instance, that an indefinite noun phrase is not 

generally used for a referent that is ‘in focus’. 

Second, the Givenness Hierarchy includes a category on the low end of the scale labeled 

‘referential’ to account for the influence of specificity. As the name implies, a speaker 

intends a referential phrase to refer to a specific entity. While definiteness is related to the

identifiability of a referent to the hearer, specificity is often defined as the identifiability 
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of a referent to the speaker. For instance, Haspelmath proposed the following definition:86

A specific phrase is a phrase that has a referent in the speaker’s reality space.

A non-specific phrase is a phrase which does not have a referent in the speaker’s 

reality space. (1997, 108)

It has been long recognized that the English indefinite article a is ambiguous in regards to

referentiality. Hopper and Thompson (1980, 256) illustrated the point with example 118 

(see also examples 86 and 87 above). 

(118) Celia wants to watch a ballet dancer.

The speaker may have a specific dancer in mind, or it may be that Celia does not care 

who exactly she sees, any dancer will do. The difference is that only a referential 

expression may persist as a discourse referent, and in fact, subsequent reference with an 

anaphoric pronoun generally provides a test for referentiality as illustrated by the pair of 

sentences in example 119.

(119) a. Celia wants to watch a ballet dancer. They are graceful.

b. Celia wants to watch a ballet dancer. She is in town with the Moscow Ballet.  

In sentence 119a, the noun phrase is non-referential. Note how the pronoun ‘they’ in the 

86. The concept of a reality space is based on Fauconnier (1994). 
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following sentence makes a characterizing statement about ‘ballet dancers’ in general. In 

contrast, the indefinite noun phrase in 119b is interpreted as referential since the 

subsequent pronoun ‘she’ must refer to the specific discourse referent invoked by the 

phrase ‘a ballet dancer’ in the previous sentence.  

Third, the Givenness Hierarchy does not include the inferrable category as a cognitive 

state. Instead, Gundel, Hedberg, and Zacharski (1993) argued that the cognitive status of 

an inferrable can be related to the strength of the association between the inferred referent

and its trigger. In most cases, inferrables can be considered referential or uniquely 

identifiable, but in some cases they may be familiar as in example 120.

(120) We went to hear the Minnesota Orchestra last night. That conductor was very 
good.

This objection, however, seems to misinterpret the category as defined by Prince. In 

general, all levels of identifiability rely on a certain amount of inference, but inferrables 

were intended to specifically account for the associative use of the article to introduce 

referents that are both discourse-new and hearer-new. A familiar referent is not hearer-

new, however, and therefore the inference relies on personal rather than general 

knowledge. Prince (1992, 12) discussed a similar problem in relation to so-called 

“containing inferrables,” noting that in some cases a referent that may be an inferrable for
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one hearer could be considered unused for another.87 This explanation would seem to 

limit proper inferrables to the uniquely identifiable category on the the Givenness 

Hierarchy. 

Lastly, the Givenness Hierarchy combines identifiability with a second category that has 

been termed ‘accessibility’ by dividing Prince’s evoked category between referents that 

are ‘activated’ and those that are ‘in focus’. While identifiability correlates to the nature 

of the hearer’s knowledge of a referent, accessibility relates to the status of a discourse 

referent within the hearer’s consciousness at a particular moment. Chafe (1987) has given

a three-part scale to represent accessibility as in example 121.

(121) Accessibility Scale

active > accessible (semi-active) > inactive

Active referents are ‘lit up’ in the hearer’s consciousness at the moment. Semi-active 

referents were previously active, but have begun to decay into the periphery, while 

inactive referents were either never introduced or have faded fully into long-term 

memory. 

87. Containing inferrables involve a definite noun phrase for which the trigger is not in the antecedent 
discourse, but contained within the noun phrase itself—for instance, ‘the door of the Bastille’. It is difficult 
in this case to determine whether the hearer is familiar with the actual door of the Bastille—in which case 
the referent would be considered unused—or if they can simply infer that the Bastille would have a door 
based on general knowledge.
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Gundel, Hedberg, and Zacharski (1993, 279) defined referents that are ‘in focus’ as the 

subset of active referents which are likely to be continued as topics of subsequent 

discourse.88 This seems to also connect accessibility to the idea of ‘topicality’. In general 

terms, topicality has to do with what the discourse is about, and Gívon (1983) has argued 

that it can be viewed as a graded phenomenon. That is, all of the entities in a discourse 

are topical to a certain extent. To quantify discourse topicality, Gívon proposed three 

measures which have been implemented in numerous statistical studies:89

1. Referential Distance

2. Potential Interference

3. Cataphoric Persistence

Referential distance measures how recently the referent has been mentioned by counting 

the gap between the current referring expression and the last previous reference in 

number of clauses. The assumption is that a more recently mentioned referent would be 

more active in the hearer’s consciousness, while oder referents may have faded to a semi-

active state. Similarly, cataphoric persistence measures the continuing importance of the 

referent by counting the number of successive clauses in which the referent appears, 

which would reflect Gundel, Hedberg, and Zacharski’s category ‘in focus’ discussed 

88. Focus is used here in the sense of the focus of attention, not as the pragmatic role usually aligned 
with topic and comment. See the discussion of topicality below. 
89. See Myhill (1992) for further discussion of the parameters and their uses. 
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above. Potential interference indicates the presence of other ‘semantically compatible’ 

referents within the immediate proximity. This is not a measure of topicality itself, but 

functions as a control for situations where, for instance, pronominalization may be 

blocked by possible ambiguity. 

The assumption is that in the prototypical case, the most topical referents are those which 

continue to be mentioned in successive clauses. Consider, for example, the following 

mini-discourse in example 122 (Myhill 1992, 36).

(122) Mary gave me a new tiei. Iti was very nice. She had bought iti the day before.

In the middle sentence, the referent ‘tie’ is highest in topicality having a referential 

distance of 1 and a cataphoric persistence of 1. Not surprisingly, it is encoded as a 

pronoun and appears in the subject position, both of which are associated with high 

topicality.90 

90. As Miltsakaki (2003, 28) noted, however, not every case follows the prototypical example, and 
therefore a lack of persistence does not necessarily indicate low topicality. Abrupt topic shifts are possible, 
especially at paragraph boundaries. Similarly, Barbara Fox (1987) has suggested that the discourse 
structure should be taken into account, not only at the boundaries of rhetorical units, but also in the 
distinction between foreground and background information. She found, for instance, that a referent can 
stay active despite a long interlude of background material which deviates from the foreground. In general, 
however, referential distance and cataphoric persistence are good heuristic measures of topicality (Myhill 
1992).
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4.4. Animacy

Linguists have noted that animacy often combines with definiteness to influence 

grammatical processes such as agreement and case marking. A simple three-part animacy

scale was presented in example 84 above. Some grammatical expressions of animacy 

reflect a simpler distinction of human > non-human, as in the difference between English 

‘who’ and ‘what’, but there may also be finer distinctions. For instance, several 

Australian languages only mark first and second person pronouns when objects, but not 

third person (Comrie 1989). These cross-linguistic observations have led to an expanded 

animacy scale as in example 123.91

(123)  Expanded Animacy Scale

1st and 2nd pronoun > 3rd pronoun > proper noun > common noun with human 
reference > non-human animate noun > inanimate noun

 

Of course, neither proper names nor first and second person pronouns are inherently more

animate than other human-referring nouns in the normal sense of the word. Langacker 

(1991; see also Kuno 1976) has argued that the ‘animacy’ scale is actually expressing the 

degree of empathy of the speaker toward the referent. Therefore, while identifiability and 

accessibility relate to the cognitive status of the discourse referent—“where” it is located 

in the hearer’s mind—the animacy hierarchy seems to reflect how the speaker categorizes

91. This scale is traced to Michael Silverstein (1976).  Notice that the top of the scale, pronoun > proper 
noun > common noun, is almost identical to the identifiability scale, and it is often difficult to separate the 
effects of the two.
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a particular entity. Fraurud (1990, 70) has termed this the “ontological status” of the 

referent, in contrast to its referential status.92 Dahl and Fraurud (1996) also suggested that

the motivating factor in the animacy hierarchy is ego-centricity—the first person pronoun

sits at the top of the scale since we tend to treat things more like ourselves specially. This 

would also explain the link between animacy and discourse prominence, since we are 

more likely to be interested in things more like ourselves.

4.5. Topic, Topicality, and Grammatical Role

In information structure approaches, topic has been more commonly treated as a 

pragmatic role within the structure of the sentence, though Givón (2001) has argued that 

discourse topicality and sentence topic are related, with discourse topicality being 

grammaticalized as sentence topic. At the basic level, sentences are propositions which 

present information, and Chafe (1976) has argued the main way this is accomplished is 

by identifying a known particular as a starting point and then adding to the hearer’s 

knowledge about it. In many information structure approaches, this point of departure is 

termed the topic. 

This definition of topic is close to the traditional definition of the grammatical role 

92. Note that by “ontology” she merely means the way we categorize the world in our own minds, not 
an absolute system of categorization as in the philosophical sense. 
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subject, and the two often coincide. It is not the case, however, that the subject is always 

the topic of the sentence. The topic of the sentence can usually be discerned by posing 

relevant wh-questions which the sentence is intended to answer. For instance, consider 

the sentence in example 124.

(124) Mary ran over the flower bed.

If the question is “What did Mary do?” then ‘Mary’ is indeed the topic, and the predicate 

is the new information, which is termed the focus. However, if the question is “Who ran 

over the flower bed?” then ‘Mary’ is not the topic, but is in focus. Finally, the relevant 

question may be “What happened?” in which case the entire sentence is in focus. 

Lambrecht (1994, 126-7) termed these three options respectively as: 

1. Topic-comment or predicate-focus sentences

2. Identificational or argument-focus sentences

3. Event-reporting or sentence-focus sentences

Lambrecht suggested that the topic-comment type of sentence is by far the most common 

(and unmarked) sentence form, thus subjects seem to be unmarked topics. In fact, there is

a strong cross-linguistic tendency for topics to also be subjects (Givón 2001; Li and 

Thompson 1976).
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Because the topic is the point of departure for the proposition of the sentence, the topic 

must represent known or given information. Therefore identifiability and accessibility are

necessary, but not sufficient, conditions for a noun phrase to be interpretable as a topic. 

Lambrecht (1994, 162-3) suggested the following ‘topic acceptability scale’ in example 

125, which is nearly identical to the identifiability and accessibility scales given above.93

(125) Topic Accessibility Scale

active > accessible > unused > brand-new anchored > brand new

To the extent that they correlate to topics, therefore, subjects are overwhelmingly 

definite. In contrast, since topics must refer to accessible information, indefinite phrases 

cannot generally be topics and are less likely to be subjects.94 This is seen by the fact that 

topicalizing constructions such as left-dislocation and Y-movement cannot be used with 

indefinite noun phrases (Givón 2001).95 In fact, the preference for definites in subject 

position seems to have led to the development of so-called existential sentences in many 

languages, which are sentences of the type “There is X...” Similar constructions include 

German es ist/sind or es gibt and French il y a. Scholars have noted that such sentences 

only take indefinites in the X position, termed the pivot in the literature, while the 

93. Lambrecht relies on Prince (1982) here, but note that he dropped the category inferrable for 
simplicity.
94. Some languages do not seem to allow indefinite subjects at all, see Li and Thompson (1976).
95. Left-dislocation is the movement of a constituent outside of the clause boundary to the left. For 
instance, “This girl, my dog bit her.” Y-movement is Givón's term for “contrastive topicalization”, which 
can be accomplished in Biblical Hebrew, for example, by moving the object to pre-verbal position.  
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existential ‘there is’ seems to be a semantically empty filler of the subject slot (Lyons 

1999; Milsark 1974).96 

Lyons (1999) also suggested that definiteness marking and topic marking overlap in 

function. For instance, he noted that languages like Japanese and Korean that have 

specific topic markers (the postposed particles -wa and -(n)un respectively), tend not to 

develop definite articles. In contrast, languages with definite articles tend not to have 

topic markers. There are exceptions such as Tzotzil (a Mayan language) that have both, 

though topical noun phrases almost always end up being double-marked as topic and 

definite. Further, topic-marking languages tend to show the same sort of idiosyncracies in

grammaticalization as those that mark definiteness. Givón (2001) has also suggested that 

the grammaticalization of definiteness is motivated by topicality, pointing out that only 

topical definites and indefinites tend to be marked in the first stages of the process.

As discussed in Chapter 3, the parameters comprising the topic acceptability scale—

animacy, identifiability, and accessibility—also seem to influence the coding of the direct

object. First, in asymmetric DOM systems, objects higher on the topic acceptability scale 

are often more likely to be overtly marked. Second, topicality also seems to influence the 

96. Note that the existential ‘There’ should be distinguished from the deictic adverb ‘There’. Also, a 
well-known exception to the requirement of an indefinite as the pivot is the so-called “list reading.” For 
instance, answering the question, “How many pets do you have?” one may respond, “Well, there is the fish,
the dog, the cat, etc...”
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promotion of certain oblique arguments to direct objects as in the English dative shift. 

Givón (2001) suggested, therefore, that while the subject grammaticalizes the role of 

primary topic, the direct object may also grammaticalize the role of secondary topic. 

Since more than one referent can be under discussion at a time, a sentence is not 

necessarily limited to one topic. Lambrecht (1994, 148) illustrated this concept with the 

following mini-discourse in example 126.

(126) a. Whatever became of John?

b. He married Rosa,

c. but he didn’t really love her.

The question in 126a introduces John, and he fills the role of topic in sentence 126b. The 

new information is the entire predicate that he ‘married Rosa’. In sentence 126c, 

however, both John and Rosa have been introduced. What is asserted is the nature of their

relationship, ‘didn’t really love’, and the sentence is as much about Rosa as it is about 

John, though John is the more salient participant overall. Rosa is also referenced as an 

unaccented pronoun in 126c, and may be considered a secondary topic. 

This relationship between secondary topics and direct objects would help explain the 

correlation between information status and DOM. As Dalrymple and Nikolaeva (2011) 
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noted, however, in many DOM languages this relationship has been conventionalized 

such that the presence of an overt marker correlates to topic-worthiness, measured by the 

criteria of definiteness and animacy, and does not depend on whether the object is 

actually functioning as a secondary topic within a particular sentence. 

4.6. Conclusions

It is often stated in studies of asymmetric DOM that the presence of an overt marker 

correlates to the discourse prominence or salience of the object. Such studies, however, 

only measure prominence indirectly by conflating identifiability with a definiteness scale 

based on noun phrase type. In the previous section it has been argued that the correlation 

between discourse prominence and DOM is based on the discourse-pragmatic motivation 

for the nominative-accusative alignment. This correlation is particularly related to the 

association between the grammatical roles subject and object and the pragmatic roles of 

primary and secondary topic. Therefore, the influence of discourse prominence on DOM 

can be more accurately quantified by measuring the topic-worthiness of the object based 

on identifiability and accessibility and the measures of topicality such as referential 

distance and cataphoric persistence.
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Chapter 5 

Asymmetric DOM in SBH

5.1. Introduction

As discussed in the previous chapters, Biblical Hebrew is an example of a DOM 

language and uses the object preposition ʾet to variably mark the O-participant in a 

transitive clause. The presence of the object preposition has been traditionally connected 

to definiteness, and the variability in its use has been attributed either to emphasis or 

stylistic variation. Following the functional-typological literature, however, more recent 

scholars have noted that object marking should properly be connected to the 

individuation of the object, which is typically measured by definiteness and animacy. 

The primary goal of this chapter is to measure the parameters which influence the 

variation between overt and null marking within the typical two-participant transitive 

clause in Standard Biblical Hebrew (SBH) narrative prose. In the following sections, it 

will be argued that the use of the object marker in SBH has been conventionalized along 

the definiteness hierarchy which defines regions in which the use of the object marker is 

obligatory, optional, or prohibited by noun phrase type. While the presence of the object 

marker is not predictable by rule within the optional range, its use is also not merely left 
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to the “fancy or inclination” of the speaker (contra Wilson 1889 and Muraoka 1985). 

Rather, the frequency of object marking is clearly influenced by the information status of 

the referent coded by the object noun phrase. In general, objects encoding referents that 

were more active in the discourse, and therefore cognitively salient to the hearer, were 

more likely to be object marked. 

5.2. Overview of Corpus and Method

Building on the work of Khan (1984), Garr (1991), and Malessa (2006), and informed by 

the extensive functional-typological literature, the following chapter will analyze the 

main factors influencing the use of ʾet as an object marker in SBH narrative prose. This 

corpus-based study will primarily correlate the presence of the object marker to the 

information status of the discourse referent coded by the object noun phrase which will 

be measured by pragmatic features such as identifiability and accessibility as well as 

animacy as defined in the previous chapter. Other factors contributing to lower rates of 

marking will also be discussed.

The data for this chapter were limited to SBH narrative prose in order to minimize the 

influences of dialect and genre on the study.97 There have been two main observations on 

97. While the label ‘Biblical Hebrew’ may imply a uniform linguistic system, the corpus of the Hebrew 
Bible reflects significant diversity, and Biblical Hebrew has traditionally been divided into three broad 
dialects—Archaic, Standard, and Late Biblical Hebrew. The standard grammatical descriptions are 
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the broad relationship between dialect and the distribution of the object preposition ʾet. 

First, it has long been noted that the so-called “prose particles”—the definite article haC-,

the relative pronoun ʾ*(er, and the object marker ʾet—are used relatively infrequently 

within poetic texts (see Anderson and Forbes 1983; GKC § 117a).98 Second, many 

scholars have suggested that changes in the frequency and distribution of the object 

preposition ʾet are a significant feature of LBH.99

The database was populated with over 1100 records which represent two-participant 

transitive clauses selected at random from across the corpus of SBH narrative prose. The 

majority of these clauses included change of state verbs involving the effective transfer of

an action from a volitional agent to an affected patient which undergoes a resulting 

change of state. The most typical change of state verbs are verbs of creation or 

destruction such as b$n$h ‘to build’ and h$rag ‘to kill’. Other verbs involving an implicit

goal state such as verbs of caused motion (&$m ‘to place’, h#qîm ‘to raise’) or change of 

primarily based on SBH narrative prose, which is represented in the bulk of narrative material from Genesis
through 2 Kings. Archaic Biblical Hebrew is only possibly represented in early poetry such as Judges 5 and
Exodus 15, while Late Biblical Hebrew is represented in 1 and 2 Chronicles, Ezra, Nehemiah, Daniel, and 
Esther and is generally considered a post-exilic dialect which reflects the growing influence of Aramaic 
(See Polzin 1976, 1-12). In recent work, Young and Rezetko (2008) have challenged the chronological 
ordering of the dialects but not the basic typological distinction between SBH and LBH, which is the 
significant aspect for this study. Even within SBH, however, there is evidence of linguistic diversity. For 
instance, Rendsburg (1990) has argued for a distinction between northern and southern regional dialects, 
while others have noted the widespread use of “non-standard” forms to represent the speech of foreigners. 
This will be discussed in more detail in the following chapter.
98. In general, the categorization of embedded poetic texts followed the decisions of the BHS editors as 
indicated by indentation and versification. 
99. See Polzin (1976) for early work on the subject and the summary in Young and Rezetko (2008, 
160-214). Earlier studies relied simply on counts of the frequency of ʾet per total words in these books, but 
Malessa (2006) did confirm these studies with a more rigorous statistical analysis. 
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possession (q$n$h ‘to buy’, l$kad ‘to capture’) also pattern with change of state verbs.  

Transitive clauses including verbs which commonly feature the realization of the O 

participant within a prepositional phrase elsewhere within the SBH corpus were excluded

from the study of asymmetric DOM, but will be discussed further in the following 

chapter.  For instance, verbs of surface contact (n$gaʿ ‘to touch’, ʾ$)az ‘to hold’) may 

involve a transfer of force from agent to patient to some degree, but they often do not 

entail a specific resultant goal state for the object (see section 3.3.4). In Biblical Hebrew 

these verbs typically occur in formally intransitive clauses with the location of contact 

expressed using a locative phrase headed by the preposition b'-, but the O may also 

sometimes be coded as a pronominal suffix or even overtly marked by ʾet. In contrast, 

other verbs of impact which do involve an effect on the object—such as n$gap ‘to injure 

by striking’—are conventionally found with the nominative-accusative pattern, and these 

clauses were included in the SBH corpus.  

5.3. Definiteness and Object Marking in SBH 

As mentioned previously, the use of the object preposition ʾet in Biblical Hebrew has 

traditionally been connected simply to the definiteness of the object noun phrase. The 

object preposition can be used with definite objects, but it is not obligatory for these 

objects. The description in GKC § 117a is representative of the literature:
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The use of this nota accusativi is, however, somewhat rare in poetry, and even in 

prose it is not invariably necessary but is restricted to those cases in which the 

accusative of the object is more closely determined by being a proper name, or by 

having the article, or by a following determinate genitive (hence also by the 

suffixes), or in some other way.

Referring to Aissen’s (2003) typology of DOM systems (see discussion in section 3.3), 

therefore, Biblical Hebrew has been traditionally treated as a one-dimensional DOM 

language. In later sections, it will be argued that DOM in Biblical Hebrew is also 

influenced by other parameters such as animacy and topicality. First, however, this 

section will discuss the correlation of object marking to definiteness in more detail.

5.3.1. Object Marking and the Definiteness Hierarchy

Definiteness has traditionally been treated as a binary category. Noun phrases determined

by the definite article are considered definite, while those lacking the definite article are 

indefinite. As reflected in GKC § 117a quoted above, however, other types of referring 

expressions—such as pronouns and proper nouns—may also be considered to align with 

definite noun phrases. Further, not all types of referring expressions are considered 

equally ‘definite’, and the functional-typological literature has typically arranged such 

expressions into a definiteness hierarchy as in example 127 below (reproduced from 85).
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(127) Definiteness Hierarchy

Pronoun > Proper Noun > Definite NP > Indefinite NP 

As discussed in section 4.3, this hierarchy reflects an approximate correlation between the

choice of referring expression by the speaker and the presumed identifiability of the 

discourse referent to the hearer. While it will be argued that frequency of object marking 

can be linked more strongly to the identifiability of the referent than to the type of 

referring expression chosen, in many DOM system the rules of object marking may be 

broadly conventionalized by referring expression according to the definiteness hierarchy. 

For instance, the frequency of object marking within the SBH corpus did primarily follow

the definiteness hierarchy as illustrated by Table 5.1 below.100

Table 5.1. Correlation of Object-Marking to Phrase Type in the SBH Corpus

Phrase Type Marked Percent
Proper noun 118/119 99%
Definite NP 537/766 70%
Indefinite NP 3/229 1%

While the grammars have recognized that definiteness is typically a requirement for the 

100. Pronouns were excluded from the corpus since they are obligatorily marked when independent 
(GKC § 117e). The alternation between independent and suffixed pronominal objects will be discussed in 
the following chapter. Malessa (2006) reported similar findings with proper nouns object marked at a rate 
of 97%, but other definite noun phrases only 73%. See Table 5.2 below for discussion of the types of noun 
phrases provisionally included in the category of Definite NP.
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use of the object preposition, these results suggests a more refined model which includes 

three regions of obligatory, optional, and prohibited marking based on referring 

expression as represented in Figure 5.1.101

Figure 5.1. Ranges of Object Marking in Biblical Hebrew

Proper Noun > Definite NP > Indefinite NP

Obligatory Marking Optional Marking Prohibited Marking

The obligatory marking of pronouns and proper nouns is common among DOM 

languages since these expressions represent the region where the definiteness and 

animacy scales converge (Malchukov and de Swart 2009). In both Spanish and 

Romanian, for instance, object marking is obligatory for pronouns and proper nouns but 

optional or prohibited for lower ranking expressions (Bossong 1991). This pattern also 

seems to reflect the typical historical development of DOM systems. Object marking 

often begins chronologically with pronouns, spreads quickly to proper nouns, and then 

gradually spreads down the hierarchies to other animate and definite noun phrases.102

101. The rare exceptions in which proper nouns are unmarked and indefinite noun phrases marked (both ~
1% of total examples) indicate a small degree of flexibility in the transitional regions of the scale. Bossong 
(1991, 152) described this aptly as “squishiness”—an indicator that DOM is a living category which allows
the speaker some freedom in the moment of utterance.
102. For instance, see Bossong (1991), Aissen (2003), Morimoto and de Swart (2006), and Iemmolo 
(2010). Note also that a similar but opposite phenomenon occurs in the erosion of case marking with case 
distinctions generally more likely to be retained on pronouns (Blake 2001). English, for instance, retains 
the nominative-accusative distinction for first (‘I’, ‘me’, etc.) and third (‘he’, ‘him’, etc.) person pronouns.  
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5.3.2. Referring Expressions Found in the Optional Range

Because definiteness is considered a necessary condition for object marking, it is usually 

also assumed—somewhat circularly—that referring expressions typically marked by the 

object preposition ʾet must somehow align with definiteness (see GKC § 117a , J-M § 

125e, IBHS § 10.3.1). Therefore, all types of referring expression—beyond pronouns and 

proper nouns, and excluding rarely marked indefinite noun phrases—that were overtly 

marked by the object preposition ʾet were provisionally grouped into the category 

‘Definite NP’ in Table 5.1 above. These expressions are sorted in Table 5.2 by frequency 

of occurrence within the corpus.

Table 5.2. Referring Expressions Used for Objects Falling in the Optional Range

Phrase Type Total
NP determined by possessive suffix (PS) 302
NP determined by article haC- (defNP) 223
NP quantified by universal quantifier k!l (KOL) 69
Construct determined by defNP (con+defNP) 52
Construct determined by PN (con+PN) 49
NP with adnominal demonstrative (demNP) 27
Free relative with ʾ*(er, mî, or m$h (FR) 21
Interrogative pronouns mî and m$h (intPro) 15
Demonstrative pronoun (demPro) 8
Total 766

Most expressions listed in this table align with the features associated with definiteness 

discussed in section 4.2. In some cases, however, the expression is better considered 
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quasi-indefinite. Some of the interesting cases will be discussed in the sections below.

5.3.2.1. Demonstratives 

Because they are deictics, the demonstrative pronouns—zeh (MS), z!ʾt (FS), and ʾ#lleh 

(CP)—always code a referent that is identifiable to the hearer.103 The demonstrative 

pronouns are generally grouped with the personal pronouns at the high end of the 

definiteness scale and would be expected to fall in the range of obligatory marking, but 

they were optionally and infrequently marked within the corpus (2/8 25%). 

Malessa (2006) suggested that the demonstrative pronouns were particularly sensitive to 

animacy. Within his data, human-referring demonstrative pronouns were universally 

marked, while those referring to abstract entities were only rarely marked. An expanded 

search of demonstrative pronouns functioning as direct objects in SBH prose shows that 

they are consistently marked when human or animate (16/16 100%) as in example 128 

below from Gen 46:25.

(128) watt(led ʾet-ʾ%lleh l*yaʿ-q#b (Gen 46:25)
and-bear (3FS PAST) ACC-these to-Jacob

“She bore these to Jacob”

103. A second FS form zô also occurs, written as +,- or .-, and the CP form occurs in rare cases as ʾ#l. Note 
that within quoted speech it is possible for the referent to be situationally evoked rather than textually 
evoked meaning there is no antecedent for the referent in the previous discourse (see section 4.3).
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In contrast, demonstrative pronouns are only rarely marked when coding an inanimate or 

abstract referent (2/22 9%) as in example 129 from Josh 9:20.

(129) z#ʾt naʿ-%eh l$hem w*ha,-y(h ʾôt$m (Josh 9:20)
this do (1CP IMPF) to-them and-live (INF CAUS) ACC-them

“This we will do to them:  Let them live”

It can also be observed, however, that these abstract demonstratives were predominately 

objects of the verb  ʿ$&$h ‘to make, do’. As will be discussed further below (section 

5.5.1), this verb features a lower frequency of object marking in general since these 

abstract phrases are less likely to be viewed as distinct patients, but rather they contribute 

semantic information about the nature of the action similar to an internal object.

In Biblical Hebrew, the demonstratives may also be used as adnominal modifiers, in 

which case the object noun phrase was marked at a high rate of 85% (23/27).104 Object 

marking of such expressions was lower for noun phrases having an abstract referent, but 

not to the same extent as the independent demonstrative pronouns. Object noun phrases 

with a concrete referent were marked 100% (17/17), while those with abstract referents 

were marked at 60% (6/10). Again, in all of the latter cases the verb was ʿ$&$h as 

104. Diessel (1999, 59) notes that most languages use the same form whether the demonstrative occurs as
an independent pronoun or adnominal modifier. In Biblical Hebrew, the third person pronoun can also be 
used as a far demonstrative as in hannepe( h$hîʾ ‘that person’. Note that the demonstrative pronouns do not
fill the determiner slot, but follow the noun and take the article following the rules of adjectives. 
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illustrated in example 130.

(130) gidʿôn ben-yôʾ$& ʿ$%$h hadd!b!r hazzeh (Judg 6:29)
Gideon son.OF-Joash do (2MP PERF) DEF-thing DEF-this

“Gideon son of Joash did this thing”

One significant difference between the independent and adnominal demonstrative 

pronouns, however, is that a majority of the independent demonstratives occurred in 

clauses having object-verb word order—a second category featuring a low overall 

frequency of object (see section 5.5.3). In contrast, none of the adnominal demonstratives

occurred as fronted objects. This may partially account for the difference in the rates of 

object marking between the two categories of demonstrative for the ʿ$&$h + abstract O 

construction.

5.3.2.2. The Universal Quantifier 

Modifiers which approximate universal quantification—such as ‘every’, ‘each’, and ‘all’ 

in English—are taken to align with definiteness because it is presumed that the hearer can

identify the set described by the noun phrase as a whole (Lyons 1999, 32). There is often 

a distinction, however, between the collective (‘all’) and distributive (‘every’) 

interpretations of these quantifiers. From a logical-semantic perspective there should be 

no difference between the two, and as a rule universally quantified noun phrases are 

semantically definite. Haspelmath (1997) noted, however, that there are close connections
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between distributive universal quantifiers like ‘every’ and indefinite pronouns that 

express irrelevance of choice such as ‘any’. The distributive construction, therefore, is 

often interpreted as quasi-indefinite.

    

In Biblical Hebrew, the quantifier k!l serves both the collective and distributive 

functions, which are distinguished by the type of noun phrase being quantified (GKC § 

127b; see also Gil 1995, 331-332 for a discussion of the phenomenon in Modern 

Hebrew). Before a definite or plural noun phrase, k!l is interpreted as collective as in 

example 131. 

(131) wayyiqqa, d$wid ʾet-kol-ha$$ôn (1 Sam 30:20)
and-take (3MS PAST) David ACC-all-DEF-flock

“David took all the flock”

When combined with an indefinite singular, however, the noun phrase is interpreted as 

distributive as in example 132.

(132) l#ʾ hi&ʾîrû kol-n)&!m!h (Josh 11:14)
NEG   remain (3MP PERF CAUS) any-breath

“They did not leave any breather”

Note that the distinction between the collective and distributive interpretations also 

affects the semantics of the event structure. In the collective interpretation, the set as a 
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whole is treated as a special type of individual similar to a mass noun (Link 1983; 

Chierchia 1988; Ojeda 1993), and the action is presented as a single event. Distributives, 

however, treat the entities contained within the set as atomic individuals, and the focus of

the action is therefore on the various sub-events that comprise the whole. Biblical 

Hebrew can also form a syntactic distributive by using the singular ʾî( ‘man’ with a plural

verb as in example 133 below.

(133) wayya&lîkû ʾî& ma++êhû (Exod 7:12)
and-throw down (3MP PAST) man staff-his

“Each cast down his staff”

Phrases quantified by k!l which were interpreted as collectives as in example 106 were 

object marked at a rate of 79% (44/56), while those interpreted as distributive as in 

example 107 were only marked at a rate of 8% (1/13). Object marking in constructions 

involving the distributive ʾî( as in example 132 was similarly infrequent.105

5.3.2.3. Interrogative Pronouns 

The interrogative pronouns mî ‘who’ and m$h ‘what’ are differentiated according to 

animacy—specifically humanness—and object marking is also sensitive to this split as 

mentioned earlier.106  Human-referring mî is always marked as in example 134 below. 

105. These constructions were excluded from the SBH corpus, but in a cursory search only 1/12 examples
featured overt object marking. 
106. Note that GKC § 37a suggests that the Gen 33:8, Judg 13:17, and Mic 1:5 contain examples of mî 
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(134) w*ʾet-mî ʿ$&aqtî (1 Sam 12:3)
and-ACC-who oppress (1CS PERF)

“Whom have I oppressed?”

In contrast, non-human-referring m$h is never object marked (0/16 in the corpus) as 

illustrated by example 135.

(135) meh ʿ$%ît$ (Gen 4:10)
what do (1CS PERF)

“What have you done?”

There is some confusion in the grammars, however, concerning the relationship of the 

interrogative pronouns to definiteness. Because it is assumed that definiteness is the 

normal condition for object marking, most grammars assert that the pronoun mî is definite

while mâ is treated as indefinite.107 For instance, GKC § 117c seems to confuse 

definiteness with animacy: “/0 is determinate of itself, since it always denotes a person...”

[emphasis mine]. Similarly, IBHS §10.3.1 states unconditionally that “pronouns with ʾt 

are definite.” This statement is then illustrated by Isa 6:8 which involves the interrogative

mî as in example 136.

referring to ‘things’. In each case, however, the pronoun is co-referential with a human-referring noun 
phrase. For instance, Mic 1:5 “Who is the transgression of Israel? Is it not Samaria?” Here, in the rhetoric 
of the prophet, the normally inanimate pe(aʿ ‘transgression’ is co-referential with the proper noun 
‘Samaria’ which can be classed as a human organization.
107. Interestingly, in the two cases where mî occurs in a genitive construction functioning as direct object
(1 Sam 12:3), the noun phrase is marked once ʾet-(ôr mî l$qa)tî  “Whose ox have I taken?” but also occurs 
unmarked in the same verse wa)*môr mî l$qa)tî “or whose ass have I taken?” Like the interrogative 
pronoun, both of these noun phrases should be considered indefinite, and the use of ʾet with the former may
be influenced by the obligatory marking of mî when occurring alone.
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(136) ʾet-mî ʾe&la, (Isa 6:8)
ACC-who send (1CS IMPF)

“Whom shall I send?”

Interrogatives, however, align more naturally with indefiniteness than definiteness. It is 

quite common, in fact, for interrogatives to double as indefinite pronouns since both 

suggest an “information gap” (Bhat 2007, 226). While an interrogative is a request for 

information, the indefinite use is a statement that further information is either unavailable 

or irrelevant.108 Therefore, rather than categorize the interrogative pronoun mî as definite, 

the use of ʾet should be attributed primarily to the influence of animacy.109

It should also be noted that mî occurs overwhelmingly in the grammatical role of subject 

despite being indefinite.110 A quick search revealed only 10 examples of the interrogative 

mî used in the grammatical role of direct object out of 427 total occurrences within the 

Hebrew Bible, and the ratio of mî to m$h as a direct object was also 2:16 within the SBH 

corpus for this study. Accordingly, the sharp distinction in marking may also be 

influenced by the greater need for disambiguation in the case of the human-referring mî.

108. Interrogatives are also a special case in relation to identifiability since they reverse the typical roles 
of speaker and hearer. The use of an indefinite noun phrase normally implies that the referent is 
unidentifiable to the hearer, but interrogative words stand in for referents that are unidentifiable to the 
speaker. 
109. Aissen (2003, 453 n18) specifically notes the marking of the indefinite mî in Modern Hebrew as an 
exception to the normal pattern of marking only definite objects which should be attributed to animacy.
110. Interrogatives allow indefinite subjects because the interrogative pronoun does not function as the 
topic of the sentence but is in focus. This is realized in the information structure by the obligatory fronting 
of the interrogative pronoun, a common focus structure (Givón 2001).   
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5.3.2.4. Free Relatives

Alongside their interrogative use, both mî and m$h can be used as relative pronouns as 

illustrated by example 137 below.

(137) w*nirʾeh mah-yihyû ('l#m#t!yw (Gen 37:20)
and-see (1CP IMPF) REL-be (3MP IMPF) dreams-his

 “Then we will see what will become of his dreams”

Similarly, the relative ʾ*(er can be used in a headless relative construction—also termed a

free relative—as illustrated in example 138.111

(138) wayy(daʿ ʾ%t ʾ'&er-ʿ!*!h-lô b)nô haqq!+!n (Gen 9:24)
and-know (3MS PAST) ACC REL-do (3MS PERF)-to-him son-his DEF-young

“He knew what his youngest son had done to him”

As in example 138, free relatives often refer to a proposition or event rather than a 

concrete discourse participant. In some cases, however, a free relative can be used to 

refer to a person (example 139) or an object (example 140).

(139) way*+aw ʾet-ʾ'&er ʿal-bêtô (Gen 44:1)
and-command (3MS PAST) ACC-REL over-house-his

“He commanded the one over his house”

111. See Holmstedt (2002, 71-79) for discussion of headless relatives in Biblical Hebrew. 
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(140) wayyiqqa, d$wid miyy$d$h (1 Sam 25:35)
and-take (3MS PAST) David from-hand-her 

ʾ%t-ʾ'&er-h%bîʾ!h lô
ACC REL-come (3FS PERF CAUS) to-him

“David took from her hand what she had brought him”

Though they have no formal marking of determination, such relatives formed with mî, 

m$h, and ʾ*(er were frequently object marked (18/21 86%) within the SBH corpus, 

suggesting that such phrases are in a complementary distribution with definite noun 

phrases. Jacobson (1995) has explained the connection between free relatives and 

definites by arguing that they function semantically like a special kind of plural definite 

noun phrase, denoting a “maximal individual” similar to a universally quantified 

statement.112 She illustrated this with the pair of sentences in example 141 below.

(141) a. Beans, rice, and a taco are what is on my plate.

b. Beans, rice, and a taco are on my plate.

Jacobson argued that sentence 141a is not generally interpreted as equivalent to sentence 

141b because the free relative ‘what is on my plate’ in 141a refers to all items satisfying 

that description, implying that only beans, rice, and a taco are on the plate. Sentence 

141b, in contrast, merely asserts that the plate includes at least these three items.

112. Note that this interpretation of definiteness emphasizes quantification and would align primarily with
Hawkins’ inclusiveness rather than identifiability (see discussion in section 4.2). 
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On closer inspection, however, this explanation seems to be limited to the free relatives 

constructed with ʾ*(er in Biblical Hebrew. Within the SBH corpus, these free relatives 

were always object marked (18/18), while none of the relative clauses constructed with 

the pronouns mî or m$h were marked (0/3).113 In contrast to the construction with ʾ*(er, 

the pronouns mî and m$h seem to function similarly to the so-called “ever relatives” in 

English—‘whoever’ and ‘whatever’—which allow a free choice reading (Dayal 1997) 

similar to the distributive use of k!l discussed above. The free choice reading generally 

occurs where a non-specific interpretation is allowed, such as in modal and future 

contexts, and aligns with an indefinite interpretation. In fact, all occurrences of m$h and 

mî as relative pronouns within the SBH corpus occurred in future or modal contexts.

5.3.3. Summary

While it has been generally assumed in the grammars that referring expressions typically 

marked by ʾet can be classed as definite, three phrase types provisionally included within 

the category ‘Definite NP’ align more properly with indefiniteness. These quasi-

indefinites featured a low overall frequency of object marking as illustrated in Table 5.3.

113. Expanding the search to all SBH shows that mî is object marked as a relative pronoun in Jos 24:15, 
but unmarked in Gen 21:26, Gen 43:22, 1 Sam 14:17, 2 Kgs 1:27, and 2 Kgs 6:11. Further, m$h is never 
marked in the Hebrew Bible as a relative pronoun except for one possible exception in Jer 23:33: 
w'ʾ$mart$ ʾ*lêhem ʾet-mah-ma&&$ʾ “You shall tell them what the oracle is.” The LXX, however, translates 
as direct speech, “You shall tell them, ‘You are the burden (umeis este to l#mma).’” This reading takes the 
consonants ʾt-mh as ʾtm-h—the 2MP independent pronoun followed by the definite article, rather than the 
object marker with the relative pronoun. This reading makes a pun on the two meanings of ma&&$ʾ (‘oracle’
and ‘burden’), which makes better sense in the context.
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Table 5.3. Optionally Marked Referring Expressions Aligning with Indefiniteness

Phrase Type Marked/Total % Marked
Interrogative Pronouns mî and m$h 2/15 13%
Relative Pronouns mî and m$h 0/3 0%
Distributive k!l 1/13 8%

Total 3/31 10%

As mentioned above, the demonstrative pronouns were also marked at a surprisingly low 

rate. In this case, however, other factors contributed to the exceptionally low rate of 

marking including a disproportionate number of abstract referents occurring both as 

objects of the verb ʿ$&$h ‘to do, make’ and as fronted objects (see section 5.5 below). 

5.4. Discourse-Pragmatic Motivations

Asymmetric DOM has generally been correlated to individuation as measured by 

definiteness and animacy. As Malchukov and De Swart (2009) have noted, the 

functional-typological literature tends to conflate the measure of definiteness with the 

type of referring expression used to code the object. As discussed in section 4.3, however,

discourse approaches generally correlate the grammatical category of definiteness with 

the pragmatic features of identifiability and accessibility (Lambrecht 1994). Further, the 

effect of animacy seems to be largely pragmatic as well, and these three parameters are 

often associated with the information status of the referent. Therefore, while the 

availability of object marking has generally been conventionalized based on noun phrase 
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type within Biblical Hebrew as discussed above—object marking is obligatory for 

independent pronouns and proper nouns and prohibited for indefinite noun phrases—the 

frequency of object marking for phrase types falling in the optional range followed the 

information status of the referent relatively independently of the type of noun phrase 

used. The following sections will discuss the subset of objects that featured optional 

marking in relation to information status.

5.4.1. Identifiability

As discussed in section 4.3, identifiability can be defined as the ability of the hearer to 

identify the referent of a noun phrase. This is measured typically by the binary distinction

between given and new referents, but Prince proposed an expanded four-part scale as 

reproduced below in example 142.

(142) Familiarity Scale

Evoked > Unused  > Inferrable > Brand New 

Evoked (or discourse-old) referents are the easiest to identify since they have been 

previously mentioned in the discourse.114 Typically, a referent is introduced by an 

114. In embedded discourse, usually in the form of reported direct speech, the immediate hearer is no 
longer the reader but a participant within the discourse world of the narrative. This presented two 
difficulties for measuring discourse status: first, it allows for situationally evoked referents which have not 
been previously mentioned but are present in the immediate situation of speaker and hearer (see 4.3); and 
second, a referent that has been previously mentioned in the broader discourse, and is therefore discourse-
old for the reader, may actually be discourse-new to the participant within the embedded discourse. 
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indefinite noun phrase and then subsequently referenced by a definite noun phrase or 

pronoun as illustrated by example 143.

(143) wayyarʾ ʾî& mi$rî makkeh ʾî&-ʿibrî... (Exod 2:11b-12)
and-see (3MS PAST) man Egyptian strike (3MS PTCP) man-Hebrew

wayyak ʾet-hammi$rî
and-strike (3MS PAST) ACC-DEF-Egyptian

wayyi!m*nêhû ba,ôl
and-hide (3MS PAST)-him in-DEF-sand

“He saw an Egyptian man1 striking a Hebrew man... then he struck the 
Egyptian1 and hid him1 in the sand”

As illustrated by Table 5.4 below, there was indeed a strong correlation between 

discourse status and object marking for phrase types falling within the optional range in 

the SBH corpus.

Table 5.4. Correlation of Object Marking with Discourse Status for Expressions 
Falling in the Optional Range (p < .001)115

Discourse Status Marked/Total % Marked
Discourse-Old 260/318 82%
Discourse-New 277/448 62%

Total 537/766 70%

115. The p-value in this and following tables reflects the result of the chi-square test to determine the 
probability that the correlations are due to chance. A p-value of less than .05 indicates that the probability is
less than five percent that the relationship between the variables is due to chance, which is generally 
considered statistically significant. Note, however, that this test does not necessarily confirm the proposed 
relationship between the variables. 
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There are also cases, however, in which a referent can be introduced into the discourse by

a definite noun phrase. Therefore, the discourse-new category can be subdivided into 

Prince’s unused and inferrable categories which also take into account the hearer-status 

of the referent. For instance, the object ‘the land’ in example 144 below is discourse-new 

but hearer-old since it can be identified by the hearer based on general knowledge. This 

correlates to the category unused. 

(144) ʿ$kar ʾ$bî ʾet-h!ʾ!re$ (1 Sam 14:29)
trouble (3MS PERF) father-my ACC-DEF-land

“My father has troubled the land”

In other cases where the hearer does not have previous knowledge of the referent, they 

still may be able to identify it by connecting its existence to an available semantic frame 

through deduction or inference. For instance, it can be inferred that ‘the veil’ in Gen 

24:65 would be possessed by Rebbekah as a standard component of her wardrobe.116 

Example 145, therefore, is a typical case of the category inferrable.

(145) wattiqqa, ha$$!ʿîp wattitk$s (Gen 24:65)
and-take (3FS PAST) DEF-veil and-cover (3FS PAST REFL)

“She took the veil and she covered herself”

116. This particular sub-category of inferrable definite is also dealt with by Blau under the label “intrinsic
possession” which he defines loosely as “everything that naturally belongs to a given context” (1979, 32). 
Rather than the use of the definite article for discourse-new referents, however, he is interested in the 
opposite phenomenon—the apparently “redundant” use of the pronominal suffix to (over)specify the 
possessor-possessed relationship that should be otherwise obvious from context. He attributes this to a 
tendency towards “concreteness.”
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Distinguishing between unused and inferrable proved to be complicated, however, in 

cases that required judgments about the general-encyclopedic knowledge of a typical 

ancient hearer. Therefore, following Prince (1981), proper inferrables were limited to 

obvious examples of the associative use of the definite article.117 Other referring 

expressions representing discourse-new but hearer-old referents were categorized as 

unused.

Table 5.5 below accounts for this restricted definition of ‘inferrable’ by limiting the data  

to noun phrases determined by the definite article. In these cases, the frequency of object 

marking clearly followed the identifiability hierarchy as predicted.

Table 5.5. Correlation of Object Marking to Identifiability for Noun Phrases 
Determined by the Definite Article (defNP) (p < .05)

Identifiability Marked/Total % Marked
Evoked 101/124 81%
Unused 49/73 67%
Inferrable 15/26 58%
Total 165/223 74%

This can be illustrated by the previous examples. The object phrase ha%%$ʿîp ‘the veil’—

classified as an inferrable above (example 145)—was not overtly marked. In contrast, the 

object h$ʾ$re% ‘the land’ from 1 Sam 14:29—classified as unused above (example 144)—

117. Specifically, these were first-mention definite noun phrases determined by the definite article which 
had an obvious frame-based relation to an antecedent trigger in the immediate context.
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did feature overt object marking. 

While discourse-old referents were more likely to be marked, evoked status was not a 

guarantee of object marking. In some cases, however, the lack of object marking can be 

attributed to other parameters which will be discussed in more detail below. For instance, 

the referents of %'ʿîp$h ‘her veil’ and bigdê ʾalm'nût$h ‘her widow’s garments’ in Gen 

38:19 were first introduced in Gen 38:14 as illustrated by example 146.

(146) watt$sar bigdê ʾalm)nût!h m(ʿ$lêh$ (Gen 38:14)
and-remove (3FS PAST) garments.OF widow-her from-upon-her

watt*kas ba$$!ʿîp
and-cover (3FS PAST) in-DEF-veil

“She put off her widow’s garmentsi and put on the veilj...

When subsequently referenced in Gen 38:19, however, neither are object marked despite 

now having evoked status as in example 147 below.

(147) watt$sar $)ʿîp!h m(ʿ$lêh$ (Gen 38:19)
and-remove (3FS PAST) veil-her from-upon-her

wattilba& bigdê ʾalm)nût!h
and-clothe (3FS PAST)  garments.OF widow-her

“She removed her veilj and she put on her widow's garmentsi”

These object phrases fall within a category featuring a low frequency of object marking 
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due to their use of the reflexive pronominal suffix (see section 5.5.2 below). As will be 

discussed in the following sections, other cognitive factors such as accessibility and 

animacy may also influence the lack of overt marking for evoked referents. In general, 

however, identifiability showed a strong correlation to the presence of the object 

preposition ʾet.

5.4.2. Accessibility

The second parameter related to the information status of the referent is accessibility, 

which is generally treated as a component of the evoked category. All discourse-old 

referents are accessible to the hearer in the discourse model. There would seem to be a 

difference, however, in the cognitive status of referents that are currently active in the 

discourse and those that have merely been introduced at some previous point.118

 

To quantify this distinction, Givón’s (1982) measures of referential distance (RD) and 

cataphoric persistence (CP) were used to assess the degree to which a referent was 

actively being used in the immediate context. While referential distance measures the gap

in clauses to the last previous noun phrase which is co-referential with the current 

discourse referent, cataphoric persistence measures the number of continuous subsequent 

118.  As discussed in section 4.4, this follows Lambrecht (1994) and Chafe's (1987) distinction between 
Active and Accessible referents. Similarly, on the Givenness Hierarchy, Gundel, Hedberg, and Zacharski 
(1993) made a similar distinction between referents that are In Focus and those that have only been 
Activated. 
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clauses in which a co-referential noun phrase occurs (see discussion in section 4.4). For 

example, in the clause “and he razed the city” in example 148 below, the referent of the 

object ‘the city’ has RD = 1 clause and CP = 1 clause.  

(148) And Abimelech fought against the cityi all that day. He captured the cityi and 
killed the people who were in iti, and he razed the cityi and sowed iti with salt 
(Judg 9:45).

At this point, the referent is highly active in the discourse, and as predicted the object 

noun phrase ʾet-h$ʿîr ‘the city’ is overtly marked with the object preposition ʾet as 

illustrated by example 149.

(149) wayyitt#+ ʾet-h!ʿîr (Judg 9:45)
and-raze (3MS PAST) ACC-DEF-city

“And he razed the city”

As shown in Table 5.6 below, when the measures of referential distance and cataphoric 

persistence were cross-tabulated for textually evoked referents, those scoring higher for 

accessibility were slightly more likely to be object marked than those scoring lower.119 

The chi-square test indicated, however, that this relationship was not statistically 

significant.120

119. Note that this table excludes the 27 situationally evoked referents found in embedded discourse 
which have no textual antecedent (RD = 0).  
120. c2 (2, N = 291) = 3.00, p = .223. This indicates that there is a 22% probability that the correlation is 
due to chance. 
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Table 5.6. Correlation of Object Marking to Accessibility for Textually Evoked 
Referents Falling in the Optional Range (p = .22)

Accessibility Marked/Total % Marked
High (CP > 0 and RD = 1-3) 70/79 89%
Medium (CP > 0 or RD = 1-3) 121/143 85%
Low (CP = 0 and RD > 3) 54/69 78%
Total 245/291 84%

As will be discussed below, cataphoric persistence did in fact have a significant effect on 

first-mention definites, but referential distance does not seem to significantly increase the 

frequency of object marking for evoked referents, which are already object marked at a 

high rate.  

5.4.3. Animacy

The third component of information status is animacy. While the definiteness scale 

defines the regions of obligatory, optional, and prohibited marking within Biblical 

Hebrew, Malessa (2006) confirmed Khan’s (1984) suggestion that animacy was also a 

factor for noun phrases in the optional range (see section 2.4). While animacy is mainly a 

semantic feature, it seems to also have a pragmatic effect. As Dahl and Fraurud (1996) 

suggested, the influence of animacy reflects “ego-centrism”—human-referring noun 

phrases tend to be more salient because we are most interested in the affairs of other 

humans. 
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Like transitivity, animacy is more precisely described as a radial category showing 

prototype effects (see Yamamoto 1999). Studies of DOM, however, generally simplify 

the category into a linear hierarchy as discussed in section 4.4 and reproduced below as 

example 150.

(150) Animacy Hierarchy

human > animate (non-human) > inanimate

Organizations and collectives comprised of human members such as h$ʿ$m ‘the people’ 

and h$ʿîr ‘the city’ represented the most difficult cases for categorizing animacy. As 

Yamamoto (1999) noted, these examples are not animate per se, but they can be given 

animate-like characteristics as illustrated by example 151.

(151) I will give this people grace in the eyes of Egypt. (Exod 3:21)

Within his corpus, Yamamoto chose to treat organizations as inanimate. In this study, 

however, animacy was provisionally divided into four categories following Bresnan and 

Hay (2008) as shown in example 152 in order to treat organizations as a distinct category.

(152) Revised Animacy Scale

Human > Organization > Animate (non-human) > Inanimate 

In fact, human-like organizations were object marked at a similar rate (91% 53/58) to 
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humans (87% 106/122), and the two categories will be collapsed under the label Human 

in subsequent analysis. The correlation between animacy and object marking is shown in 

Table 5.7.

Table 5.7. Correlation of Object Marking to Animacy for Noun Phrases Falling in the 
Optional Range (p < .001)

Animacy Marked/Total % Marked
Human 159/180 88%
Animate (non-human) 33/44 75%
Inanimate 345/542 64%
Total 537/766 70%

These results are similar to the findings of Malessa (2006) cited above and show a clear 

progression in marking as one moves up the animacy scale. While formal definiteness is a

necessary condition for the use of the object marker, the animacy of the referent does 

seem to have a significant effect on the frequency of marking for definite objects. As 

discussed with the interrogative pronouns mî and m$h above, animate objects may also be

marked in certain situations despite being formally indefinite.

5.4.4. Topicality

Studies of DOM often list specificity as a third important parameter beside animacy and 

definiteness, though it is also usually combined with definiteness as reflected by the 

bottom of Aissen’s definiteness scale which is reproduced below as example 153.
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(153) Partial Definiteness Scale

definite NP > indefinite specific NP > non-specific NP

Because it is associated with indefiniteness, specificity is usually only considered a factor 

for languages which allow object marking of specific indefinites such as Spanish (see 

examples 85 and 86 above). Distinguishing specific from non-specific referents, however,

does not seem to be the primary motivation for the use of an overt object marker in these 

cases. As Laca (1996) and Leonetti (2008) have argued for Spanish, such object marking 

is more strongly connected to topicality than specificity, signaling the importance of the 

referent in the following discourse. Since non-specific referents do not usually persist in 

the discourse model, the indication that the referent may be relevant in the future forces 

the hearer to interpret it as specific.121 

Such a feature is necessary because the majority of first mention noun phrases introduce 

referents that are never actually accessed in the subsequent discourse. Fraurud (1996) 

studied this phenomenon, distinguishing two categories of first mention noun phrase: 

1. Initial mention noun phrases establish a discourse referent which persists in 
the following text.

2. Isolated mention noun phrases are non-referential or establish a discourse 
referent that is never subsequently referenced

121. There are cases in which a non-specific referent may persist locally. For instance, non-specifics are 
common in modal contexts and may persist if the modal frame is continued: “Mary would like to write a 
book, but she doesn’t know how she would find a publisher for it” (Haspelmath 1997).
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In Fraurud’s corpus, the majority of first-mention noun phrases were isolated mention, 

regardless of whether they were coded with definite (80%) or indefinite (89%) noun 

phrases. This excess of referents to be tracked by the hearer creates inefficiency, and 

languages have therefore developed numerous devices for highlighting important 

discourse-new referents (Givón 1995). For instance, the English indefinite article is 

ambiguous in regard to specificity, but the so-called “indefinite this” can be used to force 

a specific reading (Prince 1981). Like the use of object marking described above, 

indefinite this often functions pragmatically to highlight important new referents.122 

Specificity has not been considered a factor for object marking in Biblical Hebrew since 

marking is generally prohibited for indefinite noun phrases. Definite noun phrases, 

however, can also be used to introduce new discourse referents, and the SBH corpus 

reflected the same discourse-pragmatic motivations for the object marking of first 

mention definites as those underlying the marking of specificity in indefinite noun 

phrases. As illustrated in Table 5.8, object marking of first-mention definites showed a 

strong correlation to the persistence of the discourse referent.123

122. For instance, Wright and Gívon (1987) reported a study in which about 67% of new referents 
introduced with indefinite this persisted past 2 clauses, compared to only about 7% of those with the 
indefinite article a. 
123. The effect of CP was also evident when cross-tabulated against animacy. While human first-mention
referents with CP > 0 were marked at a higher rate (21/23 93%), inanimate first-mention referents showed a
similar split as in Table 5.8: CP > 0 marked 75% (41/55) and CP = 0 marked 55% (169/309).
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Table 5.8. Correlation of Cataphoric Persistence (CP) to Object Marking for First-
Mention Noun Phrases Falling in the Optional Range (p < .001)

Persistence Marked/Total % Marked
High (CP > 0) 62/78 79%
Low (CP = 0) 215/370 58%
Total 227/448 62%

First-mention noun phrases that persisted in the following clause(s) were marked at a 

significantly higher rate than those that did not. For instance, consider Exod 12:8-9a in 

example 154 below.

(154) They shall eat the fleshi (ʾet-habb$&$r) that same night; they shall eat iti roasted 
over the fire with unleavened bread and bitter herbs. Do not eat any of iti raw or 
boiled in water, but roasted over the fire (Exod 12:8-9a).

The object phrase habb$&$r ‘the flesh’ is a first-mention definite which was classified as 

an inferrable based on the association with the semantic frame of the lamb that had been 

introduced earlier. Despite being low in identifiability, however, the noun phrase is object

marked due to the high salience in the following clauses. Therefore, the use of an overt 

object marker does not only correlate with the current discourse status of the referent, but 

it is also used for the cataphoric highlighting of referents that will be relevant in the 

subsequent discourse. 
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5.4.5. Summary

While the presence of the object preposition ʾet has been traditionally associated with 

definiteness, recent scholars have more properly connected object marking in Biblical 

Hebrew to the degree of individuation of the object as measured by the animacy and 

definiteness scales. The availability of object marking does seem to be broadly 

conventionalized by the type of referring expression according to the definiteness scale—

marking is obligatory for proper nouns and prohibited for indefinite noun phrases. Within

the region that allows variable marking, however, the presence of the particle ʾet can be 

more precisely correlated to the information status of the referent, which was measured 

by identifiability, accessibility, and animacy as illustrated in Table 5.9.

Table 5.9. Correlation of Object Marking to Information Status for Phrase Types 
Falling in the Optional Range (p < .001)124

Information status Marked/Total % Marked

High (discourse-old and human and CP > 0) 56/56 100%

Medium (discourse-old or human or CP > 0) 317/410 77%

Low (discourse-new and inanimate and CP = 0) 164/300 55%

Total 537/766 70%

124. Note that ‘discourse-old’ correlates to Prince’s (1981) ‘evoked’ category, while ‘discourse-new’ 
accounts for both ‘unused’ and ‘inferrable’ as discussed above. Referential distance (RD) was shown to be 
insignificant in Table 5.6 and, therefore, dropped as a parameter for the purposes of this table. Cataphoric 
persistence (CP), in contrast, was shown to be significant for discourse-new referents in Table 5.8, and 
therefore retained. 
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5.5. Low Frequency Categories

The correlation of object marking to individuation in Biblical Hebrew follows the general

pattern in the functional-typological literature. As Torrego (1998) cautioned, however, 

the parameters influencing object marking are often more complex, and individual 

languages may often conventionalize idiosyncratic rules. A good example from Biblical 

Hebrew mentioned earlier is the obligatory marking of the human-referring interrogative 

pronoun mî in contrast to the prohibited marking of the inanimate-referring m$h. This 

section will examine some of the categories which featured particularly low rates of 

object marking in the SBH corpus.

5.5.1. ʿ$&$h + Abstract O

Wilson (1890), Khan (1984), and Malessa (2006) have all observed that three definite 

noun phrases—ha++!b ‘the good’, hayy$($r ‘the straight (right)’, and h$r$ʿ ‘the evil’—

are only rarely object marked in Biblical Hebrew. In the SBH corpus these three phrases 

were only marked at a rate of 22% (5/23). Khan (1984, 472) attributed the low rate of 

marking to the abstract nature of these definite nouns.125 These non-referential objects are 

125. These abstracts are generally classed with the generic use of the definite article (see IBHS § 13.5.1) 
and would be translated in English as bare noun phrases, e.g. ‘to do Good’ or ‘to do Evil’.  Malessa (2006) 
divided his inanimate category into abstract and concrete following Bossong (1985; 1991) who included a 
distinction at the bottom of the animacy scale—labelled the domain of inherence—between discrete and 
non-discrete entities. He defined this opposition as roughly equivalent to that of count versus mass nouns, 
but Malessa does not give a definition of “abstract” for his corpus. He found that inanimate concrete 
referents were object marked at a rate of 73% compared to only 61% for inanimate abstract referents
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low in individuation and, therefore, treated less like a distinct clause participant than 

typical patients. In contrast, when ʿ$&$h was used as a verb of creation with a distinct 

effected object, the object noun phrase was marked at a rate of 100% (12/12) as 

illustrated by example 155.

(155) wayyaʿa% ʾ"l#hîm ʾet-h!r!qîaʿ (Gen 1:7)
and-make (3MS PAST) God ACC-DEF-firmament

“God made the firmament”

The phrases ha++!b, hayy$($r, and h$r$ʿ occur most frequently in the Deuteronomistic 

formula ʿ$&$h ha++!b b'ʿên$yw “he did (what was) good in his eyes.” In addition to the 

abstract nature of ha++!b, this phrase often occurs in non-specific contexts such as Judg 

19:24 which also contributes to the decreased frequency of object marking as illustrated 

by example 156.

(156) waʿ-%û l$hem ha++#b b)ʿênêkem (Judg 19:24)
and-do (MP IMV) to-them DEF-good in-eyes-your
“Do to them (whatever is) good in your eyes”

As mentioned above (section 5.3.2.1), a second group of objects which featured a low 

frequency of object marking in combination with the verb ʿ$&$h involved demonstratives.

As illustrated in example 157 (reproduced from 129 above),  demonstrative pronouns 

were only marked at a rate of 25% (2/8) when occuring as objects of ʿ$&$h.
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(157) z#ʾt naʿ-%eh l$hem w*ha,-y(h ʾôt$m (Josh 9:20)
this do (1CP IMPF) to-them and-live (INF CAUS) ACC-them

“This we will do to them:  Let them live”

Abstract object phrases determined by a demonstrative phrase, such as hadd$b$r hazzeh 

‘this thing’ in example 158 (reproduced from 130 above), were also marked at a 

significantly lower rate (60% 6/10) than their concrete counterparts (100% 17/17).

(158) gidʿôn ben-yôʾ$& ʿ$%$h hadd!b!r hazzeh (Judg 6:29)
Gideon son.OF-Joash do (2MP PERF) DEF-thing DEF-this

“Gideon son of Joash did this thing”

In contrast to phrases such as ha++!b b'ʿên$yw, these objects are both referential and high 

in identifiability. They can be considered abstract, however, since they refer to a 

proposition or event rather than a concrete individual. The majority of the unmarked 

demonstrative pronouns also occurred as fronted objects, which is also a low-frequency 

category in Biblical Hebrew (see 5.5.3 below).126 

126. Four of the five clauses featured OV word order, while the fifth example was blocked from the 
preverbal position by the interrogative mî—mî ʿ$&$h z!ʾt “Who did this?” (Judg 15:6). Overall in SBH, 
however, z!ʾt occurs as the abstract object of ʿ$&$h 15 times with 7 examples of VO order and 8 examples 
of OV order. While the only example that was object marked (Josh 22:24) did occur in a VO clause, the 
pattern indicates that lack of object marking is due primarily to the abstract nature of z!ʾt.
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5.5.2. Reflexive Pronominal Suffix

Both Khan (1984) and Malessa (2006) noted a second category of examples with a 

significantly lower rate of marking than other definite objects. These objects were 

determined by the so-called “reflexive pronominal suffix”—a pronominal suffix which is 

co-referential with the subject of the main verb as in example 159.

(159) &ela, y!d)k! (Exod 4:4)
stretch (MS IMV) hand-your

“Stretch out your hand”

Nouns with a reflexive pronominal suffix were object marked at a rate of only 38% 

(36/94) in the SBH corpus.127 Malessa limited this category to expressions in which a 

body part belonging to the subject was coded as direct object.128  There were also cases 

involving personal possessions such as clothing, equipment, and weapons, as in example 

160, which were object marked at an equally low rate as body parts in the SBH corpus.

(160) wayy(! ʾoh,lô (Gen 12:8)
and-pitch (3MS PAST) tent-his

“He pitched his tent”

127. Khan (1984, 470) included non-reflexive complement > reflexive complement as one of the relevant 
parameters on his individuation hierarchy, but he did not discuss the category further. 
128. Note that J-M § 125ia has been updated to reflect his research: “A similar fluctuation [in object 
marking] also occurs when the object designates a part of the body of the subject in an idiomatic 
collocation.”
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Because they are introduced in a part-whole or possessed-possessor relationship with a 

salient discourse participant, referents coded by a reflexive pronominal suffix are 

inherently lower in individuation. Such objects also tend to occur in idiomatic or 

stereotypical phrases such as n$&$ʾ ʿên$yw ‘lift one’s eyes’, ($la) y$dô ‘stretch one’s 

hand’, kibbes b'g$d$yw ‘wash one’s garments’, or n$+$h ʾoh,lô ‘pitch one’s tent’ which 

do not behave like typical two-participant clauses. In these cases, the object noun phrase 

is less likely to be viewed as a distinct discourse entity, and in fact, such expressions are 

sometimes liable to object deletion as example 161.

(161) wayyi&la, ʿuzz$ʾ ʾel-ʾ-rôn h$ʾ"l#hîm (2 Sam 6:6)
and-stretch (3MS PAST) Uzza to-ark.OF DEF-Elohim

“Uzzah stretched [his hand] toward the ark of God”

Therefore, these objects are also less likely to be topical within the discourse. As 

illustrated in Table 5.10, objects determined by a reflexive pronominal suffix were much 

less likely to persist in the subsequent clauses than their non-reflexive counterparts.

Table 5.10. Proportion of Initial Mention (CP > 0) Referents for Noun Phrases 
Determined by Reflexive and Non-Reflexive Pronominal Suffixes (PS)

 
Init Mention/Total % Init Mention

Reflexive PS 4/94 4%
Non-reflexive PS 46/208 22%

The low degree of topicality and individuation associated with the reflexive pronominal 
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suffix combined with the idiomatic nature of these collocations seems to have led to 

exceptionally low rate of marking for the category as a whole. 

 

5.5.3. Word Order

Malessa (2006) observed an interesting correlation between word order and the frequency

of object marking in Biblical Hebrew—the farther right (assuming left-to-right word 

order for typological comparison) the object noun phrase moved within the clause, the 

more likely it was to be object marked.129 As illustrated in Table 5.11 below, there was a 

similar correlation within the SBH corpus.

Table 5.11. Correlation of Word Order to Object Marking for Noun Phrase Types 
Falling in the Optional Range (p < .001)

Word Order Marked/Total % Marked
OV 56/118 47%
VO 330/470 70%
VXO 151/178 85%
Total 537/766 70%

The lowest frequency of marking occurred in OV clauses, followed by VO clauses in 

129. Most scholars consider the canonical word order to be VSO in Biblical Hebrew (see GKC § 142f, J-
M § 155k, IBHS § 8.3b), though Joüon (1923) argued for SVO, a position also taken, for instance, by 
DeCaen (1995) and Holmstedt (2002). Regardless, it is clear that Biblical Hebrew is head-initial with the 
verb preceding the object. ..Note that there have been numerous recent studies discussing Biblical Hebrew 
word order following discourse and/or information structure approaches, but most have been primarily 
concerned with the verbless clause.
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which the object immediately followed the verb, and finally VXO clauses where X 

represents some third constituent (e.g. an overt subject or adjunct phrase) intervening 

between the verb and object. Malessa concluded that this correlation reflected the 

indexing function of object marking, “Je weiter entfernt die E2 vom Verb steht, desto 

wichtiger ist die Kenntlichmachung der grammatischen Relation von Verb und E2” 

(52-53).130 In clauses with verb-object order, however, it was not merely the distance 

between the object and verb that correlated with object marking, but the presence of an 

overt subject as shown in Table 5.12.

Table 5.12. Correlation of Object Marking to the Presence of an Overt Subject in VO 
Clauses (p < .005)131

Word Order Marked/Total % Marked
SVO or VSO 147/178 83%
VO 302/433 70%
VAO 21/33 64%

The highest frequency of marking for clauses with verb-object order occurred in SVO 

clauses with an overt subject in pre-verbal position and VSO clauses having an overt 

subject intervening between the verb and direct object. In fact, VAO clauses with some 

non-subject constituent intervening were actually marked at a lower rate than VO clauses 

130. “The further E2 [the object, Malessa’s label for the second argument in a two-argument clause] 
stands from the verb, the more important is the identification of the grammatical relation of E2 to the verb.” 
131. There were also three cases of VOS order, none of which featured object marking. The SVO and 
VSO categories were combined for the purposes of the chi-square test since the position of the subject was 
not statistically significant. SVO clauses featured object marking at a rate of  83% (30/36), while objects in 
VSO clauses were marked at a rate of 82% (117/142). 
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with the object immediately following the verb. Therefore, the increase in the frequency 

of marking in the presence of an overt subject is more likely an effect of the 

disambiguating rather than the indexing function of object marking. 

The low overall frequency of marking in OV clauses, however, is surprising since it has 

often been suggested that the presence of object marking correlates with flexible word 

order (Blake 2001), implying that objects in the non-canonical position would be more 

likely to be marked.132 Accordingly, it has often been assumed that the development of 

object marking with ʾet in Biblical Hebrew was related to the need to disambiguate pre-

verbal objects:

Even then the !" would probably have been used at first to indicate only an 

object placed before the verb (when it followed, it was already sufficiently 

characterized by its position as depending on the verb), or proper names. (GKC 

§117b)

In reality, however, clauses featuring OV word order occur most frequently in chiastic 

patterns, as illustrated by Exod 3:7 (example 162), or in a series of two or more OV 

clauses as in 2 Kings 8:12 (example 163).

132. Blake references a sample of 100 languages (see Mallinson and Blake 1981, 179) in which only 9/35
SVO languages featured case marking (either full case marking or DOM) compared to 34/41 SOV 
languages.  
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(162) Indeed I have seen the affliction of my people who are in Egypt and their cry I 
have heard... (Exod 3:7).

(163) Their fortresses you will set on fire, and their young men you will kill with the 
sword and their little ones you will dash in pieces and their pregnant women 
you will tear open (2 Kings 8:12).

In the majority of these cases, the subject remains constant while the object changes. In 

fact, only 8% (10/118) of clauses with object-verb order in the SBH corpus included an 

overt subject compared to 28% (181/648) of clauses with verb-object order. Analyzing 

object-verb clauses in isolation, therefore, has overestimated the need for disambiguation 

since the subject is usually highly salient from the immediate context. 

The sentence-initial position is also generally considered to have a special cognitive 

prominence, however, and in the previous sections it has been argued that the frequency 

of object marking shows a high correlation to the information status of the discourse 

referent expressed by the object noun phrase. Therefore, one would expect a high 

frequency of marking for topicalized objects. Lazard (1998, 204) notes that topicalizing 

does generally seem to favor object marking, and DOM languages such as Turkish and 

Persian require obligatory marking for topicalized objects (Bossong 1985).133 Similarly, it

is often reported in the literature that topicalization favors object marking in Spanish by 

triggering obligatory marking for objects that would otherwise be optionally marked and 

133. See section 3.2.2 for further discussion.
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allowing the marking of some objects for which it would otherwise be prohibited. 

For instance, as discussed previously in section 3.2.1, the indefinite human-referring noun

phrase muchos estudiantes in example 164 falls in the optional range of marking in the 

canonical order. It is obligatorily marked, however, when topicalized through left-

dislocation as in example 165 (von Heusinger and Kaiser 2007):

(164)  Ya     conocía  (a)  muchos estudiantes.   
  already knew (1CS)  (ACC) many   students 

  “I already knew many students”

(165) *(A) muchos estudiantes, ya     los   conocía. 
   (ACC)  many   students,    already them knew (1CS)  

“Many students I already knew”

The term topicalization can be misleading, however, since the special prominence of the 

sentence-initial position can be exploited for two different discourse functions 

(Lambrecht 1994).134 In the Spanish example, the topicalizing construction is being used 

to promote a referent otherwise low in topic worthiness—in this case an indefinite noun 

phrase—to the role of sentence topic. Note that this is also accompanied in example 165 

134. Technically, topicalization is a syntactic term which describes the movement of a constituent that 
would normally follow the verb to a pre-verbal position. The label does not necessarily describe the 
function of this movement. Topicalization is also generally distinguished syntactically from left-dislocation
(traditionally termed casus pendens), though both serve similar pragmatic functions. In left-dislocation a 
noun phrase is moved to a pre-clausal position with a co-referential pronoun occurring in the original 
argument position. In topicalization, however, there is no such co-referential element.
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by clitic doubling of the fronted object with the 3MP pronoun los.135 Topicalization is also 

commonly used, however, to express contrastive focus in which case the referent of the 

topicalized noun phrase is contrasted with a “semantically compatible” entity in the 

immediate discourse context (Givón 2001). Within the SBH corpus object fronting was 

overwhelmingly used to express a focus-relation rather than a topic-relation. 

Ellen Prince has expanded on this explanation, arguing that the use of topicalization to 

express a focus-relation does not necessarily imply contrast, but more generally it triggers

“an inference on the part of the hearer that the entity represented by the initial-NP stands 

in a salient partially-ordered set relation to some entity or entities already evoked in the 

discourse model” (1997, 126).136 This can be seen most clearly in example 163 above in 

which the topicalized object phrases ‘their fortresses’, ‘their young men’, ‘their little 

ones’, and ‘their pregnant women’ form such a set.  

Since they are introduced in relation to another antecedent referent, referents of OV 

clauses tend to be discourse-new. Givón (2001, 472) also found that such referents tend 

to be low in discourse prominence with low cataphoric persistence. Indeed, on a 

135. Indeed, Laca (2006, 25) reported that the lack of clitic doubling within Spanish actually disfavors 
object marking.
136. For example, if A and B are members of a partially-ordered set, possible relations include A is-a-
member-of B, A is-part-of B, A is-a-subtype-of B, A is-an-attribute-of B, or A is-equal-to B. For 
application of Prince’s method to Biblical Hebrew see Moshavi (2006). Note that this use of fronting to 
indicate semantic parallelism is exploited heavily by Biblical Hebrew poetry, and may also be a 
contributing factor to the low frequency of use of the object marker in poetry.
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hierarchy correlating syntactic devices with the typical salience of the referents they are 

used to code (Figure 5.2), Givón listed Y-movement (his term for contrastive focus) near 

the bottom of the scale, only one slot above indefinite noun phrases.

Figure 5.2. Givón’s Topic Continuity Hierarchy (adapted from Givon 1983, 17)

Most continuous/salient

zero anaphora
unstressed/clitic pronouns (verb agreement)
independent/stressed pronouns
right-dislocated definite noun phrase
definite noun phrase
left-dislocated definite noun phrase
passivized (subject) noun phrase
Y-movement
indefinite noun phrase
cleft/focused/contrasted noun phrase

Least continuous/salient

 

A similar pattern was observed in the SBH corpus.137 Definite noun phrases functioning 

as direct objects in OV clauses scored very low for topicality in contrast to their 

counterparts in VO clauses. As Table 5.13 illustrates, VO clauses were twice as likely as 

their OV counterparts (18% versus 9%) to involve objects that were both discourse-old 

137. See Fox (1983) for a specific application of Givón’s method to Biblical Hebrew. Fox’s study also 
demonstrated that fronted objects are less likely to persist. He found that non-human-referring definite noun
phrases functioning as direct objects in OV constructions persisted an average of 0.33 clauses compared to 
an average of 0.74 clauses for those occurring in canonical VO order.
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and persistent (CP > 0). In contrast, OV clauses were more likely than their VO 

counterparts (64% versus 38%) to involve objects that were both discourse-new and non-

persistent (CP = 0).

Table 5.13. Correlation of High Topicality (Discourse-Old and CP > 0) and Low 
Topicality (Discourse-New and CP = 0) to Word Order

Word Order High/Total %High Low/Total %Low
VO 117/648 18% 245/648 38%
OV 11/118 9% 75/118 64%
Total 128/766 17% 320/766 42%

 

The extremely low rate of object marking in OV clauses can be primarily isolated to 

these objects which score low in topicality. Objects coding referents that scored high in 

topicality were marked at a rate of 100% (11/11), but those scoring low were marked at a 

rate of only 37% (28/75). Again, as in the case of the ʿ$&$h + abstract O construction and 

the reflexive pronominal suffix, infrequent use of object marking seems to have been 

generalized across the category—excluding those referents scoring highest in topicality—

based on the association of OV word order with low discourse topicality. Therefore, 

while topicalization is reported as a favorable condition for object marking in many 

DOM languages, its predominant use to express a focus rather than topic-relation in 

Biblical Hebrew has resulted in a low overall rate of object marking for the category.
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5.5.4. Modality

Modality has been broadly described by a basic binary distinction between realis and 

irrealis (Palmer 2001, 1), which Mithun (1999, 173) has defined as follows:

The realis portrays situations as actualized, as having occurred or actually 

occurring, knowable through direct perception. The irrealis portrays situations as 

purely within the realm of thought, knowable only through imagination.

The particular categories treated as irrealis vary cross-linguistically, but may include inter

alia future, conditional, imperative, habitual, and negative (Palmer 2001, 2). Hopper and 

Thompson (1980) included both affirmation (affirmative/negative) and mode (realis/

irrealis) among their ten transitivity parameters, though they only discussed these briefly. 

Within the SBH corpus, clauses aligning with irrealis generally featured abnormally low 

rates of object marking for noun phrase types falling in the optional range.   

5.5.4.1. Negatives

Negation tends to co-vary with individuation since non-specific noun phrases are 

common in negated clauses. Indeed, the individuation hierarchy was developed by 

Timberlake (1975) in relation to a symmetric case alternation that was triggered by 

negation—the Russian Genitive of Negation (see section 3.2.2). Negation has not been 
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studied as widely in relation to asymmetric DOM, but the SBH corpus showed a 

significant effect of negation on the presence of overt object marking. Objects falling in 

the optional range that were found within negated clauses were marked at a rate of only 

56% (27/48). For instance, in Judg 3:21 (example 166), the object noun phrase ha)ereb 

‘the sword’ is overtly marked.

(166) wayyiqqa, ʾet-ha(ereb m(ʿal yerek y*mînô (Judg 3:21)
and-take (3MS PAST) ACC-DEF-sword from-on thigh.OF right-his

“And he took the swordi from on his right thigh”

In the immediately following verse (example 167), however, the object marker is omitted

in the negated clause despite the fact that the referent is now evoked and highly topical.

(167) kî l#ʾ &$lap ha(ereb mibbi!nô (Judge 3:22)
because NEG draw (3MS PERF) DEF-sword from his belly

“For he did not draw the swordi from his belly”

As in the previously discussed low frequency categories, negation had the largest effect 

on referents already low in information status—discourse-new referents were marked at a

rate of 42% (13/31) when occurring in a negated clause. Likewise, only 47% (17/36) of 

non-human-referring objects were overtly marked when in a negated clause. In contrast, 

discourse-old referents were marked at a rate of 82% (14/17) and human-referring 

referents at 83% (10/12), while high prominence referents (discourse-old and human-
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referring and CP > 0) were marked at a rate of 100% (5/5).

5.5.4.2. Imperative and Other Volitional Forms

Imperatives are generally associated with deontic modality and can be used either to issue

commands or to give permission or advice (Palmer 2001, 80).138  Sadock and Zwicky  

reported that the case marking of the object within imperative sentences is “often 

unusual” cross-linguistically (1985, 174-5). The paradigm example is Finnish, which 

excludes accusative marking with an imperative as illustrated by the contrast between 

examples 168 and 169 below (Comrie 1975, 115).

(168) Maija söi kalan
Maija eat (PAST) fish (ACC)

“Maija ate fish”

(169) Syö kala!
eat (IMV) fish (NOM)

“Eat fish!”

Malessa (2006) found that objects occurring with imperatives were only seldom marked 

138. The term “imperative” is generally limited to 2nd person forms, while similar 1st and 3rd person 
forms are called “jussive” (Lyons 1977, 747). In standard Biblical Hebrew grammars (see GKC § 48, J-M §
45-46, IBHS § 34.1), the 1st person volitional form (generally indicated by a suffixed -$h) is labelled the 
cohortative, while the jussive form (the so-called “short form,” generally indicated by retraction of the tone 
and consequent shortening of the final syllable) may also occur in the 2nd person in complementary 
distribution with the imperative and within negative contexts. Further, in many volitional contexts the 
indicative yiqtol and jussive/cohortative forms are morphologically indistinguishable. 
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(51% 60/118 in his corpus). Within the SBH corpus, clauses including an imperative verb

also featured a low rate of object marking (48% 12/25) as illustrated by example 170.

(170) s#bbû w*h$mîtû k#h'nê yhwh (1 Sam 22:17)
turn (MP IMV) and-die (MP IMV CAUS) priests.OF YHWH

“Turn and kill the priests of YHWH”

Transitive clauses featuring imperatives express only one overt argument since the 

subject is co-referential with the hearer. Therefore, overt case marking would be 

redundant for the purpose of disambiguation, which is Comrie’s (1975) explanation for 

the lack of accusative marking with the imperative in Finnish as illustrated above. 

Interestingly, in contrast to the other low frequency categories, the low rate of marking 

for imperatives within the SBH corpus also extended to discourse-old (40% 4/10) and 

human-referring (50% 4/8) referents, though admittedly these sample sizes are small. 

This may indeed indicate the influence of the disambiguation function of case marking on

the low frequency of marking for the category, since the pattern of case marking seems 

less affected by the semantic-pragmatic features of the object. 

The rate of object marking was equally low, however, for third person jussive forms 

(46% 6/13) as in example 171 below.139 

139. Note that in certain sequences the waw + volitional construction includes a subordinate sense (see J-
M § 45b) hence the translation “so that...” in Exod 8:4 below. 
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(171) haʿtîrû ʾel-yhwh (Exod 8:4)
plead (MP IMV) to-YHWH

w*y$s(r ha$)pard)ʿîm mimmennî ûm(ʿammî 
and-turn (3MS MOD CAUS) DEF-frogs from-me and-from-people-my

“Plead to YHWH so that he may remove the frogs from me and from my people”

Because clauses involving third person jussive forms may include an overt subject, overt 

case marking is no longer redundant for the purposes of disambiguating subject from 

object. Therefore, in these cases the low rate of object marking would seem to be 

influenced by the association of volitionality with low transitivity of the clause. Overall, 

the volitionals—imperative, jussive, and cohortative—featured object marking at a rate of

48% (23/48) for phrase types falling in the optional range of the SBH corpus.

5.5.4.3. yiqtol-Verbs

Within SBH narrative prose, the yiqtol verbal form occurs in a variety of contexts 

associated with the general future and non-indicative mood, and it can also be used to 

express past habitual actions.140 Transitive clauses containing a yiqtol verb only featured 

overt object marking at a rate of 60% (96/161) for phrase types falling in the optional 

140. The yiqtol form is typically analyzed in opposition to the qatal form. It is debated whether the 
yiqtol:qatal opposition primarily reflects a distinction in tense, aspect, or a combination of the two. For 
instance, GKC § 40, following Ewald and Driver, refers to qatal and yiqtol as the perfect and imperfect 
respectively. In contrast, J-M (§ 42 and § 44) refers to the perfect and the future, while IBHS (§ 30 and § 
31) speaks of the perfective and non-perfective. For a summary of the question see Cook (2001). 
Regardless, while the theory is debated, the description of the distribution of these forms within narrative 
prose is relatively consistent. 
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range as illustrated by examples 172 and 173.141

(172) w*ʾim-ʾa,ar hayy#b(l yaqdî& *!dêhû (Lev 27:18)
and-if-after DEF-jubilee consecrate (3MS IMPF) field-his

“If after the jubilee he should consecrate his field...”

(173) h-ti&m#r mi$w#t!yw ʾim-l#ʾ (Deut 8:2)
INTER-keep (2MS IMPF) commandments-his or-NEG

“...whether you would keep his commandments or not”

Almost half of these clauses, however, also shared features with other categories 

associated with infrequent object marking such as ʿ$&$h + abstract O, the reflexive 

pronominal suffix, OV word order, and negation. For instance, example 172 occurs in an 

interrogative context while example 173 involves a reflexive pronominal suffix. When 

these cases were removed, the remaining clauses involving a yiqtol verb actually featured

object marking at a rate of 78% (57/73). While this is slightly lower than similar clauses 

involving a qatal form, which were object marked at a rate of 84% (77/92), the difference

is not statistically significant.142 The rate of marking for yiqtol clauses, therefore, is not 

comparable to the exceptionally low frequency of marking found in the other categories 

associated with irrealis.

141. This excludes forms interpreted as having a volitional meaning aligning with the jussive or 
cohortative above.
142. The chi-square test indicates that there is a 36% chance that the difference in object marking 
between yiqtol and qatal is simply due to chance: c2 (1, N = 165) = .840, p = .359.
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5.5.5. Summary

Within the SBH corpus, several categories can be identified which feature an 

exceptionally low rate of object marking. Three of these categories—the ʿ$&$h + abstract 

O construction, the reflexive pronominal suffix, and OV word order—featured a high 

proportion of objects that were low in information status. Two categories associated with 

irrealis—volitionals and negated clauses—also featured low rates of marking. Table 5.14 

lists the frequency of marking by category as well as the overall frequency of marking for

objects falling into one or more of these low frequency categories.143 Overall, objects 

falling in the optional range were marked at a frequency of 70%, but objects falling into 

these low frequency categories were only marked at a rate of 46%.

Table 5.14. Summary of Object Marking for Low Frequency Categories

Category marked total percent

(quasi-)indefinites144 3 31 10%

ʿ$&$h + abstract O 14 44 32%

reflexive PS 36 94 38%

OV word order 56 118 47%

Volitionals 23 48 48%

Negated Clause 27 48 56%

Total for Low Frequency Categories 142 309 46%

143. Since some cases may fit more than one category, the overall frequency of marking for the low 
frequency categories does not reflect the summation of the individual categories but was calculated 
independently. 
144. This category includes the pronouns mî and m$h used as interrogatives or relatives and the 
distributive k!l as listed in Table 5.3.
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As illustrated by Table 5.15, objects falling in the low frequency categories show a 

drastic distinction in marking between referents with high information status and other 

referents.

Table 5.15. Correlation of Object Marking to Information Status for Low Frequency 
Categories (p < .001)

Information Status Marked/Total % Marked

High (discourse-old and human and CP > 0) 9/9 100%

Medium (discourse-old or human or CP > 0) 74/142 52%

Low (discourse-new and inanimate and CP = 0) 59/158 37%

Total 142/309 46%

As summarized in Table 5.9 above, the average overall frequency of object marking for 

objects falling in the optional range was 70%. As Table 5.16 illustrates, the frequency of 

object marking for the remaining clauses jumps to 86% (395/457) when the low 

frequency categories are excluded.

Table 5.16. Correlation of Object Marking to Information Status Excluding Low 
Frequency Categories (p < .001)

Information Status Marked/Total % Marked

High (discourse-old and human and CP > 0) 47/47 100%

Medium (discourse-old or human or CP > 0) 243/268 91%

Low (discourse-new and inanimate and CP = 0) 105/142 74%

Total 395/457 86%
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Comparing these last two tables, it can be observed that the low frequency categories 

included a much higher proportion of referents low in information status (51% 158/309 

versus 32% 142/457), and these referents featured a much lower rate of object marking 

(37% 59/158 versus 74% 105/142). 

5.6. Conclusions

Biblical Hebrew has been traditionally treated as a one-dimensional DOM language in 

which the definiteness of the object noun phrase is the necessary, but not sufficient, 

condition for the presence of the particle ʾet.  Indeed, the availability of object marking is 

connected to the definiteness hierarchy. As described in section 5.3.1, the use of ʾet has 

been broadly conventionalized by rule such that regions of obligatory, optional, and 

prohibited marking can be observed along this hierarchy. While proper nouns were 

almost invariably marked within prose, indefinite noun phrases were only rarely marked. 

Other noun phrases aligning with definiteness, however, were optionally marked. 

As Bossong (1991, 152) observed, DOM is a living category with the speaker retaining a 

certain amount of freedom in the actual moment of utterance. Based on the frequency of 

the distribution of the object marker, however, there were also clear parameters which 

correlated with the presence of ʾet within this optional range. Objects coding referents 

scoring high on the identifiability, accessibility, and animacy scales were more likely to 
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be marked, and there was a clear distinction between referents scoring highest on these 

scales (100% marked) and those scoring lowest (55% marked). These parameters 

contribute to the information status of the referent which indicates a discourse-pragmatic 

motivation behind overt object marking. This association between object marking and 

discourse prominence is probably the source of interpretations of the particle as 

“emphatic” and may also be the origin of the later use of the object preposition as an 

emphatic marker in Mishnaic Hebrew (Rubin 2005, 183; see also section 2.4). The object

marker was re-grammaticalized as a demonstrative which could also be used with an 

emphatic meaning, but this usage is likely a re-analysis rather than a preservation of an 

older emphatic meaning.

Several categories featuring low frequencies of object marking were also identified. In 

general, these categories featured a high proportion of objects scoring lowest in 

information status and this association seems to have led to the generalization of an 

abnormally low rate of marking across the category. When these low frequency 

categories are excluded, the overall rate of object marking for the remaining clauses is 

shifted to 86%, but the distribution of overt marking remains sensitive to information 

status. 
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Chapter 6

Symmetric DOM in Biblical Hebrew

6.1. Introduction

As introduced in Chapter 1 and discussed in Chapter 3, functional-typological approaches

treat transitivity as a prototype category that is defined by a cluster of features with both 

semantic and pragmatic dimensions. The previous chapter demonstrated the influence of 

information status on the asymmetric variation in the use of the object preposition ʾet. 

The effects of semantic deviations from the transitive prototype were moderated, 

however, by limiting the corpus to canonical agent-patient verbs. This chapter will 

reintroduce the semantic components into the discussion by expanding the corpus in 

order to consider verbs which occur with symmetric alternations between accusative case 

marking and the realization of the second argument as an oblique phrase headed by a 

preposition.145 Several common symmetric alternations will be discussed as well as the 

possible interaction between asymmetric (ACC / ∅) and symmetric (ACC / PP) alternations.

145. See section 3.2.4 for theoretical discussion of the distinction between arguments, adjuncts, and 
obliques. Arguments are typically described as obligatory elements in the clause that are licensed by the 
lexical-semantic properties of the verb, while adjuncts are optional modifiers that are not governed by the 
predicate. The label oblique is used to describe clause constituents which are inflected in a non-core case or
marked by adpositions. Both arguments and adjuncts may be realized as obliques; therefore, some 
terminological systems distinguish direct objects from oblique objects or prepositional objects. The term 
prepositional object will be avoided in this chapter in order to minimize confusion with the label object 
preposition.    
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6.2. Overview of Corpus and Method

While a substantial corpus of two-participant transitive clauses is available for the study 

of asymmetric DOM, the analysis of symmetric alternations is constrained by the modest 

size of the extant Biblical Hebrew corpus.146 The goal of the current chapter, therefore, 

was to identify representative symmetric alternations, and the scope was limited 

accordingly to common alternations related to transitivity which are attested cross-

linguistically. These can be grouped into several classes as illustrated by Table 6.1.

Table 6.1. Common Symmetric Alternations in Biblical Hebrew

Alternation Type Examples

Accusative-Partitive/Locative

i. Canonical Transitive Verbs ʾ$kal ʾet-/b'- ‘to eat’; hikk$h ʾet-/b'- ‘to smite’

ii. Surface Contact ʾ$)az b'-/ʾet- ‘to grasp’; t$pa( ʾet-/b'- ‘to seize’

iii. Motion b$ʾ ʾel-/ʾet ‘to enter’; y$%$ʾ min-/ʾet- ‘to leave’

Accusative-Dative 

i. Ditransitive Verbs n$tan ‘to give’; g$mal ‘to repay’

ii. ‘Dative’ Verbs b$z$h ʾet-/l'- ‘to despise’; ʿ$zar l'-/ʾet- ‘to help’

Other

i. Social Interaction d$ra( b'-/ʾet- ‘to seek’; ($kab ʿim-/ʾet- ‘to sleep 
with’

ii. Relative Motion r$dap ʾa)ar-/ʾet- ‘to pursue’

iii. Experiencer Verbs r$ʾ$h ʾet-/b'- ‘to see, look at’;  ($maʿ ʾet-/b'- ‘to 
hear, listen to’ 

146. As Ullendorf (1971) observed, the extant corpus of Biblical Hebrew is restricted in scope relative to 
the possible linguistic inventory of a native speaker.
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Sub-classifying verbs by semantic class is important because transitivity is not a one-

dimensional continuum, but there are a variety of ways in which an event can depart from

the transitive prototype.147 The significance of a particular symmetric case alternation, 

therefore, is inherently related to the semantics of the verb involved. This principle can be

illustrated by reconsidering Malessa’s (2006) study of alternations between accusative 

coding of the second argument and realization of the argument within an oblique headed 

by the preposition b'- ‘in, at, on’. Malessa concluded that coding the O-participant with 

b'- indicates low transitivity related either to partial affectedness or durative aspect.148 He

also noted several problematic cases for his theory, however, including examples 

involving the verbs ʾ$)az ‘to grasp’ and d$ra( ‘to seek’ among others. 

The examples which fit his theory involved canonical transitive verbs such as ʾ$kal ‘to 

eat’, q$raʾ ‘to read’, and hikk$h ‘to smite’ which select prototypical patients that can also 

be described as incremental themes. In these cases, the preposition b'- produces a 

partitive reading which does indeed indicate low affectedness and unbounded aspect (see 

section 6.3.1 below). In contrast, neither ʾ$)az nor d$ra( behave like canonical agent-

patient verbs. The verb ʾ$)az groups more closely with verbs of surface contact and, 

147. See especially Malchukov’s (2005) transformation of Tsunoda’s (1981, 1985) Transitivity Hierarchy
into a multi-dimensional semantic map. 
148. Malessa did treat the “verba sentiendi” separately. These are labelled “experiencer verbs” above, and
include r$ʾ$h ‘to see’, h#rîa) ‘to smell’, )$z$h ‘to see’, and ($maʿ ‘to hear’ among others. He concluded 
similarly to the other verbs in his corpus that coding the stimulus with b'- can be related to durativity (see 
discussion, however, in 6.5.3).
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therefore, does not involve an incremental theme (see discussion in section 6.3.2). The 

verb d$ra( can be considered a ‘pursuit’ verb which selects a goal, but it occurs with the 

second argument realized as an oblique headed by b'- specifically in contexts of oracular 

consultation, in which case it behaves as an interaction verb.149 The argument coded as an

oblique refers to the addressee of the inquiry rather than a goal, and the preposition b'- is 

best interpreted as an instrumental or comitative rather than a partitive.150 Neither of these

alternations, therefore, should be expected to produce the same semantic effect as the 

typical accusative-partitive alternation involving an incremental theme.

Besides the modest number of relevant examples, the study of symmetric case 

alternations within Biblical Hebrew is complicated by the possible influences of dialect. 

This was partially mediated in the previous chapter by limiting the data to SBH narrative 

prose, but this option was not always viable for the current chapter. Even within SBH 

prose, however, dialectal diversity is potentially more significant for symmetric than 

asymmetric case alternations. For instance, examples of a verb occurring with multiple 

case frames within Biblical Hebrew may not necessarily illustrate a meaningful semantic 

alternation within a single dialect, but could simply be the result of diachronic, regional, 

or social variations in dialect within the text. 

149. For instance, see 1 Sam 28:7 in which Saul consults the medium at Endor.
150. Compare also examples in 1 Kgs 14:5 and 22:7 in which this participant is coded in obliques headed 
by m#ʿim- and m#ʾôt- ‘from with’.
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The goal of most studies of dialect within Biblical Hebrew has been to establish a text or 

portions of a text as belonging to a particular dialect—whether diachronic (e.g. SBH 

versus LBH) or synchronic (e.g. Northern Hebrew versus Southern Hebrew)—by 

identifying non-standard linguistic features which are taken to be characteristic of the 

particular dialect. These studies have typically followed a methodology established by 

Avi Hurvitz (1973) which rests on the following three principles to identify such non-

standard features:151

1. Distribution. The characteristic features should be found (almost) exclusively 

in texts associated with the relevant non-standard dialect.152 

2. Linguistic Contrast. The characteristic features must explicitly contrast with a 

feature in the standard dialect in order to establish a valid isogloss. 

3. External Evidence. The feature should have a cognate in another Northwest 

Semitic dialect as evidence that it is a valid linguistic feature rather than an 

error.153

These principles can also be adapted in the study of case alternations in order to provide 

some measure of control for dialectal variation. For instance, if one case frame is 

151. Hurvitz’ method has been developed primarily by Rendsburg (1990, 1992, 2002, 2003, among 
others) and his students, but see also Rooker (1990), Schniedewind and Sivan (1997), and Young (1993, 
1995).
152. For instance, features of LBH should be found in late texts, while features of Northern Hebrew 
should be found in texts associated with the North. This principle, of course, lends itself to circular 
reasoning (see the criticism of Rendsburg by Schniedewind and Sivan 1997). In addition, other scholars 
have noted that the biblical authors seem to draw from a repertoire of “non-standard” forms for purposes of
style-switching in representing the speech of foreigners (see Kaufman 1988 and Young 1993). 
153. Preferably this should be a contemporary dialect (Phoenician, Moabite, Ammonite, or Aramaic), but 
Ugaritic and Mishnaic Hebrew are also cited for support in some cases. See Schniedewind and Sivan 
(1997) for cautions against the direct connection of Mishnaic Hebrew with Northern dialects. 
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confined to contexts which are likely to have the influence of a non-standard dialect (late 

texts, texts involving the North, or texts involving foreigners, particularly in direct 

speech), then it must be considered that the alternation is dialectal in nature.154 Similarly, 

if different case frames are attested across different dialects, then the alternation may be a

result of language contact rather then semantics.

For instance, b$)ar ‘to choose’ is another example of a verb that occurs in SBH with the 

second argument realized variably as an accusative or an oblique headed by the 

preposition b'- as illustrated in examples 174 and 175 below. 

(174) wayyib,ar b)zarʿô ʾa,-r$yw (Deut 4:7)
and-choose (3MS PAST) at-seed-his after-him

“He chose his seed after him”

(175) wayyib,ar-lô lô! ʾet kol-kikkar hayyard%n (Gen 13:11) 
and-choose (3MS PAST)-for-him Lot ACC-all-valley.OF DEF-Jordan

“Lot chose for himself the entire Jordan Valley” 

The alternate forms are found in a complimentary distribution, and there does not seem to

be a marked semantic contrast between the accusative and oblique coding of the second 

argument of b$)ar, particularly in relation to aspect or affectedness.155 Both the Akkadian

154. This is not to say, of course, that the use of alternate case frames in the two dialects may not also 
have valid linguistic reasons, only that the contrast within a single dialect is not linguistically meaningful.
155. See Muraoka (1979) for some discussion. HALOT (Vol 1, 119) also makes no distinction between 
the accusative and oblique examples—“2. to choose (with acc. or 12).” 
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cognate bêru and the Aramaic cognate b')ar govern the accusative, however, while the 

oblique realization with b$)ar is characteristic of Hebrew. Further, both Akkadian bêru 

and Aramaic b')ar are polysemous with two possible meanings: ‘to choose’ and ‘to test, 

examine’, while ‘to choose’ is the standard meaning of Biblical Hebrew b$)ar.156 The 

availability of alternate case frames within Biblical Hebrew, therefore, is highly likely to 

be an indication of dialectal variation with b$)ar b'- being an innovation of Hebrew on 

analogy, perhaps, to verbs of directed perception or surface contact.157

Malessa (2006) also noted a second dialectal dimension to argument realization with 

b$)ar. Within the SBH corpus, the frequency of examples in which the second argument 

is realized as an accusative (12/36 total examples) is reasonably comparable to that of 

arguments realized as an oblique (24/36 examples).158 Within LBH texts (Chronicles and 

Nehemiah), however, there are no examples of the accusative alternative (0/15 total 

examples).159 Malessa concluded that this pattern is also suggestive of the influence of 

156. HALOT (Vol 1, 119) suggests three examples of b$)ar ‘to test, examine’ in Biblical Hebrew. The 
first is b')artîk$ b'kûr ʿ!nî “I have tested you in a furnace of adversity,” for which 1QIsa substitutes the 
more common b$)an ‘to test’ (see Kutscher 1974, 223). The other two examples of b$)ar as ‘to test’ occur 
in the book of Job (Job 34:4, 33) and, therefore, are less likely to represent the standard dialect. 
157. There are no examples of b$)ar attested in the other Iron Age NWS texts; therefore, b$)ar b'- could
be a shared innovation with other dialects. It is also possible, of course, that b')ar + ACC is an innovation in
Aramaic based on contact with Akkadian. Regardless, the alternation between b$)ar b'- and b$)ar + ACC 
does not produce a meaningful semantic contrast within a single dialect.
158. This tally only includes examples where the second argument is realized overtly. The verb b$)ar 
occurs 75 times in SBH, but it is often within a relative clause in which the second argument is co-
referential with the head of the relative cause but not realized overtly within the clause.
159. There are no examples of b$)ar in Daniel, Ezra, or Esther. Note also that there is one example of a 
zero-coded object in 1 Chr 21:10, but this passage is parallel to 2 Sam 24:12. More precisely, therefore, it 
can be stated that there are no examples of accusative coded arguments with b$)ar in the non-synoptic 
Chronicles texts. 
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dialect rather than semantics—while SBH tolerated both accusative and oblique forms, 

LBH preferred the oblique pattern with b$)ar.160

The following sections will discuss common symmetric alternations in Biblical Hebrew 

following the taxonomy of semantic classes outlined above in Table 6.1. These 

alternations will be compared to common cross-linguistic patterns, and possible historical

and dialectal influences will also be addressed where necessary.

6.3. The Accusative-Partitive/Locative Alternation

The most commonly discussed examples of symmetric DOM involve alternations 

between an accusative and a partitive or locative case. As discussed in section 3.4.1, these

alternations exploit the prototypical association between the accusative case, the 

grammatical direct object, and the semantic patient. The unexpected realization of the 

patient as an oblique usually indicates a semantic deviation from the transitive prototype 

with respect to the affectedness of the patient. 

160. This makes sense in two respects if, as generally assumed, LBH reflects a context of intensified 
language contact between Hebrew and Aramaic. First, if b$)ar + ACC was associated with Aramaic, then 
b$)ar b'- may have been preferred by LBH speakers as a distinctively Hebrew form. Second, if b$)ar + 
ACC was polysemous between ‘to choose’ and ‘to test, examine’, then b$)ar b'- may have been preferred as
a more precise form for ‘to choose’ while b$)an + ACC was preferred for ‘to test’. Interestingly, Onkelos 
treats the alternate case frames as a lexical split by consistently translating b$)ar + ACC in the Hebrew 
original as b')ar + ACC in Aramaic (see Gen 13:11; Exod 17:9, 18:25), while the Hebrew phrase b$)ar b'- 
is consistently translated as ʾitr'ʿî b'- ‘to want, desire’ (see Num 16:5, 17:20; Deut 4:37. 7:6, 7:7, 10:15, 
etc.). The other Targums also generally reflect this pattern.
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Verbs that allow the partitive or locative alternation typically involve a patient that can be

alternatively labelled an incremental theme since the temporal progress of the event can 

be measured in relation to the affectedness of the patient (see section 3.4). Therefore, the 

presence of a bounded object indicates a temporal bound for the event and the situation 

type is interpreted as either telic or perfective depending on the context.161 In contrast, the

absence of a bounded object (see examples 167 and 168 below) or the use of an oblique 

alternation to signal partial affectedness consequently shifts the situation type to atelic or 

presents the event as imperfective.162 

This section will also treat examples of verbs involving surface contact and verbs of 

motion in which symmetric alternations can also be broadly related to the degree to 

which the O-participant is associated with the prototypical patient. In verbs of surface 

contact, realization as a direct object is often associated with a specific change-of-state in 

the patient rather than mere contact. In contrast, verbs of motion do not involve a proper 

patient, but they may select a second argument defining the path, source, or goal of 

motion. This argument may be realized as an accusative direct object in telic and 

perfective contexts, which seems to be related to the association between the presence of 

a bounded direct object and temporal boundedness in the canonical transitive clause. 

161. Bounded objects are typically count nouns, while mass nouns are considered unbounded since they 
are quantitatively indeterminate.
162. As discussed previously, telicity was a feature used by Vendler (1957) for the lexical classification 
of verbs, but subsequent studies have emphasized that aspect is a compositional feature of a clause as a 
whole which can be influenced by both the core arguments of the verb and adjunct phrases. 
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6.3.1. Canonical Transitive Verbs

As discussed previously, the prototypical transitive clause involves an affected or 

effected patient which undergoes a change of state. This argument is realized as the 

grammatical direct object and overtly coded with the object preposition ʾet in example 

176 below.

(176) wayyaʿa% ʾ"l#hîm ʾet-h!r!qîaʿ (Gen 1:7)
and-make (3MS PAST) Elohim ACC-DEF-firmament

“Elohim made the firmament”

The correlations among case marking, grammatical role, and semantic role for this 

example are summarized in Table 6.2.

Table 6.2. Case and Argument Realization for Example 176

Argument 1 Argument 2
Word ʾ-l!hîm ʾet-h$r$qîaʿ
Case Marking ∅ ACC

Grammatical Role Subject Direct Object
Semantic Role Agent Patient

As discussed in the previous chapter, however, the object preposition may be omitted 

when the referent of the argument is low in information status—measured by animacy, 

identifiability, and topicality (see section 5.4)—as illustrated by example 177 below.
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(177) wayyaʿa% m#&eh n)(a& n)(#&et (Num 21:9)
and-make (3MS PAST) Moses snake.OF bronze

“Moses made a bronze serpent”

Despite the lack of overt case marking, however, the argument n')a( n')!(et ‘a bronze 

serpent’ can be inferred to fill the roles of semantic patient and grammatical direct object 

in this clause based on the hearer’s knowledge of the cognitive frame of the verb ʿ$&$h 

“to make” which selects an agent and patient in the default transitive construction. The 

correlation between case marking, grammatical role, and semantic role for this example is

summarized in Table 6.3.

Table 6.3. Case and Argument Realization for Example 177

Argument 1 Argument 2
Word m!(eh n-)a( n-)!(et
Case Marking ∅ ∅

Grammatical Role Subject Direct Object
Semantic Role Agent Patient

Occasionally, the second argument of a canonical transitive verb—expected by the hearer

to be an affected patient—may be realized as an oblique which is headed by a locative or 

partitive preposition as illustrated by example 178.163 

163. Typically, this construction features the preposition b'- ‘in, at, on’ read as a partitive in Biblical 
Hebrew (see GKC § 119m). The preposition min ‘from’ can also be read with a partitive sense in certain 
contexts (see GKC § 119w, particularly note 14).
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(178) la,-mû b)la('mî (Prov 9:5)
eat (MP IMPV) at-food-my

“Eat (some) of my food”

Realizing the patient as an oblique is contrary to the expectations of the hearer. This is a 

marked construction, therefore, which indicates a semantic deviation from the transitive 

prototype with respect to the degree of affectedness of the patient based on the semantic 

contribution of the partitive preposition. Table 6.4 illustrates the correlation between case

marking, grammatical role, and semantic role for the arguments in this example.

Table 6.4. Case and Argument Realization for Example 156

Argument 1 Argument 2
Word ∅ b'la)*mî
Case Marking ∅ PP (b'-)
Grammatical Role Subject Oblique
Semantic Role Agent Patient

Both Garr (1991) and Malessa (2006) have discussed the use of the partitive construction 

with canonical transitive verbs in Biblical Hebrew in some detail.164 Malessa (2006, 80) 

noted several verbs for which the alternation between marking the patient with the object 

preposition ʾet and its realization within a partitive or locative phrase headed by b'- could

164. As discussed above, Malessa (2006) did not strictly sub-categorize by semantic class, but he 
discussed the canonical transitive verbs b$n$h ‘to build’, q$raʾ ‘to read’, ʿ$&ah ‘to make’, hikk$h ‘to strike’,
h$rag ‘to kill’, p$ra% ‘to breach’, and ʾ$kal ‘to eat’ in relation to the partitive alternation. Garr (1991) 
largely discussed non-canonical transitive verbs in which the second argument is realized as an oblique by 
default, but he also mentions ʾ$kal ‘to eat’, mûl ‘to circumcise’, and hikk$h ‘to strike’ among others.
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be connected to aspect and affectedness. For instance, while q$raʾ ‘to read’ is typically 

realized like a canonical transitive as in example 179, it may occasionally occur with an 

oblique argument as in example 180.165

  
(179) w*ʾa,-rê-k(n q$r$ʾ ʾet-kol-dibrê hattôr!h (Josh 8:34)

and-after-thus read (3MS PERF) ACC-all-words.OF DEF-law

“and after this he read all the words of the law”

(180) w*q$r$ʾ bô kol-y*mê ,ayy$yw (Deut 17:19)
and-read (3MS PERF MOD) in-it all-days.OF-life-his

“He shall read in it all the days of his life”

In Josh 8:34, the direct object provides the temporal bound for the event, which is 

considered complete once kol-dibrê hattôr$h ‘all the words of the law’ have been read. 

Coding the patient as an oblique headed by b'- as in Deut 17:19, however, leaves the 

amount read unspecified. In this example, the adverbial kol-y'mê )ayy$yw ‘all the days of

his life’ provides the temporal bound for the event rather than the oblique argument.166 

In certain situations, a plural object can also function similarly to an incremental theme 

with a verb that would otherwise be interpreted as resultative. For instance, though it can 

165. The object of a verb of performance, such as ‘read’ or ‘sing’, can be considered an incremental 
theme (see Krifka 1989 and Dowty 1991), but Tenny (1994) chose to group them with path objects of verbs
of motion since the item itself is not “affected” in the sense of undergoing a change of state. 
166. Temporal boundedness of the core predicate phrase can be diagnosed by compatibility with bounded
adverbials, which follows from Tenny’s Single Delimiting Constraint—“the event described by a verb may 
have only one terminus” (1994, 78). Since a bounded predicate is inherently delimited, the addition of a 
bounded adverbial would be redundant.
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be classed semantically with verbs of surface contact in some contexts, hikk$h ‘to strike’ 

is typically interpreted as resultative—‘to strike dead’ or ‘to defeat’—when used with an 

animate patient in the frame of combat or battle as illustrated by example 181.

 
(181) wayyak ʾet-hammi$rî (Exod 2:12)

and-strike (3MS PAST) ACC-DEF-Egyptian

wayyi!m*nêhû ba,ôl
and-hide (3MS PAST)-him in-DEF-sand

“He struck the Egyptian (dead) and hid him in the sand”

When the patient of hikk$h is plural, however, it is possible to associate the degree of 

affectedness with the proportion of the members of the group that have been struck down 

or defeated. In the canonical transitive structure, the default reading is that the group was 

defeated as a singular collective as illustrated with ʾet-p'li(tîm ‘the Philistines’ in 

example 182 below.

(182) wayyak ʾet-p)li&tîm (2 Sam 23:12)
and-strike (3MS PAST) ACC-Philistines 

“He struck the Philistines”

In other examples, however, as both Garr (1991) and Malessa (2006) have noted, the 

animate patient of hikk$h may be realized as an oblique argument as in example 183.167

167. The verb hikk$h occurs with the oblique alternation eight times in SBH narrative prose. Besides 2 
Sam 23:10, the remaining seven examples are Exod 17:6, Josh 17:5, 1 Sam 6:19, 1 Sam 14:31, 1 Sam 23:2 
(x2), and possibly 2 Kgs 3:24 (qere). In seven of these cases the patient argument is either a plural or 
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(183) wayyak bapp)li&tîm ʿad kî-y$g*ʿ$h y$dô (2 Sam 23:10)
and-strike (3MS PAST) at-Philistines until-tire (3FS PERF) hand-his

“He struck (among) the Philistines until his arm got tired”

The partitive construction marks the patient as partially affected, implying that only a 

portion of the total number of Philistines present were struck down. As with example 180

above, the event is now portrayed without an explicit bound, which is corroborated by the

presence of the bounded adverbial phrase ʿad kî-y$g'ʿ$h y$dô ‘until his arm got tired’. 

The verb b$zaz ‘to plunder’ is also a typical agent-patient verb in which the patient can 

refer either to the items plundered or the victim(s) of the plundering. The latter is 

illustrated by example 184 below.

(184) wayy$b#zzû ʾ%t ma('n%h ʾ'r!m (2 Kgs 7:16)
and-plunder (3MP PAST) ACC camp.OF Aram

“They plundered the camp of Aram”

As with hikk$h, however, realizing the plural patient as an oblique eliminates the inherent

bound of the event. Again, this is corroborated in example 185 below by the presence of 

collective noun. The lone exception is Exod 17:6 in which Moses is commanded to strike ba%%ûr ‘at the 
rock’. Notably, ‘the rock’ is inanimate; therefore, this is not a case in which hikk$h can be interpreted as a 
resultative (‘strike dead’ or ‘defeat’). The lack of a resultant state means that the event no longer has an 
obvious endpoint, and it groups more naturally with verbs of surface contact. Of course, the parallel 
passage in Num 20:11 records that Moses struck ʾet-hasselaʿ... paʿ*m$yim “the rock (ACC)... twice.” The 
addition of this adverbial phrase portrays the overall event as being composed of two punctual 
(semalfactive) sub-events, each of which are temporally bounded, and therefore hasselaʿ ‘the rock’ is more 
naturally realized as a direct object. 
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the adverbial phrase ʿad-ʾôr habb!qer ‘until the morning light’ which now provides the 

temporal bound for the event.

(185) w*n$b#z$h b!hem ʿad-ʾôr habb#qer (1 Sam 14:36)
and-plunder (1CP IMPF) in-them until-light.OF DEF-morning

“We will plunder among them until the morning light”

Malessa (2006) also provided several examples of the oblique alternation with the verb of

creation b$n$h ‘to build’.168 For instance, in example 186, b$n$h occurs with a direct 

object—ʾet-(aʿar bêt-yhwh h$ʿelyôn ‘the upper gate of the house of YHWH’—which 

defines the temporal bound of the event.

(186) hûʾ b$n$h ʾet-&aʿar bêt-yhwh h!ʿelyôn (2 Chr 27:3a)
he build (3MS PERF) ACC-gate.OF house.OF YHWH DEF-upper

“He built the upper gate of the house of YHWH”

In example 187 below, however, there is no overt direct object. In contrast, the nature of 

the building project(s) can be inferred from the locative phrase b')ômat h$ʿ!pel ‘at the 

wall of the Ophel’—it was the wall that was being (re)built—but the limits of this 

building work is not specified.169 As Malessa noted, therefore, the unbounded predicate is 

168. Malessa also cites Zech 6:15, Neh 4:4, and Neh 4:10-11 as examples of b$n$h b'-.
169. It is not clear that this example illustrates a proper accusative-partitive alternation, and the phrase 
b')ômat h$ʿ!pel also highlights the difficulty in properly distinguishing arguments from adjuncts. On the 
one hand, the phrase acts like a “patient” by providing semantic information about the type of construction 
being undertaken, but on the other hand it can be interpreted adverbially as indicating the location of the 
building project. Regardless, the lack of an overt direct object clearly shifts the situation type from bounded
to unbounded. For b$n$h as ‘rebuild’ see Josh 6:26, and this sense also occurs on the Meshaʿ Stele (line 8). 
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compatible with the adverbial phrase l$r!b ‘extensively’. 

(187) ûb)(ômat h!ʿ#pel b$n$h l$r#b (2 Chr 27:3b)
and-at-wall.OF DEF-Ophel build (3MS PERF) to-much

 “And he built extensively at the wall of the Ophel”

With canonical transitive verbs, therefore, oblique realization of the patient produces an 

unbounded reading. It should be stressed, however, that the connection between the 

grammatical role of direct object and complete affectedness in the default transitive 

structure is an inference based on the transitive prototype rather than an entailment of 

overt accusative marking. Clauses in which the patient argument is realized as a direct 

object can also be coerced into an unbounded reading by the addition of a bounded 

temporal adverbial as illustrated by example 188.170 

(188) wayyakkû ʾet-ʿammôn   ʿad-,#m hayyôm (1 Sam 11:11)
and-strike (3MP PAST) ACC-Ammon until-heat.OF DEF-day

“They struck Ammon until the heat of the day”

While ʾet-ʿammôn ‘Ammon (ACC)’ is realized as the direct object, the adverbial ʿad-)!m 

hayyôm ‘until the heat of the day’ provides the temporal bound for the event in this 

example. Further, the following clause narrates that “the survivors were scattered” 

indicating that not all members of Ammon were struck down.171   

170. See Jackendoff (1996) for discussion on this point.
171. See also Josh 8:22, which narrates that Joshua and the Israelites struck ʾ!tam “them” (the inhabitants
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As mentioned above, an argument realized as a direct object may also produce an 

unbounded reading when it is itself semantically unbounded—as in the case of mass 

nouns and bare plurals—since a proper inference can no longer be made about the natural

endpoint of the event. These objects frequently lack the object preposition ʾet. For 

instance, Garr (1991) cited Gen 31:54 as an example of a direct object in which the extent

of affectedness was unspecified as illustrated in example 189 below.

(189) wayy#ʾk*lû le(em (Gen 31:54)
and-eat (3MP PAST) bread

“They ate bread”

In the vast majority of these examples, however, the object noun phrase is also 

indeterminate. Consequently, the lack of the object preposition seems to be more strongly

connected to information status than to affectedness. Indeed, a definite but unbounded 

noun phrase accompanied by the object preposition ʾet may produce a similar unbounded 

reading as illustrated by example 190.

(190) waʾ-kaltem  ʾet-+ûb h!ʾ!re$ (Ezra 9:12)
and-eat (2MP PERF MOD) ACC-good.OF DEF-land

“You shall eat the good of the land” 

of Ai)  ʿad-biltî hi(ʾîr-lô &$rîd ûp$lî+ “until they had not allowed any survivor or escapee to remain.” Other 
relevant examples include 2 Sam 5:25 (=1 Chr 14:16). The accusative coding may still be significant, 
however, by portraying the overall event as a victory. Garr characterizes the oblique realization in 2 Sam 
23:10 (example 183 above), in contrast, as an “incremental victory” (1991, 127).  
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The definite generic phrase +ûb h$ʾ$re% is quantitatively indeterminate, and there is no 

implication here that ‘the good of the land’ will be exhausted in either the habitual 

reading of the clause or in any of the particular episodes over which the habitual reading 

generalizes. For canonical transitive verbs, therefore, asymmetric (ACC / ∅) and 

symmetric (ACC / PP) case alternations are relatively independent as illustrated in Table 

6.5 below.

Table 6.5. Options for Case Marking of Patient-like Argument

Case Marking: ACC ∅ PP (b'-)
Grammatical Role: Direct Object Oblique
Semantic Role: Patient

Asymmetric alternations are primarily influenced by information status, but both overt 

and zero coded arguments are naturally associated with the grammatical role of direct 

object. In contrast, the symmetric partitive alternation is a marked construction signaling 

partial affectedness and unbounded aspect when the argument is overtly realized as an 

oblique. 

6.3.2. Surface Contact

Verbs involving surface contact sit on the border between canonical and non-canonical 

transitive verbs, and they are often distinguished as a sub-group of agent-patient verbs.172 

172. This distinction goes back to Fillmore’s (1970) identification of alternative behavioral properties 
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While these verbs may describe an event involving an asymmetric relationship between 

the subject and the object, they do not entail a specific change-of-state in the patient-like 

argument. In many languages, this argument is realized as a direct object, but in others it 

is realized as an oblique. For instance, the second argument of the Biblical Hebrew verb 

n$gaʿ ‘to touch’ is typically expressed within a locative phrase headed by the preposition 

b'- as illustrated by example 191.

 (191) w*l#ʾ tigg*ʿû bô (Gen 3:3)
and-NEG touch (2MP IMPF) on-it

“and do not touch it”

This pattern is lexicalized with n$gaʿ and the verb does not occur with the second 

argument coded as an overt accusative within the corpus of Biblical Hebrew.173 The verb 

ʾ$)az ‘to grasp’ also typically patterns with verbs of surface contact by coding the 

patient-like argument in an oblique phrase headed by the locative preposition b'- as in 

example 192. 

between ‘hit’-verbs (surface-contact) and ‘break’-verbs (change-of-state). Tsunoda (1985) also 
distinguished contact verbs such as ‘hit’ as lower than other canonical transitive verbs such as ‘break’ on 
his transitivity hierarchy, and a similar distinction is made by Levin (1993).
173. The verb n$gaʿ occurs over 100 times in the biblical corpus. In one example the second argument is 
realized as an objective pronominal suffix (Gen 26:29). Note, however, that this example occurs in the 
direct speech of a foreigner (Abimelech) which qualifies it as a possible example of “style-switching” (see 
section 6.2 above), though there are no cognate examples in contemporary NWS dialects to compare. There
is also a single example that is typically interpreted as a zero-coded accusative: +$m#ʾ ʾal-tigg$ʿû “touch no 
unclean thing” (Isa 52:11). Kaufman (P.C.) suggests, however, that this phrase has been consistently mis-
analyzed and should be alternatively treated as an exclamation “Unclean! Do not touch!” (cf. Lev 11:8). A 
causative (typically labelled factitive in the Hebrew literature) piel form of the root does occur three times 
which is glossed as ‘to strike, afflict’ (Gen 12:17, 2 Kgs 15:5, and 2 Chr 26:20), and in these cases the 
patient is realized as an overt accusative object. 
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(192) w$ʾ#,(z b)pîlag&î (Judg 20:6)
and-grasp (1CS PAST) on-concubine-my

“I grabbed my concubine”

In five examples within Biblical Hebrew, however, the second argument of ʾ$)az is 

realized as a direct object as illustrated by example 193.174    

(193) wayy#ʾ,-zû ʾ#tô (Judg 1:6)
and-grasp (3MP PAST) ACC-him

“They seized him”

The prototype approach predicts that the argument realized as an overt accusative in 

example 193 above should be associated more strongly with a patient which undergoes a 

change-of-state than the default oblique realization.175 Both Jenni (1992) and Malessa 

(2006) observed that the alternation between the accusative and locative seems to 

174. Besides Judg 1:6 (example 193), and Judg 12:6 (example 195), see 1 Kgs 6:10, Psa 56:1, and 1 Chr 
13:9. Note that 1 Kgs 6:10 represents a technical architectural idiom to describe the joining of two beams 
and will not be included in the discussion. There are also 11 examples in which the second argument is 
realized as an objective pronominal suffix, and 7 examples of a zero-coded argument. 
175. It has been intuitive to previous scholars that such an alternation should be semantically meaningful, 
but they differ on the precise nuance. Muraoka (1979) suggested that the alternation signals a semantic 
split, and he is followed by IBHS § 10.2.1e which argues, “For example, -3" !"  ‘to lay hold of, to grasp’ 
contrasts with -3" 4  ‘to hold firmly’.” This seems to associate the accusative case with a patient that 
undergoes a change from being free to being held, while the oblique reading emphasizes the state of being 
held while leaving the beginning and endpoints of the state unspecified. Many examples involving an 
oblique argument also seem to describe an event which includes the initiation of the hold, however, as in 
('la) y$d'k$ weʾ-)!z bizn$bô  “Stretch out your hand and (then) grab its tail” (Exod 4:4).  The lexica 
typically group both accusative and oblique examples under one heading without differentiation. For 
instance, HALOT (vol 1, 31) lists “to seize, to grasp, to hold on to, with 12 somebody, something... with 
acc. somebody, something...” See also the discussion in Jenni (1992, 235-236) who groups ʾ$)az with other
verbs of “Hand-Kontakt” and suggests that the oblique realization headed by b'- tends to express the 
specific place where an entity was contacted.  
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correlate to features typically associated with individuation, particularly animacy, but 

neither of these scholars pursued the question of why individuation might be relevant to 

the semantics of ʾ$)az.176

The limited corpus of examples makes a firm conclusion difficult, but the occasional use 

of the accusative case to code the patient of ʾ$)az does not seem to merely indicate 

surface contact. Rather, these examples pattern more closely with change-of-possession 

verbs such as l$kad ‘to capture’ as illustrated by examples 194 and 195 below.177

(194) wayyilk*dû... ʾet-ʿôr%b w*ʾet-z*ʾeb (Judg 7:25)
and-capture (3MP PAST) ACC-Oreb and-ACC-Zeeb

wayyahargû ʾet-ʿôr%b...
and-kill (3MP PAST) ACC-Oreb

“They captured... Oreb and Zeeb, and they killed Oreb...”

(195) wayy#ʾ,-zû ʾôtô wayyi&,$!ûhû (Judg 12:6)
and-grasp (3MP PAST) ACC-him and-slaughter (3MP PAST)-him

“They seized him and they slaughtered him”

A counter-example may occur in 2 Sam 4:10 where the patient-like argument is realized 

176. Jenni (1992) observed that arguments realized as an accusative refer to a whole object, while 
arguments realized as obliques headed by b'- only rarely refer to humans (2 Sam 4:10, see example 174 
below). Malessa (2006, 101) concluded, therefore, that with the verb ʾ$)az “die Inhärenzmerkmale des 
Objekts” plays a role in argument realization, but he did not specify what that role was. 
177. The connection between the root ʾ)z and possession can also be illustrated by the noun ʾ*)uz$ 
‘property’.
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as an oblique as illustrated by example 196. 

(196) w$ʾ#,-z$h bô     w$ʾehr*gêhû (2 Sam 4:10)
and-grasp (1CS PAST) on-him and-kill (1CS PAST)-him

“I grabbed him and killed him”

Rather than an enemy, however, the 3MS pronoun in this example refers to one of the 

Israelite messengers who does not technically undergo a change-of-possession when he is

grabbed by David. This, therefore, would seem to be the relevance of individuation to 

ʾ$)az—individuated entities are more patient-like because they can undergo an 

independent change-of-possession. Arguments of ʾ$)az that are realized as obliques, in 

contrast, are consistently defined by a possessed-possessor relationship to the subject—

see also example 192 above where the priest grabs his own concubine—or a part-whole 

relationship to another entity, such as baʿ*q#b ʿ#&$w ‘the heel of Esau’ (Gen 25:26).178 

These entities cannot undergo a change of possession independent of this second entity.

This pattern is also evident in other Northwest Semitic languages. For example, the verb 

ʾ$)az occurs four times with a direct object on the Meshaʿ Stele.179 In each case this 

argument refers to an Israelite city that Meshaʿ conquered and took possession of as 

178. See also bizn$bô ‘its tail’ (Exod 4:4); b'daltôt (aʿar-h$ʿîr ‘the doors of the gate of the city’ (Judg 
16:3); bizqan ʿ*m$&$ʾ ‘the beard of Amasa’ (2 Sam 20:9); and b'qarnôt hammizb#a) ‘the horns of the 
altar’ (1 Kgs 1:51). 
179. The verb occurs with an objective pronominal suffix in lines 11, 15/16, and 20. It governs an overt 
accusative in line 14.
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illustrated by example 197.

(197) ʾ,z ʾt.nbh ʿl.y%rʾl (KAI 181:14)
seize (MS IMV) ACC-Nebo from-Israel

“Seize Nebo from Israel”

In contrast, the use of oblique coding can be found in the Panamuwa inscription (KAI 

215) with an argument having a part-whole relationship as illustrated by example 198.180 

(198) ʾ,z bknp mrʾh mlk ʾ&wr  (KAI 215:11)
grasp (3MS PERF) on-skirt.OF lord-his king.OF Assur

“He grabbed the skirt of his lord, the King of Assyria” 

Interestingly, the verb t$pa& ‘to seize’ reflects the opposite pattern. This verb typically 

occurs with an accusative direct object and a change-of-possession meaning as illustrated 

by example 199.

(199) w*t$pa% ʾet-hasselaʿ bammil,$m$h (2 Kgs 14:7)
and-seize (3MS PERF) ACC-DEF-Rock in-DEF-battle

“He seized Sela (the Rock) in the battle”

Occasionally, however, the second argument of t$pa& is realized as an oblique headed by 

180. The verb also occurs in another Samalian inscription in the phrase ʾ)z )+r “seize the scepter” (KAI 
214: 15, 20, and 25). This idiom occurs three times with a direct object and a change-of-possession 
meaning. See also Bar-Rakib wʾ)zt byt ʾby “I took control of the house of my father” (KAI 216 lines 11-12)
which describes his accession to the throne. 
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b'- in which case it groups more naturally with verbs of surface contact. As with ʾ$)az, 

these oblique arguments tend to have a possessor-possessed relationship to the subject or 

a part-whole relationship to another entity in the immediate context which would prohibit

an independent change of possession as illustrated by example 200.181

(200) w*t$p*%û bô  ʾ$b'yw w*ʾimmô (Deut 21:19)
and-grab (3CP PERF MOD) on-him father-his and mother-his

“His mother and his father shall grab him”

The verb ʾ$)az occurs fifteen times in SBH narrative prose, but the only example in 

which the second argument is indefinite also features zero-coding as illustrated in 

example 201 below.182 

(201) weʾ",#z l*k$ ʾe(!d mêhann)ʿ!rîm (2 Sam 2:21)
and-grasp (MS IMV) for-you one from-DEF-young men

“Seize one of the young men (and take his spoil)”

181. See also 1 Kgs 11:30 be&&alm$h ha)*d$($h ʾ*(er ʿ$l$yw ‘the new garment that was on him’ and Isa 
3:6 b'ʾ$)"yw ‘his brother’. Other examples (Ezek 29:7 and 30:31) pattern with verbs of surface contact 
because they specifically mention the use of the hand in an instrumental phrase. Finally, in Deut 9:17 bi(nê 
hallu)!t ‘the two tablets’ would seem to be individuated entities, but they are already in Moses’ possession 
before he grabs them. The clause describes the act of taking hold of the tablets in the act of picking them up
before immediately throwing them to the ground to break them. 
182. This pattern is also repeated outside of SBH narrative prose. Indefinite arguments are typically zero-
coded (5/7), and zero-coded arguments overwhelmingly refer to individuals without a possessor-possessed 
or part-whole relationship to another event participant (7/8; the exception is Psa 77:5 as discussed below). 
Zero-coded indefinites include Isa 5:29, Isa 33:4, Job 18:20, Song 2:15, and 2 Chr 25:5. The two examples 
of oblique coded indefinites are not individuals: Job 18:9 (b'ʿ$q#b ‘heel’) and Ecc 2:3 (b'siklût ‘folly’). 
Zero-coded definites include Exod 15:14, Psa 77:5, and Job 17:9. Of these only ('murôt ʿên$y ‘my eyelids’ 
(Psa 77:5) is not an individual, but this usage seems to be idiomatic.
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The argument ʾe)$d mêhann'ʿ$rîm ‘one of the young men’ refers to an individual 

without a possessor-possessed relationship to the subject, and this example seems to 

shade toward a change-of-possession reading in a similar manner to the overt accusative 

examples discussed above. As with canonical transitive verbs, therefore, zero-coded 

objects seem more strongly associated with the role of direct object. The omission of the 

object preposition ʾet is primarily motivated by low information status rather than 

semantics. Unlike the accusative-partitive alternation, however, the symmetric alternation

between ACC and PP (b'-) does not seem to be directly related to the temporal 

boundedness of the event since the patient-like arguments of these surface contact verbs 

do not function as incremental themes.

6.3.3. Verbs of Motion

Verbs of motion present a special case for argument realization since they deviate most 

significantly from the transitive prototype. These verbs do not involve a distinct affected 

patient, but as mentioned above, the canonical transitive structure can be extended to 

two-argument verbs of motion involving path, source, or goal arguments in telic or 

perfective contexts. This behavior has been connected by Tenny (1994) to the 

prototypical association between the direct object and temporal boundedness. Just as the 

degree of affectedness of an incremental theme can be mapped to the temporal progress 

of the event, the path, source, or goal argument serves as a measure of the temporal 
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progress of the motion.183 

A basic distinction can be made between manner of motion verbs and directed motion 

verbs (Talmy 1975). Manner of motion verbs, such as ‘walk’, ‘run’, or ‘dance’, are best 

described as atelic activity verbs and do not entail motion along a path. They may be 

realized with a single overt argument as in example 202.

(202) wayy$r$+ kol-hamma,-neh (Judg 7:21)
and-run (3MS PAST) all-DEF-camp

“The entire camp ran”

Verbs of directed motion such as ‘enter’ or ‘leave’, in contrast, are best described as telic 

achievements which do entail motion along a path even when that path is not realized 

overtly. In these cases, the path is recoverable from the context as in example 203.

(203) hinn(h baʿal ha,-l#môt hall$zeh b$ʾ  (Gen 37:19)
look lord.OF DEF-dreams this come (3MS PART)

“Look, this dreamer is coming (here)” 

183. It is not clear exactly how this semantic-syntactic relationship is mediated. Tenny (1994) explained 
this behavior as the “measuring out” function of the grammatical role of direct object, while Dowty (1991, 
572) included “stationary relative to movement of another participant” as a semantic property of the proto-
patient. Regardless, these arguments seem to be more strongly associated with typical direct objects when 
they are seen to contribute to telicity or perfectivity. Note that Garr (1991) discussed these types of 
examples in detail, and, as summarized earlier in section 2.5, he also concluded that overt accusative 
coding could be generally associated with telicity and/or perfectivity: “With verbs of motion, ʾet may signal
that a dynamic situation is perfective or completed. It may also mark a dynamic situation as telic, 
particularly one of attained goal” (133). 
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Verbs of directed motion typically express a goal (or source) argument within an oblique 

phrase headed by the appropriate preposition—typically ʾel or l'- ‘to’ for a goal and min 

‘from’ for a source—as illustrated by example 204.

(204) wayy$b#ʾ n#a( ... ʾel-hatt%b!h (Gen 7:7)
and-enter (3MS PAST) Noah to-DEF-ark

“Noah (and his sons and his wife and his sons’ wives with him) entered the ark”  

Manner of motion verbs may also be coerced into a directed motion reading by the 

addition of an overt path, source, or goal, as illustrated by example 205.

(205) w*ʾel-habb!q!r r$+ ʾabr$h$m (Gen 18:7)
and-to-DEF-herd run (3MS PERF) Abraham

“Abraham ran to the herd”

Finally, in rare cases the path, source, or goal argument may be realized like a direct 

object and overtly coded by the object preposition ʾet. This can be illustrated by the 

following three examples which are reproduced from section 2.4 above.184

184. While the realization of these arguments as direct objects is rare for these common motion verbs, 
there are other verbs involving motion that regularly follow the canonical transitive pattern. For instance, 
the verb  ʿ$bar “to cross” occurs frequently with an argument coded as an accusative which refers to a 
boundary, often a river—wayyaʿabrû ʾet-hayyard#n “They crossed the Jordan” (2 Sam 2:29). The default 
reading of the transitive construction seems to foreground the achievement of passing the boundary, though
any further distance travelled is left unspecified. In contrast, the combination ʿ$bar b'- is an activity verb 
that describes motion through a region without a well-defined path or bound for the movement—
wayyaʿ*b!r ʾabr$m b$ʾ$re% ʿad m'qôm ('kem “Abram crossed through the land until the place at Shechem”
(Gen 12:6). In this example the bound of the motion is specified with the additional phrase ʿad m'qôm 
('kem “until the place at Shechem.” 
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(206) wann(lek ʾ%t kol-hammidb!r hagg!dol... (Deut 1:19)
and-walk (1CP PAST) ACC all-DEF-wilderness DEF-great

“We walked [the entire great wilderness]PATH...”

(207) h(m y$+*ʾû ʾet-h!ʿîr (Gen 44:4)
they go out (3MP PERF) ACC-DEF-city

“They left [the city]SOURCE”

(208) l$bôʾ ,ereb ʾ%t rabbat b)nê-ʿammôn (Ezek 21:25)
 for-enter (INF) sword ACC-Rabbah.OF sons.OF-Ammon

“..for the sword to enter [Rabbah of the Ammonites]GOAL”

Note, however, that while the realization of the path, source, or goal as a direct object can

be associated with temporal boundedness, it does not necessarily signal a semantic 

contrast with the default realization as an oblique. For instance, the preposition ʾel, which

signals the goal of directed motion in examples 204 and 205, may also produce a 

bounded reading. Garr (1991) also mentioned Gen 28:10 (example 209 below) as an 

example of an oblique source argument in a perfective/telic context. 

(209) wayy(+(ʾ yaʿ-q#b mibb)ʾ%r &!baʿ (Gen 28:10)
and-leave (3MS PAST) Jacob from-Beer-Sheba

“Jacob left from Beer-Sheba” 

Further, while the path, source, or goal may occasionally be realized as an overt 

accusative with these common motion verbs, these arguments actually occur much more 
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frequently as zero-coded phrases. The grammars treat these zero-coded arguments 

uniformly with the overtly marked examples in 206-208 above as accusatives.185 For 

instance, J-M § 125n classifies the zero-coded goal ʾô%ar yhwh ‘treasury of the Lord’ in 

Josh 6:17 (example 210 below) alongside Gen 44:4 (example 207 above) as examples of 

the accusative of motion.

(210) ʾô$ar yhwh y$bôʾ (Josh 6:17)
treasury.OF YHWH enter (3MS IMPF)

“It shall enter the treasury of the Lord”

Unlike the asymmetric alternation between overt and zero-coded direct objects of 

canonical transitive verbs discussed in the previous chapter, however, the apparent 

variation between overt accusative and zero-coding seems to be related to two separate 

phenomena with verbs of motion. This is made particularly clear when the distribution of 

zero-coding is compared between the two verb classes. It was argued in the previous 

chapter that the object preposition ʾet was obligatory for proper nouns filling the role of 

direct object in the prototypical transitive clause. Verbs of motion, however, regularly 

occur with proper nouns unaccompanied by the object preposition ʾet as illustrated by 

example 211.

185. The grammars are divided, however, on how to categorize these phrases grammatically. For 
instance, GKC § 118 considers them circumstantial accusatives which are distinct from the accusative of 
the object. IBHS § 10.2.2.a specifically states that “these accusatives are adjuncts rather than complements 
to the verb.” Finally, J-M § 125n comments that the “accusative of motion” is probably related to the 
accusative of the direct object but does not specify in what respect. 
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(211) wayy$b#ʾû qiryat (u$ôt (Num 22:39)
and-enter (3MP PAST) Kiriath-huzoth
“They entered Kiriath-huzoth”

This behavior suggests the presence of a phenomenon that Malchukov and De Swart 

(2009, 354) have broadly characterized as “differential oblique marking” in which the 

overt preposition heading an oblique phrase may be omitted when the relevant case 

relations are recoverable from context.186 Phrases such as qiryat )u%ôt ‘Kiriath-huzoth’ in 

the previous example are not typical zero-coded direct objects, therefore, but essentially 

zero-coded obliques. 

Omission of a preposition is common cross-linguistically, particularly with locative 

phrases. Malchukov and De Swart also observed, for instance, that Persian (also a DOM 

language) features a variation between the overt and null coding of the goal with the 

optional preposition be ‘to’ as illustrated by example 212.187

(212) ræft-ænd (be) Lændæn
   go-(3P PAST) (to) London

“They went to London”

186. GKC § 118c also hypothesizes such an origin for these bare locatives, which are “certainly to be 
regarded as originally objects of a governing word habitually omitted, only that the consciousness of this 
closer government was at length lost, and the accusative more and more acquired an independent value as a
casus adverbialis.” 
187. Similar Latin examples were discussed in section 2.2.2, and Japanese also allows a similar 
phenomenon termed “case-drop”. 
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Overt accusative coding, in contrast, seems to reflect a genuine “promotion” of an 

oblique argument to a direct object based on the association with the prototype transitive 

clause in respect to boundedness. For instance, so-called “accusatives of place” may also 

occur as arguments of verbs of “being, dwelling, and resting” such as y$(ab ‘to dwell’ as 

illustrated by example 213.

(213) &*bî ʾalm$n$h bêt-ʾ!b"yk (Gen 38:11)
dwell (FS IMV) widow house.OF father-your

“Live as a widow in your father’s house”

These locative phrases, however, do not influence the interpretation of the clause in 

respect to telicity or perfectivity, and there are no examples of such phrases coded as 

overt accusatives.188 As discussed in section 2.2.2, these zero-coded phrases are also 

semantically restricted to place names and common locations—such as bayit ‘house’ and 

peta) ‘door’—which further suggests the presence of differential oblique marking since 

this semantic restriction facilitates the recoverability of the case relation. 

Finally, besides being overtly marked as accusatives, path, source, and goal arguments 

may also occasionally be realized as an objective pronominal suffix as illustrated by 

example 214. 

188. Note that the only examples of so-called “accusatives of time” that are overtly coded as accusatives 
also occur in bounded contexts.  
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(214) l#ʾ y*bôʾ%nû (Isa 28:15)
NEG come (3MS IMPF)-us

“It will not come to us”

As with overt accusative marking, realization as an objective pronominal suffix invites 

association with the prototypical direct object in relation to boundedness. It is interesting 

to note, however, that the referent is also animate—and, therefore, higher in both 

individuation and information status—in all ten examples.189 

In summary, verbs of motion deviate significantly from the pattern of canonical transitive

verbs in regard to asymmetric alternations as illustrated in Table 6.6. 

Table 6.6. Case Alternation for Verbs of Motion

Case Marking: ACC PP ∅
Grammatical Role: Direct Object Oblique
Semantic Role: Goal/Source

Overtly coded accusative arguments of motion verbs seem to be associated with the 

prototypical direct object in respect to boundedness. The omission of ʾet, however, does 

not follow the pattern of asymmetric DOM found with canonical transitive verbs. Zero-

189. Further, 7/10 examples are 1st or 2nd person—highest on the prominence scales (see also Kittilä 
2008 for some discussion of animacy effects on realization of goals). Other examples include Jer 10:20 
(‘me’), Psa 35:8 (‘him’), Psa 36:11 (‘me’), Psa 44:18 (‘us’), Psa 109:7 (‘him’), Psa 119:41 (‘me’), Psa 
119:77 (‘me’), Job 22:21 (‘you’), and Prov 2:19 (‘her’). As will be discussed in relation to dative 
alternations in section 6.4 below, all ten examples also occurred outside of the SBH corpus and within 
direct speech or poetry. This availability of this alternation, therefore, may also be restricted by dialect.
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coded arguments should not be analyzed as direct objects, therefore, but as differentially 

marked obliques in which the overt preposition has been omitted.

6.3.4. Summary

With canonical transitive verbs, the asymmetric ACC / ∅ and symmetric ACC / PP 

alternations are relatively independent. In the prototype case the semantic patient is 

realized in the grammatical role of direct object. The direct object is overtly case marked 

by the object preposition ʾet, but this marker may be omitted if the referent is low in 

information status. In contrast, oblique coding of the patient-like argument with a 

partitive or locative phrase headed by b'- indicates a deviation from the transitive 

prototype, but the particular effect is dependent on the semantics of the verb and 

arguments involved.

With canonical transitive verbs that involve an incremental theme, oblique coding 

indicates partial affectedness and produces an unbounded reading in contrast to the 

default bounded reading associated with the accusative case. For verbs involving surface 

contact—such as ʾ$)az ‘to grasp’ and t$pa& ‘to seize’—the alternation between 

accusative and oblique coding can be related to individuation as well as affectedness. 

Individuated objects are associated with high transitivity in these cases because they can 

undergo an independent change-of-state. Oblique coding is found with entities defined by
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a possessor-possessed relationship to the subject or a part-whole relationship to another 

entity in the immediate context which do not undergo an independent change-of-

possession but indicate the location of the surface contact. 

Finally, path, source, and goal arguments of verbs of motion are characteristically 

realized as obliques, but they may rarely be promoted to direct objects and overtly coded 

by the object preposition ʾet. This pattern also seems to be aspectually motivated based 

on the correlation between patients and paths as temporal measures of the progress of an 

event. Unlike with canonical transitive verbs, however, the oblique realization does not 

necessarily signal an unbounded reading. Further, zero-coded noun phrases do not behave

as direct objects, but they are better analyzed as zero-coded obliques.

6.4. Accusative-Dative Alternations

Another common pattern of symmetric alternation involves the dative case. As with the 

terms accusative and nominative, the label “dative” has been borrowed from Greek and 

Latin and applied to similar semantic and grammatical relationships in other languages. 

Thus Biblical Hebrew has no dative case per se, but arguments typically associated with 

the dative in other languages—such as recipients and benefactives—are commonly 

realized as obliques headed by the preposition l'- ‘to’ in Biblical Hebrew.190 

190. Note, however, that l'- may alternate with ʾel ‘to, toward’ or even archaic prepositions such as 
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In Greek and Latin, the dative case was used to code both the recipient of ditransitive 

verbs and the complements of certain classes of two-argument verbs such as verbs of 

helping or harming.191 Some linguists classify such complements as the core dative use, 

while others associate the dative proper with the recipient of the ditransitive clause. The 

dative case shows a wide range of uses cross-linguistically, but broadly speaking it seems

to be associated with recipients, benefactives/malefactives, experiencers, goals, and 

purposes (Næss 2009).

6.4.1. Ditransitives

The prototypical ditransitive clause involves three arguments: agent, theme, and 

recipient.192 Cross-linguistically, there are two major patterns of argument realization 

which Haspelmath (2007) has labelled the indirect-object construction and the double-

object construction.193 The indirect-object construction codes the theme like a direct 

object comparable to the patient of the mono-transitive clause, while the recipient is 

considered an indirect object and coded as an oblique—typically a dative. This is the 

default pattern for the ditransitive verb n$tan ‘to give’ in Biblical Hebrew as illustrated 

ʿimm$di- ‘with’ in some dative contexts.
191. For instance, note the use of the dative in the following Greek proverb: sumpratte sautoi (DAT), kai 
sumpraxei soi (DAT) ho theos “assist yourself, and God will assist you.” 
192. The label theme is used to distinguish this argument from the mono-transitive patient (Dryer 1986), 
though in some works the two are treated synonymously.
193.  A third possibility for the ditransitive clause is that the recipient is coded like the mono-transitive 
patient and the theme is coded differently. Haspelmath (2007) labels this the secondary-object construction,
but the construction is rare cross-linguistically.
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by example 215 and summarized within Table 6.7.

(215) n$tattî l!kem ʾet-k#l (Gen 9:3)
give (1CS PERF) to-you ACC-all

“I hereby give everything to you”

Table 6.7. Indirect-Object Construction with n$tan (example 215)

Argument 1 Argument 2 Argument 3
Word: ∅ ʾet-k!l l$kem
Case Marking: ∅ ACC PP (l'-)
Grammatical Role: Subject Direct Object Oblique
Semantic Role: Agent Theme Recipient

Some languages also allow a double-object construction, however, in which case both 

theme and recipient are coded like typical direct objects. Example 216 could be analyzed 

as a double-object construction as summarized by Table 6.8. 

(216) ʾere+ hannegeb n"tatt$nî (Josh 15:19)
land.OF DEF-Negev give (2MS PERF)-me

“The land of the Negev you have given me” 

Table 6.8. Double-Object Construction with n$tan (example 216)

Argument 1 Argument 2 Argument 3
Word: ∅ ʾere% hannegeb -nî
Case Marking: ∅ ∅ PS

Grammatical Role: Subject Object Object
Semantic Role: Agent Theme Recipient
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The literature differs, however, on the proper classification of such pronominal suffixes 

within Biblical Hebrew. Unfortunately, the discussion has suffered from a lack of 

precision in differentiating the morphological, grammatical, and semantic aspects of case 

since the labels accusative and dative are often associated with both the morphological 

case forms and the syntactic-semantic case relations they indicate without discrimination.

In Biblical Hebrew, there are two options for the realization of a pronominal object. First,

the object preposition ʾet may be combined with the appropriate pronominal suffix to 

form an accusative pronoun which is treated as an independent morphological word as 

illustrated by example 217.

(217) w*zeh ʾ-&er taʿ-%eh ʾ#t!h (Gen 6:15)
and-this REL make (2MS IMPF) it (ACC)

“This is how you should make it”

Second, an objective pronominal suffix may be attached directly to the verb as illustrated 

by example 218 below.

(218) ni,amtî kî ʿ-%îtim (Gen 6:7)
regret (1CS PERF) that make (1CS PERF)-them

“I regret that I made them”

In the examples above, both ʾ!t$h ‘it’ and -m ‘them’ can be considered to fill the 

grammatical role of direct object and the semantic role of patient based on the cognitive 
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frame of ʿ$&$h, and the grammars treat both as accusatives.194 

It is also a common feature among the Semitic languages, however, that the bound form 

may be used to code arguments that would otherwise be realized as obliques, particularly 

arguments typically associated with the dative case, as in example 216 above.195 The 

discussion in the literature, therefore, has primarily revolved around the question of 

whether the bound form is properly labelled an accusative direct object, or whether the 

single morphological form exhibits polysemy between the accusative and dative. 

Complicating the matter, only the free forms—such as ʾ!t$h—are morphologically 

marked as accusative, while the bound pronominal suffixes largely have a single form 

regardless even of whether they are attached to a verb or noun.196 Thus, GKC § 117x 

prefers to classify Josh 15:19 as a double accusative construction, while J-M § 125ba 

194. The bound and free forms are found in a complementary distribution with canonical transitive verbs 
in Biblical Hebrew. Because pronouns fall highest on the identifiability scale, the alternation between the 
two forms would not seem to be influenced by information status analogously to the asymmetric ACC-∅ 
alternation with other direct objects. More likely, the mix of bound and free pronominal objects is a 
byproduct of the diachronic spread of object marking. The use of the free form object pronoun varied 
among the Iron Age Northwest Semitic dialects (see Garr 1985). Phoenician and Moabite exclusively used 
the bound form, and Aramaic generally preferred the bound form. Garr hypothesized that the rare use of the
free form in Aramaic may have had an emphatic sense. In general, Hebrew displays a more typologically 
developed DOM system than the other NWS dialects including obligatory marking of proper nouns and the
spread of making from animate to inanimate referring noun phrases as discussed in the previous chapters. 
Hebrew also featured a much wider and more regular use of the free form object pronoun beside the bound 
form.
195. See Brockelmann (1913, 319). Brockelmann also states that “this linguistic usage is unknown to 
Hebrew and later Aramaic,” but he seems to have overlooked the example from Josh 15:19 (example 216 
above) and its twin in Judg 1:15. Indeed, he provided the following comparable example from the Old 
Aramaic Nerab II inscription: &mny (m +b “give me a good name” (KAI 226 1:3).
196. Note, however, that the 1CS forms -nî (typically “accusative”) and -î (typically “genitive”) are 
distinct (see GKC § 33).
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considers the pronominal suffix a dative in this example. Finally, IBHS § 10.2.1i coins the

portmanteau label ‘datival accusative’ for such cases.197

Regardless of the most appropriate label, the literature has not adequately addressed the 

question of the motivation for this grammatical behavior. Cross-linguistically, scholars 

have observed that the double-object construction is often preferred in cases where the 

recipient is high in prominence (Haspelmath 2007), but languages also vary in their 

tolerance for the double-object construction. English allows a rather free alternation 

between the two constructions as illustrated by example 219.

(219) a. She gave the book to Mary. (indirect-object)

b. She gave Mary the book. (double-object)

In contrast, French limits the use of the double-object construction to recipients which are

expressed as first or second person pronouns as illustrated by examples 220 and 221 

(Haspelmath  2004).

(220) a. Elle donna le livre á Marie. (indirect-object)

b. *Elle donna Marie le livre. (double-object)

197. IBHS does partly recognize the awkwardness of the label, “Since the West Semitic languages do not 
regularly use a dative function, the term ‘dative’ (derived from Latin grammar) is more objectionable than 
other case vocabulary; it has nonetheless become established among grammarians.” The other major works 
on the topic of “dative” pronominal suffixes include Bogaert (1964) and Kinberg (1981). 
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(221) a. Elle donna le livre á moi (indirect-object)

b. Elle me donna le livre (double-object)

Haspelmath suggested, therefore, that the realization of the recipient as an object within 

ditransitive clauses may be motivated by the same pragmatic features influencing DOM 

systems—animacy and definiteness. Further, the availability of the double-object 

construction within a particular language may spread down these scales similarly to the 

spread of DOM.198 In French the double-object construction is still isolated at the top of 

the animacy and definiteness scales (1st / 2nd person > 3rd Person > Human), while in 

English it has spread down the scale to be available for all human-referring nouns.199 

These two characteristics—prominence and dialect—are also significant for the 

distribution of the double-object construction with prototypical ditransitive clauses in the 

Biblical Hebrew corpus. On the one hand, the construction is largely isolated to first and 

second person pronouns as in French—arguments falling at the top of the prominence 

scale. On the other hand, it should also be emphasized that this construction does not 

seem to be a regular feature of the standard dialect. While it is known from other Semitic 

languages, it is extremely infrequent within Biblical Hebrew. For instance, the verb n$tan

198. See discussion in Dowty (1991) and Hovav Rappaport and Levin (2008) as well. 
199. The first and second person pronouns are highest in information status since they refer to the speech 
act participants. The English double-object construction is also affected by the relative definiteness of the 
theme and recipient which would indicate the influence of topicality in combination with animacy. For 
instance, compare ?I gave a boy the book with I gave a boy a book. 
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occurs approximately 550 times in a ditransitive clause in SBH narrative prose, but Josh 

15:19 (= Judg 1:15) is the only example in which the recipient is realized as an objective 

pronominal suffix.200 Further, by nature of being associated with first and second person 

pronouns, the majority of examples occur in reported direct speech which increases the 

possibility of the use of non-standard dialectal forms as discussed above in section 6.2.  

The distribution of the double-object construction can also be illustrated by other 

ditransitive clauses not involving n$tan. For instance, the verbs g$mal and (ill#m can 

both be used in a ditransitive clause with the meaning ‘to reward, repay (something to 

someone)’. The recipient argument is typically coded as an oblique headed by l'-, but it 

is also realized as an objective pronominal suffix five times in the SBH corpus. All five of

these cases involve a first or second person pronominal suffix as illustrated by example 

222 below.201

200. Note that n$tan occurs over 1000 times in SBH, but not all of these clauses are typical ditransitives 
since the verb has other glosses such as ‘put, place’ or ‘allow’ which do not involve a recipient. It can also 
be used as a three-argument verb of creation or transformation ‘to make (something into something else)’ 
in which case the arguments are a material and product. Outside of SBH, possible examples of the double-
object construction include Isa 27:4 (1CS pronoun) and Jer 9:1(1CS pronoun).
201. For g$mal see Gen 50:17, 1 Sam 24:18 (2x), and 2 Sam 19:37. For (ill#m see 1 Sam 24:20 (another 
example outside of SBH occurs in Psa 35:12). The form z'b$danî “he has endowed me” (Gen 30:20, see 
GKC § 117ff) may also be classed with these ditransitives. An exception to the pattern of first and second 
person pronouns occurs in Prov 31:12 where the recipient of g$mal is realized as a 3MS pronominal suffix, 
but this argument is still human-referring. Another possible exception occurs in Gen 50:15—w'h$(#b y$(îb
l$nû  ʾ#t kol-h$r$ʿ$h ʾ*(er g$malnû ʾ"tô “and he might indeed return to us all the evil which we did to 
him.” The 3MS pronoun may possibly refer to the head of the relative clause—kol-h$r$ʿ$h—but it is most 
likely referring to Joseph as recipient. Muraoka (1979) leans toward emending the pronoun as ʾittô ‘with 
him’, but this creates a circular logic. Note, however, that this case involves overt accusative marking as 
well, which may signal a semantic contrast with the oblique case marking—Joseph may be perceived as 
more ‘patient-like’ here than a typical recipient. 
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(222) ʾattâ g*maltanî ha!!ôb$h (1 Sam 24:18)
you repay (2MS PERF)-me DEF-good

waʾ-nî g*maltîk! h$r$ʿ$h
and-I repay (1CS PERF)-you DEF-evil

“You repaid me good, but I repaid you evil”

The prototypical ditransitive involves a physical transfer of the theme to a recipient, but 

the category can be extended to other recipient-like arguments, such as the addressee of a 

verb of speaking. For instance, there is one example of the verb higgîd ‘to declare’ with 

the addressee realized as an objective pronominal suffix as illustrated by example 223.202

(223) w*yagg(d)k! (Deut 32:7)
and-declare (3MS PAST MOD)-you

“that he may tell you” 

Benefactives are also typically grouped with recipients and may feature similar patterns 

of argument realization as illustrated by example 224.203

202. There are two similar cases in which higgîd occurs with a null-coded argument—w'naggîd$h bêt 
hammelek “Let us tell the king’s house” (2 Kgs 7:9) and wayyaggîdû bêt hammelek p'nîm$h “They told (it)
within the king’s house” (2 Kgs 7:11). If the adverb p'nîm$h ‘within’ is taken as appositional to bêt 
hammelek ‘the king’s house’ in 2 Kgs 7:11, then both of these zero-coded noun phrases may better be 
interpreted as bare locatives as discussed with verbs of motion in section 6.3.3 above. There are no 
examples of the addressee realized as an objective pronominal suffix with sipp#r ‘to recount (s/t to s/o)’ or 
ʾ$mar ‘to say (s/t to s/o)’. The verb dibb#r ‘to speak’ is a bit more complex. The addressee is realized once 
as a 3MS objective pronominal suffix attached to an infinitive in Gen 37:4. The addressee is often also 
realized within a comitative phrase headed by the preposition ʾet-2 ‘with’ like a verb of interaction. In 
fourteen cases, however, the addressee is realized as the free form accusative pronoun ʾôt- (Num 26:3, 1 
Kgs 22:24 = 2 Chr 18:23, Jer 1:16, 4:12, 5:5, 12:1, 35:2, Ezra 2:1, 3:22, 24, 27, 14:4, and 45:5). These are 
typically considered “mistakes” for the ʾet-2 form in the later language (see J-M § 103j and discussion 
below). 
203. See also ʿ*&îtinî “I made it for myself” (Ezek 29:3) and perhaps w'l!ʾ yôʿîlûk “It will not benefit 
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(224) h-+ôm  +amt/nî  (Zech 7:5)
INTER-fast (INF ABS) fast (2MP PERF)-me

“Have you in fact fasted for me?”

Bogaert (1964) collected examples from other Northwest Semitic dialects that followed 

the same pattern. Most of his examples were from Ugaritic, and they also primarily 

involve first or second person pronouns such as argmk “I will tell you” (KTU 1.4:I:20) 

and a(l)k “I sent (to) you” (KTU 1.17:VI:28).204 There is one example from the 

Phoenician Eshmunazar inscription: ydbrnk “he says to you” (KAI 14:6). There are also 

two examples from the Karatepe inscription: (l)n “he sent (to) me...” (3x, KAI 26 AII:11,

BI:16, and CIII:9) and ltty bʿl krntry( lʾztwd “that Baal-krntrysh may give (to) him—to 

Azatiwada...” (KAI 26 CIII:19).205 Brockelmann’s (1913) Old Aramaic example &mny 

“give (to) me...” (KAI 226 1:3, see note 193 above) also involves a 1CS pronominal 

suffix. 

The double-object construction, therefore, is limited in distribution to primarily first and 

second person pronouns which fall highest on the prominence scales.206 At the same time,

you” (Isa 57:12).
204. Other examples include: argmk “I will tell you” (KTU 1.2:I:37; KTU 1.3:III:21); a.nyk “I will tell 
you” (KTU 1.1:III:13; KTU 1.3:III:22); ytnk “may he give you” (KTU 2.2:9); atnk “I will give (to) you” 
(KTU 1.17:VI:17, 27); a(l)k “I will send (to) you” (KTU 1.17:VI:18, 28); yblk and tblk “let them bring (to)
you” (KTU 1.4:V:15, 17, 31); note that 3MS objective suffixes do occur in the parallel clauses: yblnn “they 
brought (to) him” (KTU 1.4:V:38, 40).   
205. The latter case involves a 3MS suffix, but it is also a bit more complicated since it is co-referential 
with the following phrase lʾztwd which also refers to the 1st person speaker despite the 3rd person 
reference.  
206. Note that this pattern applies to prototypical ditransitives with which the recipient is otherwise coded
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it is extremely infrequent, and the majority of examples occur in contexts that are 

favorable for dialectal variation. Indeed, of the twelve examples of the double-object 

construction identified above, seven occur outside of SBH narrative prose, while the five 

found within the SBH corpus occur within direct speech, though not necessarily that of 

foreign characters or in foreign settings.207  

6.4.2. Dative Complements

Apart from the ditransitive clause, dative case marking may also be found cross-

linguistically with certain two-argument verbs. Næss (2009, 574) made two 

generalizations about such arguments: first, “the dative case tends to be associated with 

relatively low transitivity” which includes verbs which may only indirectly affect their 

objects—such as ‘help (someone do something)’ or ‘obey (someone)’—and actions that 

do not produce any perceptible effect; second, “the dative frequently reflects the 

affectedness of animate or sentient entities” such as recipients, benefactives/

malefactives, experiencers, and other animate objects. Many languages feature symmetric

alternations between accusative and dative case marking, therefore, which are typically 

as an oblique, but other three-argument verbs may regularly occur with the double-object construction. In 
these cases, the semantic aspects of ‘object-hood’ play a role in the realization of the recipient-like 
argument. For instance, verbs such as ʿ$n$h ‘to answer (s/t to s/o)’, %ivv$h ‘to command (s/t to s/o)’, and 
limm#d ‘to teach (s/t to s/o)’ pattern with interaction verbs (see section 6.5.1 below) in which the 
prototypical transitive construction indicates an asymmetric relationship between the two animate 
participants such that the recipient is categorized as more ‘patient-like’ and realized as a direct object that is
overtly coded with ʾet. Both limm#d ‘to teach’ and ʿ$n$h ‘to answer’ occur exclusively with the double-
object construction, while %ivv$h ‘to command’ strongly prefers it. 
207. The speakers include: Leah (Gen 30:20), Joseph’s brothers (Gen 50:17), Saul (x2, 1 Sam 24:18 and 
20), and Barzillai (2 Sam 19:37). 
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related to whether the O-participant is volitionally involved in (DAT) or passively affected 

by (ACC) the event.   

At the same time, the nature of the dative case as partly structural (associated with 

grammatical role of indirect object) but partly semantic (associated with recipient, etc.) 

often leads to syncretism between the dative and accusative in both directions. On the one

hand, Næss posited the core meaning of the dative as a “sentient affected entity” (2009, 

576), and it is only a small step to generalize the accusative case to such a patient-like 

argument in a two-argument clause. On the other hand, dative markers are also a common

source for object markers in DOM systems, and allative > dative > accusative is a 

common grammaticalization path.  Biblical Hebrew already displays the allative > dative 

development, and in Official Aramaic the preposition l'- has grammaticalized further into

an object marker—typically referred to as lamed objecti—which has replaced the older 

NWS form ʾyt. This process is also evident in Late Biblical Hebrew where the use of l'- 

as an object marker is considered a characteristic feature (see Polzin 1976). The 

phenomenon has also been observed occasionally in some core SBH texts.208 

There are a number of verbs in Biblical Hebrew which occur with the second argument 

realized both as an accusative marked by ʾet and an oblique headed by the preposition l'-.

208. Malessa (2006) identifies about possible 50 examples of l-- as an object marker within Samuel and 
Kings. See also the discussion in Young and Rezetko (2008, 261)
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Following the prototype discussed above, these verbs primarily select an animate second 

argument such as ʿ$zar ‘to help’, ʿ$bad ‘to serve’, and b$z$h/b$z ‘to despise’ among 

others. Diagnosing semantically meaningful symmetric DAT-ACC alternations is 

complicated by the possible influence of lamed objecti, however, which creates some 

ambiguity as to whether a particular argument should be properly considered an oblique 

headed by the preposition l'- (DAT) or a direct object marked by l'- (ACC). 

The use of lamed objecti would seem most obvious with canonical transitive verbs which 

select a prototypical patient. For instance, Malessa (2006) identified 2 Sam 3:30, which 

involves the canonical transitive verb h$rag ‘to kill’, as an example occurring within the 

SBH corpus as illustrated by example 225 below.209

(225) w*yôʾ$b waʾ-bî&ay ʾ$,iyw h$r*gû l)ʾabn%r (2 Sam 3:30)
and-Joab and-Abishai brother-his kill (3MP PERF) ACC-Abner

“Joab and Abishai, his brother, killed Abner”

Of the possible cases of lamed objecti identified within the literature, however, examples 

209. In contrast, HALOT (vol 1, 251) glosses this example as ‘arrange the death of’ which interprets 
l'ʾabn#r as an “indirect object” in the sense that Joab and Abishai were not both directly responsible for 
Abner’s death. Indeed, verse 27 narrates that Joab pulled Abner aside privately, presumably alone, and then
struck him in the belly by himself. As mentioned above, however, dative marking typically indicates the 
volitional involvement or lower affectedness of the patient-like participant rather than the indirect 
involvement of the agent. See also Malchukov’s (2005) Relevance Principle which states that semantic 
features of transitivity are typically coded on the clause constituent to which there are most relevant—in 
this case the agent rather than the patient. Abner is indeed fully affected; therefore, l'ʾabn#r is best 
understood as an affected patient marked as direct object. DCH lists 2 Sam 3:30 as an example of “5 of 
obj”, and Driver (1913, 251) also analyzed the form as an accusative which he attributed to a “late gloss.” 
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involving canonical transitive verbs are actually quite rare, and, unfortunately, cases 

involving non-canonical transitive verbs are more difficult to diagnose since the 

conditions favoring lamed objecti are often similar to those favoring dative 

complements—animacy in particular.210 Malessa’s (2006) criterion for identification of 

l'- as an object marker was the existence of equivalent examples for which the argument 

marked by l'- fills the same semantic role but is overtly marked by ʾet or zero-coded. In 

essence, therefore, he judges all examples of l'- that alternate with ʾet to represent lamed 

objecti despite the possibility of a valid symmetric alternation.

For instance, Malessa concluded that example 226 below illustrated the use of l'- as an 

object marker based on the presence of overt object marking with ʾet in example 227.

(226) laʿz#r lah'dadʿezer melek +ôb$h (2 Sam 8:5)
to-help (INF) to-Hadadezer king.OF Zobah

“to help Hadadezer, king of Zobah”

(227) laʿz#r ʾet-l!kî& (Josh 10:33)
to-help (INF) ACC-Lachish

“to help Lachish”

210. Folmer encountered a similar problem in attempting to describe the distribution of l- as nota objecti 
in the Aramaic of the Achaemenid period, “The reason for this ambiguity is that evidence for the linking of 
verbs to their complements in many instances is defective. Moreover, genuine ‘lamed verbs’ sometimes are
linked to a pron. sf. which has ‘dative’ force and the direct object is sometimes expressed analytically, 
namely, by the preposition l combined with a pron. sf.” (1995, 342).
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As mentioned above, however, ʿ$zar ‘to help’ is an example of a verb that commonly 

takes a dative complement cross-linguistically, such as German helfen. Further, the 

second argument of ʿ$zar occurs much more frequently with l'- than ʾet within Biblical 

Hebrew.211 It is possible, therefore, that l'- is a dative marker in this example, in which 

case the use of the accusative in Josh 10:33 (example 227) could be explained as the 

result of a meaningful symmetric case alternation.212 At the same time, 2 Sam 8:5 is 

located within a narrative involving the Arameans and the other examples of ʿ$zar with 

the second argument headed by l'- primarily occur outside of the core SBH texts in 

books such as Zechariah, Job, Daniel, and Chronicles. Despite being more frequent 

overall, therefore, the distribution of ʿ$zar l'- is weighted toward contexts likely to 

feature non-standard dialectal forms such as the lamed objecti, which supports Malessa’s 

judgment.213

211. There are 48 examples of ʿ$zar with an overt second argument in the Hebrew Bible. Of these, 12 are 
within a phrase headed by l'-, while only 5 are marked by ʾet (note that this count omits participle forms 
which are ambiguous between verbal ‘to help’ and nominal ‘helper’ sense). Therefore, J-M § 125b 
considers ʿ$zar to be an example of a verb that alternates between transitive and intransitive (“transitive 
through preposition”) constructions—“So 6 $- '7 usually occurs with 5, and only rarely with !".” See also 
Jenni (2000) who considers ʿ$zar transitive with a prepositional object and groups 2 Sam 8:5 with 
examples of Lamed applicationis. In the remaining 31 examples of ʿ$zar the second argument is realized as
an objective pronominal suffix. As discussed in the preceding section, this form is treated as polysemous 
between accusative and dative by the grammars; therefore, it is ignored in the discussion. 
212. For instance, HALOT glosses the construction ʿ$zar l'- as ‘come to help’ with a directional 
component. The dative case could also imply the volitional participation of the second participant in the 
event with which they are being helped—‘x help y (to do z)’. If there is such a semantic opposition 
between ʾet and l'- in the Biblical Hebrew examples, however, it is not obvious from the context (see also 
Muraoka 1979).
213. A comparison of the verb b$z$h and the dialectal variant b$z ‘to despise’ may also be informative. 
Each of these forms occur with both accusative and oblique second arguments, and HALOT suggests a 
slight semantic contrast between ‘to despise’ (ACC) and ‘to show contempt for’ (l'-). The form b$z$h occurs
much more often than b$z, however, both within the SBH corpus and with an accusative direct object. The 
form b$z$h occurs 7x in SBH, while b$z occurs only once (2 Kgs 19:21). The form b$z$h occurs with an 
oblique headed by l'- in only 2/22 cases, while b$z occurs with an oblique headed by l'- in 13/15 cases. 
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The verb ʿ$bad ‘to serve’ is also interesting in this regard. Verbs involving obedience or 

service commonly group with dative verbs, but in Biblical Hebrew ʿ$bad occurs most 

frequently with the second argument—the person to whom the service is provided—

realized as an accusative direct object as illustrated by example 228.214

(228) kol-k#,î ʿ$badtî  ʾet-ʾ'bîken (Gen 31:6)
all-strength-my serve (1CS PERF) ACC-father-your

“I have served your father with all my strength”

Rarely, however, this argument is realized as an oblique headed by l'- as illustrated by 

example 229.215

(229) pen taʿabdû l!ʿibrîm (1 Sam 4:9)
lest serve (2MP IMPF) to-DEF-Hebrews

“Lest you serve the Hebrews”

This example occurs in the direct speech of foreigners—specifically Philistines. This is 

interesting since ʿ$bad is attested as a ‘dative verb’ within Phoenician as illustrated by 

example 230 from the Karatepe (Azatiwada) inscription.

Further, the distribution of b$z favors Proverbs (8x) and Song of Songs (2x) which are typically associated 
with non-standard dialects. Rather than a proper dative alternation, therefore, the presence of l'- is 
suggestive of lamed objecti in these cases.
214. The second argument may also refer to the entity affected by the work, in which case ʿ$bad is also 
found in a transitive structure:  kî taʿ*b!d ʾet-h$ʾ*d$m$h “when you work the ground” (Gen 4:12).
215. Other examples of the second argument realized as an oblique can be found in Judg 2:13, 2 Sam 
16:9 (direct speech of Hushai the Archite), and Jer 44:3.
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(230) wbrbm yʿbd lʾztwd (KAI26 AIII:10-11)
and-in-multitude serve (3MP IMPF) to-Azatiwada 

“In great numbers may they serve Azatiwada”

Rather than lamed objecti, therefore, example 229 may represent a dialectal variant 

similar to Standard Phoenician usage, which is intended to represent the speech of the 

Philistines as foreigners. 

In summary, while there are examples of verbs within Biblical Hebrew which exhibit 

alternations between accusative marking of the second argument with ʾet and realization 

as an oblique headed by the preposition l'-, there are no unambiguous examples of DAT-

ACC alternations within Biblical Hebrew that produce a meaningful semantic contrast. The

relatively small number of examples and the presence of possible historical and dialectal 

variants, particularly lamed objecti, complicate the analysis of this phenomenon.    

6.4.3. Summary

The dative case is associated with the indirect object of the ditransitive clause and the 

complement of certain classes of two-argument verbs. The prototypical dative is animate 

and sentient and fills semantic roles such as recipient and benefactive. Biblical Hebrew 

does not have a proper dative case, but arguments filling grammatical and semantic roles 

typically associated with the dative cross-linguistically are commonly realized as 
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obliques headed by the preposition l'-. Symmetric alternations between dative and 

accusative are common cross-linguistically, but syncretism between the two cases is also 

a common phenomenon, which complicates the analysis of the phenomenon in a modest 

corpus such as Biblical Hebrew.

For instance, many languages allow an alternation between the indirect-object and 

double-object construction in the realization of a ditransitive clause. The double-object 

construction can be found in the corpus of Biblical Hebrew in rare circumstances, but the 

recipient/benefactive argument is only realized as an objective pronominal suffix in these 

cases. Further, the phenomenon is generally limited to first and second person pronouns. 

These pronouns represent the top of the individuation hierarchy since they refer to the 

speech act participants. On the one hand, this suggests a prototype effect related to 

information status—recipients with features more commonly associated with the 

prototypical direct object are more likely to be realized as an objective pronominal suffix.

On the other hand, first and second person pronouns only occur within reported direct 

speech, which increases the likelihood that the behavior may also be an indication of 

dialectal variation.  Standard Biblical Hebrew does not seem to tolerate the double-object 

construction for prototypical ditransitives.
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6.5. Other Accusative-Oblique Alternations

The use of a partitive or locative alternation as discussed in section 6.3 above exploits the

association between the accusative case and the semantic role of patient with the 

canonical transitive verb. Non-canonical transitive verbs may also feature symmetric case

alternations, but they present a more complicated situation because they select arguments 

filling other semantic roles beyond the prototypical agent and patient. While the 

acceptability of overt accusative marking can be broadly related to prototype transitivity, 

the realization of the second argument as an oblique is not marked for affectedness or 

aspect in the same manner as with the canonical transitive verbs discussed above. 

As Malchukov (2005) has stressed, transitivity is not a one-dimensional continuum, but 

there are many conceivable routes between the domains of transitivity and intransitivity. 

Therefore, the exact implications of the alternation between realization of a core 

argument as a direct object or an oblique depend on the cognitive frame of the particular 

verb and the semantic roles of the arguments involved. The following sections will 

discuss three common classes of non-canonical transitive verbs which may be involved in

variable argument realization and which illustrate different dimensions of transitivity 

besides affectedness: interaction verbs, verbs of relative motion, and experiencer verbs.
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6.5.1. Interaction Verbs

Blume (1998) used the term ‘interaction verbs’ to cover a large group of verbs depicting 

events involving two ‘agent-like’ participants.216 These verbs do not depart from the 

transitive prototype primarily in relation to the affectedness of the patient, but the degree 

of symmetry between the two event participants.217 The paradigm examples of interaction

verbs involve reciprocity in which both participants play symmetric roles in the event. 

The transitive prototype, however, involves an asymmetric relationship between the two 

event participants. Coding of the second participant as co-subject, oblique, or accusative 

respectively, therefore, indicates a progressive decrease in symmetry. 

The use of a compound or plural subject presents both participants as agents in their 

respective sub-events. For instance, Jacob and Esau are referenced by the plural 

habb$nîm ‘the boys’ in example 231 below.218 

216. See also discussions in Dowty (1991) and Levin and Rappaport Hovav (2005). 
217. See also Testelets (1998) who characterized this by the notion of control. In symmetric predicates, 
both participants share equal control in the event. In interaction verbs, A is higher in control than O, but in 
canonical transitives the O-participant has no control whatsoever.
218. Semitic languages have often expressed reciprocity by deriving a reciprocal form of the verbal root 
by using a binyan based on a prefixed or infixed -t- morpheme. For instance, Classical Arabic often uses 
stem VI (alternatively Lt) with a ta- prefix for reciprocity: ʿ$wana ‘he attempted to assist’ but taʿ$wanu 
‘they assisted each other’ (Fischer 1997, 206). A hitpael pattern is productive in Biblical Hebrew, but it is 
more commonly used to express reflexivity than reciprocity. The niphal pattern, which is broadly used for 
middle constructions, can also occasionally be found as a reciprocal. Biblical Hebrew seems to prefer 
idiomatic syntactic reciprocal constructions, however, by following a plural verb with a pair of pronouns 
(zeh ‘this’... zeh ‘that’), a pair of numerals (ʾe)$d ‘one’... ʾe)$d ‘the other’), or a pair of generic nouns (ʾî( 
‘each’... ʾet-r#ʿêhû ‘his counterpart’). 
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(231) wayyitr#+-+u habb!nîm b*qirb$h (Gen 42:1)
and-strike (3MP PAST RECIP) DEF-boys in-inside-her

“The boys struck one another within her”

 

This complex event can be decomposed into two simultaneous ‘strike’ sub-events 

involving Jacob and Esau as agents as illustrated by Figure 6.1.219 

Figure 6.1. Complex Structure of Reciprocal Event

A ----- strike -----> B

B ----- strike -----> A

Reciprocal events may also be expressed by a discontinuous construction, however, in 

which one participant is selected as subject while the other is realized as an oblique 

which is typically headed by a comitative preposition. By choosing only one participant 

as subject, this construction indicates some asymmetry between the two event 

participants, but the second participant functions more like a second agent than a proper 

patient. Consequently, while it is the sub-event involving the subject as agent that is 

profiled, the existence of the second reciprocal sub-event is still implied as illustrated by 

Figure 6.2.220 

219. This is similar to Haspelmath’s (2008) semantic definition of a “mutual situation” which he defines 
as follows:  “...a situation with two or more participants (A, B, ...) in which for at least two of the 
participants A and B, the relation between A and B is the same as the relation between B and A.”
220. The asymmetry may often be pragmatic rather than semantic—the more topical participant is 
selected as subject, while the less topical participant is coded within the comitative phrase. 
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Figure 6.2. Implications of Discontinuous Structure

A ----- fight -----> B

(B ----- fight -----> A)

This structure is common in Biblical Hebrew with the verb nil)am ‘to fight’ as illustrated 

by example 232.221

(232) kaʾ-&er-nil,-mû b*nê-ʿammôn ʿim-yi*r!ʾ%l (Judg 11:5)
as-REL-fight (3MP PERF) sons.OF-Ammon with-Israel

“When the Ammonites fought with Israel”

Reciprocal verbs may also allow the realization of the second argument as a direct object,

which invites a stronger association with the transitive prototype. This syntactic 

construction portrays a single event involving an agent and patient without any specific 

implication of reciprocity.  

Figure 6.3. Implications of Transitive Structure

A ----- fight -----> B

There are no unambiguous examples of the canonical transitive structure involving 

221. The oblique phrase is typically headed by the comitative prepositions ʿim ‘with’ (28 times), b'- 
‘with’ (60 times), or ʾet-2 ‘with’ (20 times; note, however, that this includes Josh 10:25 ʾôtô ‘him (ACC)’ 
and 1 Kgs 20:25 ʾôt$m ‘them (ACC)’ which are commonly analyzed as corrupted forms of ʾet-2 ‘with’, e.g. 
ʾittô ‘with him’).   
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nil)am in the biblical corpus, but there are likely examples with the verb ($kab ‘to sleep’ 

which is used as an interaction verb when describing sexual intercourse.222 Typically, 

($kab patterns like nil)am with the second participant coded within an oblique headed by

a comitative preposition as illustrated by example 233.

(233) &ikbî ʿimmî ʾ-,ôtî (2 Sam 13:11)
sleep (FS IMV) with-me sister-my

“Sleep with me, my sister”

In most cases, the comitative preposition is ʿim ‘with’ as in the previous example, but in 

some cases the comitative seems to be the preposition ʾet-2. Of course, this form is 

morphologically ambiguous with the object preposition ʾet which leads to some 

confusion. The two morphemes can be disambiguated when attached to a pronominal 

suffix (see section 2.4), however, and there are seven examples in which the second 

participant is realized in the form of a direct object as in example 234.

(234) wayyi&kab ʾ#t!h (2 Sam 13:14)
and-sleep (3MS PAST) ACC-her

“He ravished her”

222. Besides Josh 10:25 and 1 Kgs 20:25 mentioned in the previous footnote, there is one example of 
nil)am in which the second participant is realized as an objective pronominal suffix—wayyil$)*mûnî “they
fight me” (Psa 109:3). As with the cases involving the double-object construction discussed above, this case
involves a 1CS objective pronominal suffix, and argument realization may either be influenced by a 
prominence effect or by a dialectal variant related to direct speech rather than a transitivity alternation. See 
the famous essay by Quang Phuc Dong (1970) for further discussion relevant to verbs involving sexual 
interaction, reciprocity, and transitivity.
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The literature is divided on the correct analysis of this form. Bauer-Leander (§ 462o) 

argued that ʾ!t$h (ACC) is a “a false tradition” for ʾitt$h ‘with her’, while GKC (§ 117u) 

cited this passage as a genuine example of the accusative with some qualification. The 

discussion, however, has primarily revolved around describing the “proper” usage based 

on frequency rather than considering the appropriateness of a transitive construction.223 In

fact, this verse does not describe consensual sexual relations at all, but the rape of Tamar 

by her brother Amnon—“But he would not listen to her; he was stronger than she was, 

and he forced her (way'ʿanneh$) and ravished her (wayyi(kab ʾ!t$h)” (2 Sam 13:14). 

Tamar is not ‘agentively’ involved in this event in any respect, and the other examples of 

the accusative form also seem to occur within similar contexts of rape or abuse such as 

Shechem’s rape of Dinah (Gen 34:2) which also pairs the verb ʿinn$h ‘to oppress’ with 

($kab in a manner similar to 2 Sam 13:14, “When Shechem son of Hamor the Hivite, 

prince of the region, saw her, he took her and ravished her (wayyi(kab ʾ!t$h) and forced 

her (way'ʿanneh$).”224  

223. For instance, Morag (1974) argued that the replacement of ‘genuine’ ʾitt- (‘with’) forms with ʾôt- 
(ACC) forms is a feature of the later language (particularly prominent in Ezekiel and Jeremiah, see GKC § 
103b and J-M § 103j) which is related to the influence of Akkadian and Aramaic on Hebrew speakers. 
Akkadian has a preposition itti- ‘with’ but no object preposition cognate to ʾet, while Aramaic knows an 
object preposition but uses the preposition ʿim exclusively for the comitative. He theorized therefore, that 
the ʾitt- paradigm may have collapsed with the ʾôt- forms in these later dialects. While variations in usage 
may have a diachronic component, however, many examples can be explained as a natural extension of 
accusative case within the parameters of prototype transitivity as with ($kab. There is no need, therefore, to
classify all such variance as grammatical mistakes or to characterize the usage as a degradation from the 
classical language. 
224. Likewise, Ezek 23:8 seems to emphasize the sexual abuse of Oholah as a young girl. The story of 
Lot’s daughters in Gen 19:30-38 also uses the preposition ʾet several times to narrate the daughters’ 
exploitation of their father—“She slept with her father (ʾet-ʾ$bîh$) but he did not know when she lay down 
or when she arose” (Gen 19:33). This example may also be better analyzed as an accusative than a 
comitative since Lot is portrayed as unaware. The other examples are in legal contexts (Lev 15:18, 24; 
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Social interaction verbs also commonly govern dative complements since the second 

participant can be characterized as a “sentient affected entity” (see discussion above in 

section 6.4.2), and Blume’s (1998) study concentrated on so-called “dative verbs” in 

German and Polynesian languages. For instance, the verb ‘kiss’ may be semantically 

reciprocal since it involves two volitional participants as illustrated by example 235 in 

which %edeq ‘righteousness’ and ($lôm ‘peace’ are personified.225

(235) +edeq w*&$lôm n$&$qû (Psa 85:11)
righteousness and-peace kiss (3MP PERF)

“Righteousness and peace kiss”

The verb may also occur in a syntactic distributive construction to express reciprocity as 

illustrated by example 236.

(236) wayyi&&*qû ʾî& ʾet-r(ʿêhû (1 Sam 20:41)
and-kiss (3MP PAST) man ACC-counterpart-his

“They kissed each other”

In other contexts, the verbs n$(aq and ni((#q ‘to kiss’ occur with the second argument 

realized alternatively as an accusative or within an oblique headed by the preposition 

l'.226 This alternation could likewise be related to the degree of volitional involvement on 

Num 5:13, 19) for which the characterization of the event as male aggression or abuse may have interesting
implications.
225. Note that HALOT suggests emending the qal form n$(aqû to a nifal in the reciprocal context, but this
is not necessary since ‘kiss’ is already a lexical reciprocal.
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the part of the second participant. As discussed above in section 6.4.2, however, it is 

difficult to unambiguously diagnose the examples of l'- as datives rather than lamed 

objecti. For instance, several examples of arguments coded by lamed occur in Genesis 

29-31. One of these cases is illustrated in example 237. 

(237) way*,abbeq-lô way*na&&eq-lô (Gen 29:13)
and-embrace (3MS PAST)-to-him and-kiss (3MS PAST)-to-him

“He embraced him and he kissed him”

This narrative involving Jacob and the Aramean Laban is set in ʾere% b'nê qedem ‘the 

land of the people of the East’, making it a possible candidate for style-switching. Indeed,

a parallel example can be found in Gen 33:4 as illustrated in example 238 below.

(238) way*,abb*qêhû... wayyi&&$q(hû (Gen 33:4)
and-embrace (3MS PAST)-him and-kiss (3MS PAST)-him

“He embraced him... and he kissed him”

 

This example involves Jacob and Esau rather than foreign characters, and a prototypical 

transitive construction is used with the human-referring second participants realized as 

objective pronominal suffixes.227 Rather than a symmetric DAT-ACC alternation, therefore, 

226. The qal form n$(aq ‘to kiss’ is more common, while the piel form probably indicates plurality or 
repetitive action, thus HALOT ‘to kiss in turn’ (see Greenberg 1991 for plurality with the D-stem/piel in 
Semitic). 
227. Other possible examples of l'- representing dialectal variation include 1 Kgs 19:18 and 19:20 which 
occur within the Elijah-Elisha narratives, Job 31:27, Prov 7:13, and Ruth 1:9, 14. Examples of l'- coding 
can also be found, however, in examples involving Isaac and Jacob (Gen 27:26, 27), Aaron and Moses 
(Exod 4:27), and David and Absalom (2 Sam 14:33). There are no examples of n$(aq or ni((#q in 
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the alternating case frames may reflect dialectal variants. 

In summary, verbs of social interaction depart from the transitive prototype because they 

describe complex events that involve two agent-like participants. Realizing the second 

argument as an oblique avoids association with the prototypical transitive event in order 

to present this participant as ‘agentively’ involved. In contrast, the use of a canonical 

transitive construction emphasizes the asymmetry between the two participants by 

portraying the subject as the causer or controller of the event.   

6.5.2. Relative Motion

Tsunoda (1981, 1985) included ‘verbs of pursuit’ such as ‘follow’ and ‘seek’ in the 

middle of his transitivity hierarchy, but Blume (1998) treated many of these examples as 

verbs of relative motion which she grouped more closely with other interaction verbs.228 

While they do not involve reciprocity, these verbs may also describe complex events in 

which both participants play an ‘agentive’ role in a sub-event.  A verb such as r$dap ‘to 

pursue’ for instance, involves a pursuer and a pursuee, both of whom reflect proto-agent 

properties such as sentience and motion. The verb r$dap profiles the pursuer, who is 

selected as subject, but the same event could alternatively be described by the verb n$s 

contemporary NWS dialects.
228. See also Lazard (1998) who groups such verbs with other verbs of ‘aiming’. Malchukov (2005) also 
discusses the phenomenon in relation to the transitive prototype.
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‘to flee’ which profiles the pursuee as illustrated by Figure 6.4.

Figure 6.4. Sub-Events Involved in Pursuit

A ----- pursues -----> B

B ------- flees -------> A

With the verb r$dap, the pursuee is typically realized within an oblique phrase headed by 

the preposition ʾa)ar ‘after’ as in example 239.

(239) wayyird#p ʾa('r!yw derek &ibʿat y$mîm (Gen 31:23)
and-pursue (3MS PAST) after-him path.OF seven.OF days

“He pursued after him for seven days”

Occasionally, the pursuee may be coded as an accusative object as in example 240.

(240) wayyird*pû ʾet-p)li&tîm (1 Sam 7:11)
and-pursue (3MP PAST) ACC-Philistines

“They pursued the Philistines”

Garr (1991) analyzed r$dap as a verb of motion which selects a goal for a second 

argument. In verbs of motion, overt accusative coding of the goal is often associated with

telicity and perfectivity (see section 6.3.3 above). The combination r$dap ʾa)*r does 

produce an unbounded reading as indicated by compatibility with the bounded adverbial 

derek (ibʿat y$mîm ‘a path of seven days’ in example 239 above. Garr suggested, 
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therefore, that the use of overt accusative coding as in 240 could shift the situation type to

telic and indicate that the pursuit was completed.229 Another example of the accusative 

coding of the pursuee, however, occurs in 1 Sam 17:52 as illustrated in example 241. 

(241) wayyird*pû ʾet-happ)li&tîm (1 Sam 17:52)
and-pursue (3MP PAST) ACC-DEF-Philistines

ʿad-bôʾ-k$ gayʾ w*ʿad &aʿ-rê ʿeqrôn
until-come (INF CONST)-you [Gath]230 and-until gates.OF Ekron

“They pursued the Philistines until you come to [Gath] and until the gates of 
Ekron”

In this case, the accusative direct object occurs alongside the adverbial phrase ʿad-bôʾ*k$ 

gayʾ w'ʿad (aʿ*rê ʿeqrôn “until you come to Gath and until the gates of Ekron.” As 

discussed with canonical transitive verbs above, the presence of the bounded adverbial 

indicates that the predicate wayyird'pû ʾet-happ'li(tîm is itself temporally unbounded. 

On its own, therefore, accusative coding of the pursuee does not seem to entail telicity.231

229. Garr also noted that the actual overtaking of the pursuee by the pursuer is typically depicted as a 
distinct event which marks the completion of the pursuit. See inter alia Gen 44:4, Exod 14:9, Exod 15:9, 
Deut 19:6, and 1 Sam 30:8.
230. The MT reads gayʾ ‘valley’, but the following clause reads gat ‘Gath’ which seems to be intended 
here as well (cf. LXX geth).
231. Malchukov (2005) also observed that pursuit verbs typically involve an agent and an unaffected 
goal. While the goal is generally coded as an oblique cross-linguistically, it may also be realized as an 
accusative without entailing affectedness or telicity. He noted that Japanese, for instance, features this 
pattern as in tomodati-o (ACC) matu ‘wait for a friend’. English also allows an alternation between ‘follow 
someone’ and ‘follow after someone’ without any direct affect on telicity. Interestingly, however, only the 
nominative-accusative construction seems compatible with an explicit goal phrase—‘follow someone to 
work’ but ‘?follow after someone to work’. There may still be a relationship, therefore, between accusative 
coding and telicity with pursuit verbs.
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As mentioned above, however, r$dap is not strictly a verb of motion but of relative 

motion. The goal, therefore, is not a fixed point, but it is relative to the motion of the 

pursuee. As with other interaction verbs, the oblique realization of the pursuee portrays it 

as a secondary agent, while realization of the pursuee as a direct object implies that this 

participant is not involved ‘agentively’ in the event. For verbs of relative motion, this 

contrast seems to be related to which participant is presented as controlling or causing the

motion. For instance, Langacker (1991) observed a similar alternation between German 

jagen  + ACC ‘to chase’ and folgen + DAT ‘to follow’. While both constructions may be 

used to describe the same event, he suggested that jagen + ACC emphasizes that the 

subject controls the action, while folgen + DAT implies that the “subject’s movement and 

choice of path are controlled by the other participant” (1991, 401). 

Similarly, the combination r$dap ʾet- primarily occurs in contexts involving forced 

retreat.232 For instance, the clause in example 241 above is followed by 1 Sam 17:52b 

which narrates that “the wounded Philistines fell on the way from Shaaraim as far as 

Gath and Ekron.” This indicates that the Israelites and Philistines were engaged in 

combat during the course of the pursuit, with the Israelites advancing on the retreating 

Philistines. The emphasis on the subject as causer or controller can also be illustrated by 

example 242 from Lev 26:36. 

232. In SBH narrative, see also Lev 26:7, Lev 26:36, Deut 1:44, Judg 4:22, 1 Sam 7:11 (example 185 
above), and 1 Sam 17:52 (example 186 above).
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(242) w*r$dap ʾ#t!m qôl ʿ$leh nidd$p (Lev 26:36)
 and-pursue (3MS PERF MOD) ACC-them sound.OF leaf scatter (3MS PASS PTC)

“The sound of a driven leaf shall pursue them”

In this example, the emphasis is not on the ability of the sound of the leaf to reach the 

pursuee, but the fact that the mere sound of a leaf is a cause for flight. Indeed, many 

translations gloss r$dap with an English causative construction such as ‘put to flight’ 

(inter alia NRSV and JPS), and this is further stressed by the following clauses, “they 

shall flee as one flees from the sword, and they shall fall though no one pursues” (Lev 

26:36b). 

The opposite pattern can also be observed in example 243 where it is the pursuee—

realized as an oblique but co-referential with the speaker issuing the imperative—who 

controls the path of motion.

(243) ridpû ʾa('ray (Judg 3:28)
pursue (MP IMV) after-me

“Follow after me”

Again, as in the previous sections, indefinite arguments are most likely to be zero-coded, 

and clauses involving a zero-coded argument pattern semantically with other overtly 

coded direct objects rather than with oblique arguments. Therefore, the asymmetric (ACC /

∅) alternation seems relatively independent of the symmetric (ACC / PP) alternation. This 
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can be illustrated by example 244 below, which emphasizes the ability of only five 

Israelites to put one hundred enemies to flight in an analogous manner to example 242 

above.233

(244) w*r$d*pû mikkem ,-mi&&$h m%ʾ!h (Lev 26:8)
and-pursue (3MP PERF MOD) from-you five one hundred

“Five of you will pursue one hundred”

Further, a ‘pursuee’ that is is abstract and inanimate is also consistently coded as a direct 

object rather than an oblique since it cannot be ‘agentively’ involved in the event as 

illustrated by example 245.234

(245) &%k!r yird#pû (Isa 5:11)
beer pursue (3MP IMPF)

“They pursue beer” 

In summary, verbs of relative motion involve two animate and sentient participants who 

are in motion relative to each other. The alternation between accusative and oblique 

coding is primarily related to whether the pursuer or pursuee respectively is portrayed as 

controlling or causing the motion.

233. The verb r$dap ‘to pursue’ occurs 68 times in SBH narrative prose with an overt second argument. 
All four indefinite arguments are zero-coded (Lev 26:8 x2, Deut 16:20, and Josh 23:10). There is one 
example of a zero-coded definite in 1 Sam 26:20. Outside of SBH narrative prose, indefinite arguments are 
also always zero-coded. 
234. See also Isa 1:23, Isa 51:1, Hos 12:2, Psa 38:21, Job 30:15, and Prov 21:21.
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6.5.3. Experiencer Verbs

Verbs involving perception (‘see’ or ‘hear’), cognition (‘think’ or ‘know’), and emotion 

(‘love’ or ‘fear’) typically select two arguments filling the semantic roles experiencer and

stimulus.235 Languages vary widely, however, in respect to the realization of experiencer 

and stimulus as subject, direct object, or oblique.236 First, these arguments deviate 

substantially from the prototypical agent and patient, and they are consequently found in 

the middle of most semantic role hierarchies (see section 3.2.2). Second, experiencer 

verbs are often stative which sets the class apart from canonical change of state verbs. 

Many of these verbs also allow an “eventive” reading, however, in which case the mental

event can be characterized as involving a transfer of force in two directions (in a broad 

sense, see Talmy 1988). The experiencer directs mental attention towards the stimulus 

while the stimulus causes a change of (mental) state in the experiencer. 

When the mental activity of attending to a stimulus is emphasized, the experiencer is 

often perceived as more ‘agent-like’ and preferred for the role of subject (Croft 1998). In 

this case, the canonical transitive structure can be extended to experiencer verbs with the 

stimulus coded as a direct object as illustrated by the following four examples. 

235. This class may also be broadly labelled psych-verbs, though some authors limit psych-verbs to the 
sub-class of emotion verbs. 
236. Note that the linguistic literature has been more interested in the factors which influence the 
alternation between stimulus-object and experiencer-object constructions (e.g. ‘I fear spiders’ versus 
‘Spiders frighten me’) than the alternation between accusative and oblique coding of the stimulus. See 
Levin and Rappaport Hovav (2005) for a summary of this behavior. 
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(246) wayyi&maʿ ʾ"l#hîm ʾet-qôl hannaʿar (Gen 21:17a)
and-hear (3MS PAST) God ACC-voice.OF DEF-boy

“God heard the voice of the boy”

(247) ʾ-d#niyy$hû y$r(ʾ ʾet-hammelek &)l#m#h (1 Kgs 1:51)
Adonijah fear (3MS PERF) ACC-DEF-king Solomon

“Adonijah fears King Solomon”

(248) wayyeʾ"hab yaʿ-q#b ʾet-r!(%l (Gen 29:18)
and-love (3MS PAST) Jacob ACC-Rachel

“Jacob loved Rachel”

(249) ʾatt$h y$daʿt$ ʾet-h!ʿ!m (Exod 32:22)
you know (3MS PERF) ACC-DEF-people

“You know the people”

Some experiencer verbs also allow the stimulus to be realized as an oblique argument. 

For instance, the stimulus of ($maʿ ‘to hear’ is coded as an oblique headed by ʾel ‘to’ in 

example 250 below.

(250) &$maʿ ʾ"l#hîm ʾel-qôl hannaʿar (Gen 21:17b)
hear (3MS PERF) God to-voice.OF DEF-boy

“God listened to the voice of the boy”

The stimulus of y$r#ʾ ‘to fear’ is also coded as an oblique headed by the compound 

preposition mipp'nê ‘from before’ in example 251 below.   
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(251) waʾ-d#niyy$hû y$r(ʾ mipp)nê &)l#m#h (1 Kgs 1:50)
and-Adonijah fear (3MS PERF) from-before Solomon

“Adonijah was afraid of Solomon”

The oblique realization of the stimulus is more informative semantically, and the 

particular preposition used to head the oblique phrase explicitly identifies the sub-

category of stimulus involved. Croft (1998) has suggested two main subcategories of 

stimulus—the goal-stimulus and the source-stimulus. The goal-stimulus typically occurs 

with verbs of perception in which the experiencer must direct attention towards the 

stimulus as in example 251, while the source-stimulus occurs with verbs of emotion or 

sensation in which the stimulus is portrayed as a cause and the experiencer has a lesser 

degree of control as in example 252 (Bossong 1998). The oblique coding of the stimulus 

also typically produces the “eventive” reading mentioned above since the specification of 

direction implies a dynamic relationship between the two event participants.  

As discussed in the previous sections, omission of overt case marking for the stimulus of 

experiencer verbs seems primarily related to information status. Semantically, zero-coded

arguments pattern closely with overtly marked direct objects and are read as statives as 

illustrated by examples 253 and 254.237

237. The verb y$r#ʾ ‘to fear’ occurs 66 times in SBH narrative prose with an overt stimulus. All five 
indefinite examples are zero-coded. The two other simulii that are zero-coded are fronted objects that 
would also be less likely to be overtly marked with a canonical transitive verb (Lev 19:3 and Lev 26:2). See
also Van der Merwe (1992) for some discussion of the various constructions. Van der Merwe does not 
consider the aspectual features of argument realization, but he does conclude that overt and zero-coded 
objects group together with a similar semantic meaning ‘to fear, reverence’. 
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(253) w*l#ʾ tîr*ʾû ʾ-l#hîm ʾ'(%rîm (2 Kgs 17:38)
and-NEG fear (2MP IMPF) gods other

“You shall not fear other gods...”

(254) kî ʾîm-ʾet-yhwh ʾ-l#hêkem tîr$ʾû (2 Kgs 17:39)
but-ACC-YHWH god-your fear (2MP IMPF)

“...but you shall fear YHWH, your God” 

The realization of the stimulus as an oblique, therefore, distinguishes between goal and 

source stimuli based on the specific preposition heading the phrase, which consequently 

produces the “eventive” reading. Realization of the stimulus as a direct object, however, 

is the default for the stative reading and does not necessarily imply an association with 

the the prototypical patient in terms of affectedness or a change of state.238   

6.5.4. Summary

Non-canonical transitive verbs do not involve a prototypical agent and patient. Unlike the

accusative-partitive alternations discussed in section 6.3, therefore, symmetric case 

alternations are not related directly to the affectedness of the patient. Instead, the primary 

factor influencing argument realization is the relative ‘agent-ness’ and ‘patient-ness’ of 

the two participants in relation to each other. In interaction verbs and verbs of relative 

motion, the coding of the second argument can be related to the degree to which the 

238. As mentioned in section 3.4.2, Kiparsky (1998) has suggested that compatibility with the accusative 
structure may be related to resultivity, since stative experiencer verbs typically predicate over a resultant 
state. 
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participant is presented as volitionally involved in the event. The transitive prototype 

implies an asymmetric relation between a volitional agent and an affected patient. 

Oblique coding of the second argument can be used, however, to present the second 

animate participant as a quasi-agent rather than a passively involved patient. Experiencer 

verbs involve an experiencer and a stimulus rather than an agent and a patient. These 

verbs are also typically stative so that they do not involve a change of state. When the 

experiencer is selected as subject, however, the stimulus may be realized as an oblique in 

order to produce an “eventive” reading by portraying the stimulus as either a source or 

goal. 

6.6. Conclusions

Biblical Hebrew allows both asymmetric (ACC / ∅) and symmetric (ACC / PP) alternations 

in object marking. The object preposition ʾet is associated with the grammatical direct 

object and the semantic patient in the canonical transitive clause, but it may be omitted 

with objects that are low in information status. Despite the absence of overt case marking,

the grammatical and semantic roles of these arguments can be disambiguated by the 

hearer based on knowledge of the cognitive frame of the verb. The use of an oblique (PP) 

alternation with a canonical transitive verb is a marked construction which indicates a 

semantic deviation from the transitive prototype in relation to affectedness and aspect.
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Non-canonical transitive verbs are more complicated since they do not select a 

prototypical patient. Coding of the second argument, therefore, creates a conflict between

grammatical economy and semantic informativeness. The canonical transitive 

construction can be extended to these two-argument verbs since the grammatical role of 

direct object is semantically unrestricted, but the direct object is also strongly associated 

with the semantic patient. Oblique coding of the second argument can be used, therefore, 

to identify its particular semantic role. When non-canonical transitive verbs feature a 

symmetric alternation (ACC / PP), it can generally be related semantically to the transitive 

prototype, though not necessarily in respect to affectedness and aspect since it can no 

longer be inferred that the argument marked as an accusative refers to an affected patient.

Asymmetric (ACC / ∅) alternations with non-canonical verbs follow a similar pattern to 

their canonical transitive counterparts, and null marking seems to be primarily motivated 

by information status as measured by animacy, identifiability, and topicality. Zero-coded 

arguments are often indefinite or low in information status, but they are most naturally 

associated with the grammatical role of direct object. The major exception are two-

argument verbs of motion. Zero-coded path, source, and goal arguments do not follow the

standard pattern of object marking—most notable are the large proportion of zero-coded 

proper nouns. This phenomenon, therefore, is best analyzed as a different type of 

asymmetric alternation  (PP / ∅), which can be labelled Differential Oblique Marking 

rather than Differential Object Marking following Malchukov and de Swart (2009). Overt
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accusative coding of the path, source, or goal in telic or perfective contexts can be 

explained separately as a promotion of the argument from oblique to object based on the 

association between the role of paths and patients in providing the temporal bound for 

their respective events. 
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Chapter 7

Summary and Conclusions
This study was prompted by the interesting phenomenon of the variable use of the object 

preposition ʾet to mark the direct object of a transitive verb in Biblical Hebrew. 

Following the study of Wilson (1889-90), the description of this variation has generally 

been consistent across the standard grammars—the object preposition is used primarily, 

but not obligatorily, with definite objects. There was less agreement, however, on a 

plausible explanation for this variable behavior.

As discussed in Chapter 2, early scholars pointed to emphasis, garnering support from the

occasional examples of the particle to mark noun phrases not typically analyzed as 

objects as well as the later demonstrative use of the particle found in Mishnaic Hebrew. 

Others contested the emphatic hypothesis, however, arguing that the object preposition 

was primarily grammatical in nature. They offered no explanation for its variable use, 

deferring to stylistic preference and the free choice of the speaker. Khan (1984) was the 

first to formally connect the object preposition to the cross-linguistic phenomenon known

as Differential Object Marking and to attribute the variation in its use not only to 

definiteness but to the individuation of the object. Khan was followed by Garr (1991) and

Malessa (2006) who also cited the importance of individuation in their work. 
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This study makes two main contributions to the previous research. First, the functional-

typological literature has typically treated definiteness and animacy as scalars. While 

these scales are useful heuristics, in this study it was argued that they are largely 

approximating the information status of the referent of the object noun phrase. Therefore,

measures were developed to assess information status more directly. Second, previous 

works have often limited the study of DOM proper to the variation between an overt 

object marker and null marking of the object. Many case systems, however, also feature 

variation between the use of an accusative and oblique case to code a similar event 

participant. While the two types of alternation have different motivations, it is also 

important to consider the interaction between the two.  

Chapter 3 reviewed the current state of research into DOM in the functional-typological 

literature. Following Malchukov and de Swart (2009), a distinction was made between 

asymmetric and symmetric case alternations. Both asymmetric and symmetric variations 

are generally related to the nature of transitivity as a prototype category, but they seem to 

have slightly different motivations. Asymmetric variations between overt and null coding

of the direct object are largely pragmatic in nature and can be related to the connection 

between the grammatical role of direct object and the pragmatic concept of topicality. 

Symmetric alternations between overt accusative and oblique cases are primarily 

semantic in nature and are particularly related to the ‘patient-ness’ of the direct object, 

though the exact effect of the alternation is also a function of the cognitive frame of the 
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verb involved and the specific semantic roles which it selects.

Chapter 4 discussed the concept of information status in more detail in order to develop 

measures that could be applied in a large corpus-based study of object marking. The 

information status of a discourse referent reflects the cognitive state of the hearer at a 

particular point in the discourse, and it can be subdivided into identifiability, 

accessibility, and animacy. Identifiability is typically connected to the ‘givenness’ of a 

referent. A given or old referent is already known to the hearer, while a new referent is 

not. Following Prince (1981), this binary classification was expanded to a four part scale 

to account for referents which may be discourse-new but hearer-old (unused) or 

identifiable through inference or deduction (inferrable). While identifiability correlates to 

the nature of the hearer’s knowledge of a referent, accessibility relates to the status of a 

discourse referent within the hearer’s consciousness at a particular moment. Givón’s 

(1982) measures of referential distance and cataphoric persistence were adopted to 

measure accessibility. Finally, animacy reflects the ontological status of the referent 

within the speaker’s mind. This influences the perception of discourse prominence since 

we tend to treat things more like ourselves specially. 

Chapter 5 presented the results of the study of asymmetric DOM in SBH narrative prose. 

While the referring expressions found on the definiteness scale define basic ranges of 

obligatory, optional, and prohibited object making, the frequency in the use of the object 
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marker correlated strongly with information status for objects falling in the optional 

range. Objects with referents highest in information status—defined as discourse-old and 

human-referring and persisting in the subsequent clause(s)—were object marked at a rate 

of 100% (56/56), while those with medium information status were marked at a rate of 

77% (317/410) and those with the lowest information status at a rate of only 55% 

(164/300). The absence of case marking with certain examples was also further explained

through the identification of several ‘low-frequency categories’. These included quasi-

indefinite noun phrases, the use of the verb ʿ$&$h in combination with an abstract object, 

objects determined by the reflexive pronominal suffix, fronted objects, and several 

categories associated with irrealis. When the group of objects falling into one or more of 

these categories was removed from the data, the frequency of object marking climbed to 

91% (243/268) for objects with medium information status and 74% (105/142) for 

objects with low information status.  

Finally, Chapter 6 expanded the study to symmetric case alternations in Biblical Hebrew. 

As mentioned above, symmetric variations between accusative and oblique cases are 

typically related to the ‘patient-ness’ of the O-participant, but the exact effect is a 

function of the cognitive frame of the verb including the particular semantic roles which 

it selects. For this reason, the chapter was organized around a taxonomy of verb classes 

adapted from Tsunoda’s (1985) transitivity hierarchy. 
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Certain canonical agent-patient verbs allow symmetric alternations when the patient can 

be considered an incremental theme. In these cases the use of an oblique phrase headed 

by the partitive b'- indicates partial affectedness of the patient which in turn produces an 

unbounded reading in relation to aspect. Two verbs involving surface contact—ʾ$)az ‘to 

grasp’ and t$pa( ‘to seize’—may also feature an alternation between accusative and 

oblique coding. Rather than produce a partitive reading, however, the preposition b'- 

highlights the location of the contact. The accusative coding, in contrast, presents the 

object as an individual which can undergo an independent change-of-possession and 

which is, therefore, more ‘patient-like’. Verbs of motion may also code arguments 

defining the path of motion (source, path, or goal) like direct objects in telic and 

perfective contexts. These arguments do not function as typical affected patients, but the 

coding behavior seems to be related to an association between paths and patients as 

providing the temporal bound for the event.

Another common alternation involves arguments typically associated with the dative case

such as recipients and benefactives/malefactives. Two varieties of dative alternation were

discussed in the chapter. First, many languages allow an alternation between the indirect-

object and double-object constructions for ditransitive clauses in which the recipient is 

coded either as a dative or like a direct object. The double-object construction is 

extremely rare in Biblical Hebrew, and it is only found in examples where the recipient is

realized as an objective pronominal suffix. Further, the majority of these cases involve a 
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first or second person suffix and, consequently, occur within reported direct speech. This 

suggests that the availability of the construction may be restricted to certain dialects or 

registers of Biblical Hebrew. Second, a variety of verbs associated with low transitivity 

may select a dative complement. This argument may be alternatively coded as an 

accusative in contexts where it is perceived as more ‘patient-like’. Diagnosing proper 

dative-accusative alternations is complicated in Biblical Hebrew, however, by the 

presence of the lamed objecti which creates some ambiguity as to whether a particular 

argument should be properly considered an oblique headed by the preposition l'- (DAT) or

a direct object marked by the object preposition l'- (ACC).

Lastly, several other categories of non-canonical transitive verbs were discussed which 

depart from the transitive prototype in a variety of ways. For instance, interaction verbs 

involve two agent-like participants, and the degree of symmetry between these two 

participants is the largest factor influencing argument realization. A similar situation can 

be observed with verbs of relative motion in which the coding of the two participants 

depends on which one is portrayed as controlling the path of motion. Experiencer verbs 

involve an experiencer and a stimulus, both of which have agent-like and patient-like 

attributes. These verbs are also complicated by the fact that they are typically stative by 

default. Oblique coding of the stimulus specifies the sub-type of stimulus—goal or 

source—and consequently produces an “eventive” reading by implying a dynamic 

relationship between the two participants. 
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In general, zero-coded arguments were much more likely to group with the accusative 

coded arguments as direct objects, while oblique coding indicated a semantic deviation 

from the transitive prototype. A major exception to this principle, however, involved the 

verbs of motion. In these cases, zero-coded arguments are better grouped with other 

obliques rather than with direct objects based on the large number of zero-coded proper 

nouns. This behavior can be described as Differential Oblique Marking rather than 

Differential Object Marking.

In conclusion, these types of coding behavior should warn against simplistic approaches 

to describing the distribution of the accusative case within Biblical Hebrew. As 

Haspelmath warned, the traditional notions of nominative, accusative, and dative are only

well-defined for “idealized systems without splits” (2009, 510). Biblical Hebrew, 

however, features a system that includes both split and fluid case alternations that are 

influenced by a wide variety of grammatical, semantic, and pragmatic features.  
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